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VEDDING BELLS.
—

The marriage of
and lilauche L.,
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Pierce
took place at S o'clock a.
at the home of the bride on
n-.iiCK.

-uialley

in the presence of a few
relatives. Rev. Ashley A.
,if the Uiiiversalist church,
-i
They
ng the riug service.
;-l by the bride’s sister and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sylves_• breakfast was served after
and in the afternoon the
left for Stony Point Camp,
to spend their honeymoon.
.k>.\their home with the bride’s
an street for a time and then
i-eping. The bride has been
the dress making rooms of
mg and the groom is a salesothing store of William A.
Iiave many friends who ex■.illations and best wishes.
i.
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, JULY 13,

WALDO COUNTY VETERANS

OBITUARY.

Meet With Thomas H-

Marshall Post, Bel-

fast.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Waldo County Veteran Association was
held with Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A.
R., at Memorial Hall in this city, Thursday
July 6th, and was largely attended. The

Hattie M., wife of John Jackson of Belmont, died July 5th at her home in that
town aged 55 years, 1 month and 4 days.
Her maiden name was Hall and she was
born in Brooks and was the daughter of
Arthur and
Mary (Cilley) Hall, but
came to Belfast in early life and was
married here July 24, 1864. She was the
mother of 14 children, all of whom are liv-

devoted to business.
President Daniel 0. Bowen of Morrill preThe records of the
siding.
preceding
meeting were read and approved.
The
ing.
They are George E., Mrs. Mary deaths of comrades Parish L.
Strout of
Knowlton, Mrs. Louise Jackson, James East Belfast of
Company E., 19th Maine,
E„ Leonard R., Eva A., Gladys, Ralph S., and of Nelson
Staples of Searsport of ComEthel, and Harold Jackson of Belmont; pany I., 4th Maine were
reported. ComMrs. Dora A. Bridges, Mrs. Lena Eaton,
rades Emery 0. Pendleton of East Belfast,
Belfast; Mrs. Viola Lee, and Mrs. Hattie L. D. Jones of Brooks and II. T. Scribner
morning session

M. Walton of Gardiner. She is also survived by three sisters—Mrs. Abbie Cilley
of Brooks, Mrs. Hannah Clark of Lincolnville and Mrs. Erma Clark of Belmont,
mont. The deceased was a person who was
dearly loved by all and who was a most de-

of Searsport were appointed a committee
of arrangements for the next meeting and
subsequently reported in favor of a picnic
in the grove in East Belfast the second
Comrade R. A.
Thursday in August.
Packard of Northport, in behalf of the officers of the Temple Heights Spiritual Association, invited the Association to meet

voted wife and mother, living for others and
trying to help them in all that was good and
beautiful.
Although she belonged to no
church, she can be reckeued as one of God’s
children. She had been an invalid for a
long time, as the result of a tumor. On
July 2nd she submitted to an operation performed by Drs. Alfred King of Portland,
Elmer Small and E. A. Wilson of Belfast,
and T. X. Pearson of Morrill. She ra'lied
from that, and there was hope for her recovery, but she was not strong enough to
bear the strain and so passed from this
earthly life to that fairer shore, where we
know by her life here she is enjoying all
that is good and beautiful. The funeral
was held on July 7th, Rev. E. S. Philbrook
of Belfast conducting the services.
She
was laid in a beautiful casket on a bed of
flowers. All the children came back from
the grave with the striken father aud stayed all night with him. The bearers were
Chas. K. Andrews, G. M. Cunningham, II.
The
M. Meader and llartson Farrow.

with them at Temple Heights on Soldiers’
Day, August 7th. The serious illness of
George H. Fisher, a member of the 16th
Maine regiment, was reported.
The.Association then adjourned for dinner, and the repast was a bountiful and excellent one. After dinner the meeting was
again called to order and Rev. E. S. Fhilbrook of this city offered a prayer. The ladies of the G. A. R. Circle sang, and then
Comrade Eli C. Merriam of North Belfast
delivered an address of welcome, to which
Rev. William Vaughan of East Belfast responded. President Bowen spoke in favor
of making honorary members, that through
their effort the memories of our brave soldiers might be perpetuated. Comrade A.
E. Nickerson of Swanville then presented
the names of Mr. and Mrs. George D. McCrillis of East Belfast for honorary membership and they were elected. Mrs. Mabel
Webber of Belfast sang “Bunker Hill,”
and responded with “Tippecanoe.” Mrs.
Ruth Staples of Belfast gave a recitation,
“Why he Didn’t sell the Farm.” Mrs.
Bertha Smith of East Belfast sang and responded to an encore. Capt. Ansel Wadsworm oi Belfast expressed his pleasure at
meeting with the Association. It was for
the first time, but he should plan to be with
them in the future. In calling attention to
the good service of its members he referred
to Collins McCarty, who lost an arm, and
Rodell A. Packard of Northport, who was
shot through. A. E. Nickerson was pleased
with the interest shown by the dormant
element of the Association in Belfast and
pronounced the meeting the most interesting ever held here. Little Miss Winona
Ludwig gave a recitation, “The Red, White
and Blue.” Rev. J. W. Vaughan of North
Belfast spoke of the love of one comrade
for another and of the veneration the sailor
boy has for the flag. Mrs. James McKeeu
gave a reading upon our emblem and imComrade
Packard sang “Down
port.
Among the Cotton Fields” and responded
with a recitation.
On motion of A. E.
Nickerson of .Swanville a vote of thanks
was extended to Thomas II. Marshall Circle, No. 8, Ladies of Grand Army of the Republic, and to all who had assisted in the
program and with the excellent dinner. J.
W. Black of Searsport spoke of inviting the
association to meet with Freeman McGilvery
Post in that town in the near future, and
expressed his pleasure at being present.
The meeting closed with singing of “Ameriea” by the audience.

offerings which, were many and
beautiful, and showed in what high esteem
she was held by all were as follows:
Crescent marked “wife” from husband;
floral
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The home ol Mr. and

white roses from grandchildren; wreath of
I
G. Black, in Xorthport, was roses from sister, Mrs. Evie Clark ; bouquet
f a pretty wedding Monday of pinks from Chas. B. Eaton; bouquet of
\
rd, when their son, Fred M. cut flowers from Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bryallied to Miss Hattie M. Bur- ant; bouquet of pinks from Isaac Jackson ;
The ceremony was per- bouquet of pinks from John and Hattie
lock by \V. 1\ Greenlaw of
of cut flowers from Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Black were given Black; bouquet
>wing the ceremony, at the C. L. Webber; bouquet of roses from Wilooin’s parents, and a goodly ber Clark ; bouquet of roses from Mr. and
present to wish the newly Mrs. Ed Clark; wreath of ferns and fine
happiness and prosperity.
Iiowers from Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Meader;
A very pretty bouquet of roses from Miss Harriet Meader;
Norwood.
was selemnized at the home
bouquet of cut flowers from Mrs. Abbie
Thurston, in Union, when
of pond lilies from Austin
.j:liter, Bessie Louie, became Perry; bouquet
George E. Norwood, eldest Wellman; bouquet of cut flowers from
Norwood of Union. Only Mrs. Ansel Lothrop; bouquet of cut flowers
family and a few intimate from Miss M. J. Otis; bouquet of roses with
■*ed the ceremony, which was
i>v. Mr. Tranmer, under an card of sympathy from Miss Wetlierbee;
•-U and syringas.
The room beautiful wreath of ferns, roses and pinks
wi ttily decorated with ferns
from Clair Uarriman; bouquet of pinks
'lor scheme being green and
Ie looked charming in a from Blanche and Goldie Bridges; bouquet
;
wgandy, with trimmings of of roses from Mr. and Mrs. Robert 1’.
bouquet of roses. She was Coombs ; bouquet of roses from Mrs. Louise
Meda Ness of Searsmont,
Tibbetts; bouquet of roses from Mrs. L. V. |
a nd, who was very prettily
te, and wore a large spray of Chaples; bouquet of cut Iiowers from Mrs.
j
THE THOMASTON TRAGEDY.
Irvin Norwood of Union, a GcO. W. Miller; pillow of ferns and^ises
|
The
-n oom, was groomsman.
j
from Mathews’ mill; boJ.Uiet of ferns and
made a charming picture as
j
both James F. and
w ith the arch of green.
The pinks with card of sympathy from Chenery Coroner’s Jury Charges
John C. Maloney with Murder of Annie
Mi was very nicely rendered Farm; bouquet of cut flowers from Mrs.
Bishop.
by a nt of Union, after which Kate Meader ; bouquet of roses and leaves
I
•! s>er assisted in furnishing
Rockland, July 7. The coroner’s jury
while the refreshments from Mrs. Fred Trask: bouquet of white which has been investigating the Bishop
: wd, which consisted of ice
peonies from Mrs. Georgia Clark ; bouquet murder ease made its repurt today. The
-.1
e.
a new sensation, as it
Tile wedding presents of
pinks from Rufus Mayo; bouquet of verdict furnished
•rolls and beautiful, showing
implicates James F. Maloney, Sr., father of
Arthur
of
cut
from
Stantial;
bouquet
esteem in which the young pinks
John C. Maloney who is in the county jail
in the community in which flowers from Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Wellman; charged with the crime. The elder Maloney
! heir many triends wish them
bouquet of white roses from Mr. and Mrs. was in Camden and County Attorney Howard promptly ordered his arrest.
py life.—Kockiand Opinion.
1). 0. Liuuikiu; bouquet of cut flowers
The evidence of several witnesses that the
of
Mrs.
Rena
Sholes;
cut
elder Maloney was responsible for most of
from
bouquet
Sorrow at Shiloh.
flowers from a near friend: bouquet of the quarrels which occurred in his home
Saudford’s Holy Ghost and roses from Mrs. Marianna Farrow ; beauti- and the testimony of John Maloney that his
father carried liquor into Mrs. Bishop’s
Gi.loh is in mourning tonight,
from others. room are said to be the principal causes for
that “Elijah” Sandford and ful roses, pinks and geraniums
his arrest at this time.
Prof. Franklin C.
1 .'.ailed from Freeport on the She hath fallen asleep—it is well—
She hath thus lain her life burden down: Robertson of Bowdoiu stated that there was
.June 4th, have been lost at
blood enough on the axe taken from the
d sailed secretly and nothing Long years hath she borne the stern cross,
Maloney house to he positively identiiied.
But it fitted her brow for the crown.
heard from him, directly or
The axe evidently had been stuck into the
The Coronet was manned with She may have forgotten, e’en uotv,
ground to remove the stain. Overalls were
That ever earth taught her to weep;
Mrl Sandford sailed hurriedly,
well spotted and streaked with blood in
eople not to worry, that God Let us say, while in sorrow we bow,
several place. They were muddy and damp.
fallen
It is well; she hath
and direct him and the good
asleep.
The under-clothing also taken from the
wt.
No one at Shiloh knows
She hath fallen asleep ; fold the robe
house showed traces of blood.
The subfiliation, although it was heheart so pulseless and still; stance of tbe inquest verdict is as follows:
the
meek
O’er
ws voyage was across the Ather
Father
and
hath gone to
ours,
“That Annie Bishop died by felony June
iled a few days after the Cor- She
And our grief is His sovereign will.
27 between 12 noon and 2.30 p. m. That she
Vanderer were in collision in
The rest which He gives His beloved
came to her death by a blow on the left
ii bur, and it is said that the Corand
untroubled
Is hers—the
deep—
temporial region by some blunt instrument
:>eaworthy and grossly unsafe And because we so loved her we say
to the jury unknown in the hands of John
voyage. She was originally
It is well; she hath fallen asleep.
C. Maloney and Jas F. Maloney, Sr., and also
wlit and cost 875,000. A cablej
by a wound on the head 2$ by 2J inches,
wved at Shiloh last Saturday She hath fallen asleep—it is well—
I
and a wound which severed an artery beinformation that the Coronet
She will not be weary again
tween the thumb and forefinger of the right
at the island of Malta in the
j
We shall lie down beside her ’ere long :
hand, both wounds inflicted by a razor ir
-an sea, and the fears
of the
Then why should our weak faith com- the
j
hands of John (J. Maloney and James
are at rest.
plain?
F. Maloney, Sr., whom the jury determiut
May we claim, on the morn of our rising,
are principals to the felony.”
ath of P, H. Winslow.
Victor palms which the seraphim keep;
O what glory will crown the beloved
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
r. 11. musiuw,
In Christ who have fallen asleep!
.ue., u uiy y.
■'.mi in Maine by his prominence
[ Selected.
The following transfers in real estate
and railroad affairs, died late,
i••in the effects of a stroke of
Died in Washington, D. C., July 1st, Mrs were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of
Deeds for the week ending July in, 1905:
Mi w hich he was afflicted some
Caroline Augusta, widow of Chief En- Newell
Bagley, Waldo, to Emery J. Roberts,
lie was vice president of the
11.
Baker
and
Charles
ol
daughter
Belfast; land in Waldo. Frank H. Cousins,
ist Company, treasurer of the gineer
Stockton
and
Mrs.
Rebecca
Brown
Springs, to Arthur P. Sleeper.
"iitral railroad, director, pur- Capt. Washington
land in Stockton Spring. James
•iff and auditor of the Sandy
Mrs. Baker will be remembered by many Camden;
A.
Carter, Waldo, to A. E. Nickerson,
a-! and the Franklin & Megunie
of the older people, having lived here it Swanville; land in Searsport. Millard L.
:le was 52 years old and leaves a
Ladd, Stockton Springs, to Frank H.
• me son.
her girlhood and having been married liert
Cousins, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
many years ago. Since her marriage sht Ann
Lunt, Liberty, to Stephen J. Gushee,
Conference at Portsmouth.
has lived abroad and at the Annapolis navy
Appleton; land in Montville. W. II. Methe
Norfolk
and
at
at
tin
navy yard
Lellan, Belfast, to W. If. Bray, do.; land
ros, July Hi. Assistant Secre- yard,
in Belfast.
Roscoe J. Perley, Unity, to
today announced that the pleui- navy yard at Washington for long terms Bert H.
Stevens, Thorndike; land in Unity
of Russia and Japan had After Mr. Baker’s retirement they lived it
G. D. Pendleton, Islesboro, to
Myrtle B.
Portsmouth, N. 11., as the Washington where be died five years ago Smith, do. ;land in Islesboro. S. A.
Rendell,
•h of the sessions of the peace
Stockton Springs, to W. H. Quimby, BelMrs. Baker was as lovely in character a:
to he held outside of Washingland in Stockton Springs.
fast;
J. W,
-duns w ill he held in the gov- she was in person, quiet and unassuming
Staples, Stockton Springs, to Leonard
•
yard at Portsmouth in the she endeared herself to all who knew hei Dickey, do., land in Stockton
Springs.
m just completed there.
and her loss will be greatly felt by many
friends both here and abroad. She leave: TKOV.
The Hot Wave.
Hay making is the pastime of the fanners
three daughters, Carrie, wife of Lieutenan
now and the music of the
mowing machine
July 10. The crest of tile most Twining of the navy; Helen, wife of Wil is heard at
early morning, in every direction,
w ave of tlia season passed ovei
liam McKay of Boston; Ruth, wife of J. 11
and
line
weather
for
hay making is with
id today, leaving behind it many
Fox of New York; also a son, Frank, o us... .11. F. Harding is exchanging work
[> to ten o’clock tonight, seven
witli David i’iper. Help is very searce and
:.
tlie heat had been reported Cleveland, Ohio, and an adopted son, Georg:
-Mrs. Elliott has a crew from
wages high
Knglaud points, while there E. Hurd, of the navy.
Freedom cutting her hav, and has it nearly
idly ten times as many more
all harvested
Mr. Thomas Caverly has
some of which may have a
HOUK1LL.
gone on a fishing trip to Newport with a
■nit.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meader from Au
party of friends—Mr. John Weymouth of
’- niber for Stockton
burn, Miss Hattie Black of Belfast and Mr Springfield, Mass., is the guest of Dr. and
Springs.
Mrs. M. T. Dodge—Miss Erdene Pierce
Thad Briggs of Belmont were guests of Mr
has returned from Cherryfield where she
and Mrs. Oscar Meader last week.Mis:
sii, Mf„, July 9. The steam lighthas been teaching.
She will soon go to
Nellie D. Thompson arrived home las
■•■ lias been
taking on a cargo ol
Thursday. Mrs. Roberts of Haliowell i: Gloucester, Mass., to visit her parents—
l umber- and sailed on Saturdaj
Mr.
Andrew
who has been sick a
for
a
Seaver,
her
fewbe
to
guest
days.Johi
n Springs where it is to be usee
Irving Sheldon arrived horn: , long time, is failing rapidly—Percy Nutt
'Northern Maine Seaport Railwaj Blake andfrom
is
on
the
sick
list.
He had pneumonia last
Massachusetts.. .Mrs. Janie: ,
last week
in the construction of a bridgt
Harding spent last week at Waterville will winter and is now very ill. Dr. Kilgore of
work which is being done there
her daughter.Misses Carrie and Cassi: i Brooks was called in consultation with Dr.
Rogers from Pittsfield were visitors in towi | Whitney of Unity in regard to his case reila!
kunaway Accident at Camden.
cently_Mr. Cleveland Harding of Benlast week... Mr. Harry Simmons is at houn
ton and Miss Millie Rand, only daughter of
on a short vacation— Mrs. Mabel Richard:
•> x,
!
9.
Mrs.
8:
?
July
Pendleton,
recently spent a week with friends ii Wm. Rand of Troy, were united in wedI. of Saturday Cove, was very bad
Thomas ton—Storer Wiggin is visiting hi: , look, by Rev. J C. Lamb, June 38th. They
‘I' d
Rev. J. C. Lamb
?
today in a runaway accident grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer will reside in Benton
was called to Portland last week by the ilian
automobile.
She
was
I’J
throwi
Miss Bertie Hatch from Deer Isle spen
[
1
ness of his brother, George Lamb.
'ruck on her head sustaining a lonj : last week with her aunt, Mrs. Lewis Winch
4IP Hound. ller condition is critical.
The widow and child of the lat:
enbach
Thomas F. Day] Dead.
Dr. Oscar Erskine of Frankfort were visit
Sudden
Death
at
at
Mr.
Camden.
ors
George Erskine’s last week...
j
Haying commenced Monday of this week
Lewiston, Me., July 10. Thomas Fran■••
x, Me., July 11. Joseph Bachelder .The recent hot weather has done a grea • cis Day died
suddenly Sunday night at the
““is old,
work jn bringing crops of all kinds forward
a
well known truckman
Maine
General Hospital. He was 77 years
i1 i dead at his home
... .Miss Alberta Hatch of Belfast is
here, just as hi
spend old and had lived in Lewiston 35 years.
•’.'
'lung his dinuer today. The caugi > ing the week with her cousin, Miss Matti > He was an uncle of Holman F. Day, the
utli was heart disease. He leaves :
(;
Cross....Cyrus W. Brown of Camden spen well-known writer of Auburn, and of
last Sunday at John F. Cross’.
also of that
Ilorgce C.
i*in.
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Sunday School Association.

Rev. J. W. Hatch will

preachat Poor's

The Waldo County Sunday school AssoRev. E. S. Philbrook will speak in the' ciation met in Belfast, July 7, in annual
tent on Condon street, Saturday evening convention. The day was all that could be
at 7.30 p. m.
desired and the local schools bad provided
Gospel meetings will be held in the tent ample entertainment for the visiting deleThe attendance, however,
on Condon street, Sunday, Wednesday and gates.
was
Saturday evenings at 7.30 p. m., and Sunday small.
The forenoon session was given over to
at 2.30 p. m.
business. In the enforced abseuce of Rev.
Rev. J. W. Hatch preached at the NorthJ. W. Hatch the greeting was deferred
port Camp Ground last Sunday morning.
Rev. G. G. Winslow occupied the M. E. until the opening of the afternoon session.
Reports from schools, appointment of compulpit in this city.
mittees, etc., with an address by the State
Plans are in progress for the observance
Secretary, H. E. Lufkin, Yarmouth, who
of the one hundredth anniversary of the
made some remarks on county organization,
Camden Congregational Church which ocshowing some of the important advantages
curs September 11, 1905.
of better district organization. Mr. Lufkin
Rev. E. S. Philbrook preached at Monroe conducted the Round Table on Organized
Centre last Sunday afternoon, and will Sunday School Work, answering many quesspeak next Sunday afternoon in the Smart tions from the representatives of the different schools in an interesting and helpful
schnolhouse, East Belfast.
Christian Science services are held at J. manner, after which all adjourned to the
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every vestry, where a bountiful repast was proSunday morning at eleven o’clock, and vided by friends.
The afternoon session was opened by a
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all
are cordially welcome.
praise service led by Rev, J, W Hatch,
The services at the North church will be assisted by Rev. David L. Wilson and H. E.
Lufkin.
as follows: Weekly prayer meeting at 7.30
p.
Rev. J. W. Hatch of the Methodist church
m., Thursday. Morning worship Sunday
greeted the delegates to whom he extended
at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at noon
;
a hearty welcome and greetings from the
evening service at 7.30 p. m.
and churches of Belfast.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday at people
Dr. T. N. Pearson of Morrill, the presi10.45 o’clock the service will be in observdent of the Association, responded, hoping
ance of Flower
Sunday and the Sunday- that the session might be a
profitable one
school will participate with special music.
for all concerned, and saying that the deleThere will be the consecration of children.
were glad to meet in Belfast.
The pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz, will speak on gates
Miss Avis M. Morisou of Belfast prethe subject, “What the Flowers Say.” All
sented an able paper on Primary Work,
are invited.
giving facts from her experience, and showservices
at
the Baptist church ing some of the material used
Sunday
by her in the
will be as follows: Men’s meeting at 10 a.
primary department. A general discussion
m.; morning worship at 10.45 conducted by followed this paper.
the pastor, Rev. E. S. Philbrook; Sunday
A discussion ou “What Has Proved Helpschool at noon ; Christian Endeavor meet- ful in Your
Sunday School,” followed, and
ing at 6.45 p. m.; gospel service at 7.30. The was led by H. E. Lufkin, the State secreseats are free and all are invited.
tary, Frank L. Robertson, Rev. E. S. Philbrook and others. This proved to be an
.-services ai me juetnouist cnurcn as follows: Morning worship with sermon by “Everybody’s Hour” and was much enjoythe pastor at 10:45; Sunday school at noon ed, as many helpful points were brought
at which time Miss Flora Sherman will out by those participating.
The Association voted to contribute the
give a report of the recent International
Sunday school convention held at Toronto' sum of $50 to the field work of the State
Canada, and Miss Sabina Morey will give Association.
an account of some of their
The committee ou time and place, which
experience on
the road.
Men’s gospel service at 3; consisted of Rev. J. W. Hatch, Belfast,
Junior League at 4; short gospel address at Rev. T. P. Williams of Searsport, and S. A.
Stevens of Searsport reported in favor of
7 o’clock.
the First Baptist church of Belfast ou June
Worth Knox and West Waldo Veterans. 6, 1906.
The committee on resolutions reported as
The North Knox and West Waldo Veteran follows:
at
Association met
Grange Hall, Appleton,
Resolved: That the convention extend
June 28th, with 05 present. The meeting its thanks to the pastor and people of the
Methodist
church
of Belfast, for the
was called to order by the President, H. H.
courtesies extended during the day.
Whitney. The program was as follows:
Resolved: That we deplore the nonPrayer by Rev. Geo. A. Chapman ; singing, representation of many schools in the conAmerica, by the choir; records read by the vention, and would suggest that the county
and district officers, by visitation or in
secretary, Mrs. A. A. Simmons; treasurer’s other ways, urge upon the schools the
report adopted; officers elected for the en- necessity of representation at the annual
suing year: President, John Lane, Sears- meeting, not only for their own good, but
for the help they may be to the work in the
mont; vice presidents, B. F. Simmons, county.
Rev.
Geo.
A.
Resolved: That we extend thanks to the
Appleton;
Chapman, Appleton, Herbert Hawes, Union; J. 0. Johnson, Maine Central R. R. for reduced rates to
convention delegates.
Liberty; John Morton, Washington; secreResolved: That the convention pledge its
tary and treasurer, Mrs. A. A. Simmons, prayerful interest and support to the
Appleton ; chaplain, Rev. Geo. A. Chapman; officers for the coming year.
Signed,
committee on obituaries, G. A. Page, Apple11. M. Prentiss,
i
ton ; Mrs. Herbert Hawes, Union; commitFlora E. Sherman, Committee.
D.
L.
Wilson,
)
tee on location reported the 3d Wednesday
The following officers were elected in acin June, 1908, as time, and Appleton the
place of the next meeting. The address by cordance with the recommendation of the
Rev. Geo. A. Chapman was listened to with nominating committee, which consisted of
the closest attention and as Mr. Chapman Rev. E. S. Philbrook, Mrs. Mary Whitmore,
served during the war as a soldier, and was Belfast, and Mr. Smith of Belfast.
President, Dr. T. N. Pearson, Morrill;
in many of the hardest fought battles he
vice president, Harry M. Prentiss, Belfast ;
as
one
who
knew.
The
recitation
spoke
by
Miss Alice Simmons of Searsmont was very secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Annie S.
finely rendered and the opinion was ex- Porter, Searsport; executive committee,
pressed by many of those present that it Frank L. Robertson of Belfast, Rev. T. P.
Williams, C. W. Wallace of Searsport, W.
was one of the best they had ever heard.
Miss Simmons is devoting much of her time F. Langill of Belfast and T. C. Smart of
to the study of elocution under the best Waldo; superintendent of the primary deteachers.
Short speeches were made by partment, Miss Maude E. Mathews, Belfast;
of the home department,
many of the veterans present, interspersed superintendent
with music, instrumental and vocal. A dec- Mrs. M. W. Rich of Belfast.
State secretary Lufkin gave an interestlamation by Fred Collins, who carried a
and helpful talk on the Home Departmusket and waved the Stars and Stripes, ing
ment.
was one of the best on the program. The
The report of Miss Greer and Miss Philmeeting closed by singing, “God be with us brook as a committee ou credentials was retill we meet again,” and benediction by
ceived and accepted.
Rev. Mr. Chapman.
Rev. William Vaughan of East Belfast
delivered an interesting address upon How
A,5 OTHERS SEE OS.
Best to Use the Activity of Childhood in
While the writer was sojourning in Bel- Sunday School Work.
Several spoke ou the necessity of securing
fast, quite recently, he thought he would
take a little stroll over the city, and see how larger delegations and suggested that an
the Sturgis law was working in a county
effort be made next year to have all the
where the sheriff and all the officers, county
and city, are Republicans and presumably schools reuresented.
devoted to .he prohibitory law, as they
The evening session was addressed by
have professed long and loud. Well, now, Rev. I. B. Mower of
Waterville, Secretary
the Sturgis fluid was flowing as freely and
uuhindered as the waters of the Mekotnak of the Baptist Maine State Convention,
river. All one has to do is to step right in, along the line of Sunday school work
call for what he wants, and it is produced. There were a
good many preseut to enjoy
And then you are perhaps asked if you
don’t want a gallon to take home with you. his helpful address. Miss Edna Hopkins
Now, this would be all right in a license sang a solo very pleasingly.
State. But to see such works going on in a
city so near the home of the Governor, who
SECRET SOCIETIES.
claims to be keeping an eye on the business,
and has the Sturgis commission to do bis
Megunticook Rebekah Lodge, Camden,
bidding, is, to say the least, somewhat as.
tonishing, and reflects some light on the visited Mystic Lodge, Warren, Monday,
situation. Wonder if the commission ever July 10th, and the Megunticook degree staff
takes a look at the state of things in W’aldt conferred the
degrees.
land Opinion.
So far as the Republican county official!
are concerned they are doing their full dutj
under the law. Sheriff Carleton and depu
ties are to be credited with numerous
searches and seizures and when arrests an
made the parties are promptly tried, convict
ed and sentenced in the Police Court. Th<
Sturgis commission could do no more thai
the sheriff and his deputies are doing. Thai
the sale of liquor here continues is true
and it is with the belief that the offender!
will escape punishment in the higher court

Several members of Amity Lodge, F. &
A. M., of Camden visited King David
Lodge, Lincolnville, recently and witnessed
work in the 3d degree. A fine supper was
served and the visitors are loud in their
praise of the hospitality of Lincolnville

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

Mrs. Edwards of Portland; aud Mrs. SumLothrop of New York who is visiting
Mrs. Shea.
The cottage was prettily decorated, the color scheme being pink and
white. The open fire place in the Japanese
room was banked with ferns while
large
jars of pink and white peonies helped to
make more beautiful an attractive room.
The music room was decorated with pink
and white roses.
The dining room was
decorated with pinks; pink ribbons hung
from the chandelier to the table forming a
pyramid in the centre of which was a large
jar of daybreak pinks. There were little
fancy pink and white cups filled with bon
bons for each guest, pink and white ice
cream and pink and white cake.
The
whole affair was as charming as might be
expected with so pleasing and gracious a
hostess as Mrs. Shea to arrange it.

Lodge.
Luncheon at Ferndaee. Mrs. Thos.
E. Shea gave a very pretty luncheon at her
cottage, Ferudale, on the North Shore,

Northport, Saturday noon for Mrs. W. 11.
Quimby of Belfast and her guests, Mrs.
Sanborn of Boston; Mrs. B. B. Foster and
ner

North Waldo Pomona met with Sebasti
cook Grange, Burnham, June 28th and t
very interesting and profitable season wai
enjoyed. Sebasticook Grange is eujoyinf
quite a boom. A large number of new mem
bers have been taken in of late and at th<
last regular meeting one candidate was In
structed in the third and fourth degrees ant
one was proposed for membership.
John W. Holmes of Brooklyn, N. Y.t accompanied by his wife, and Mrs. F. A
Bailey of Belfast, with her daughter Mar
gie, are visiting their brother, Roscoi
Holmes, in this oity. Mr. Holmes is pro
prietor of the Bijou theatre, in Newark, N
J., the leading theatre in that city. He ii
an old showman and when old friends witl
the Robbins circus learned he was in town
they did him honor by a serenade with th<
full band after the evening performanci
Saturday. Roscoe Holmes, who is always
equal to the occasion, opened his doors U
the serenaders, who enjoyed bis hospitalitj
to the utmost.—Ellsworth American.

Mrs. Carrie F. Black is visiting in Old
Orchard.

Annual Meeting in Belfast.

Mills next Sunday afternoon.

county.—Washington Correspondence Rock-
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For colic or distress in the stomach caused

by drinking too freely of cold water,
Brown's Instant Relief.

use

Mrs. C. F. Shaw of Belfast is visiting
friends in Waterville.
Mrs. Jere 0.

Hayes

and daughter Mary
are visiting Captain Hayes in Philadelphia.
John Burnham, who has been spending a
vacation in Gardiner, left last Saturday for
Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gilchrest are at
their cottage at Kelley’s Cove, Northport,
for the summer.
Mrs. R. A. Holland of Boston arrived
Wednesday to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James Haney.
F. W. Collins was in town the past week
and went to Bucksport on the Golden Rod
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Fred T. Chase, Miss Frances Chase
and Miss Maude E. Barker spent afew days
in Waterville recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Knowlton of Liberty
have been guests of his brother, J. S.
Knowlton, in Camden.
Mrs. Alice L Thumbs returned last week
from a visit with her sister, Mrs. E. F.
Knowlton, in Camden.

Clyde B. Holmes, B. II. S. ’05, is at work
in the Duplex Roller Bushing Company's
foundry for the summer.
Marion E. Brown and family have joined
the colony at the Battery, having leased the
Pottle cottage for two months.
Samuel H. Lord arrived Saturday from
Boston to spend his vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Lord.
Miss Katherine Bickford of Brooklyn, N.
Y., is with her aunt, Miss Mary A. Bickford, Cedar street, (or the summer vacation.
Mrs. S. R. Crawford and daughter. Miss
Inez E. Crawford, are lit W. C. Crawford’s
summer home at Lake Side, Belgrade, for a
short visit.
Mrs. C. H. Sargent and Miss Frances A.
Sargent went to Brighton last Saturday
for a three weeks’ visit with Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Foss.
Mrs. Carrie E. Pendleton of Stamford,
Conn., arrived last Saturday night to spend
the summer, and is at the Dr. E. L. Stevens’
house, Church street.
Miss Atjbie Batchelder is at home from
Boston for the summer and is the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Alonzo Batchelder, Satur-

day Cove, Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Chamberlain of
Brockton are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Eli Cook. Mrs. Chamberlain was formerly
Miss Julia McDonald of this city.
Mr. H. K. Eaton, principal of the Belfast
High school, and wife, returned Monday
night from Norway, where they have been
visiting relatives since the close of school.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Bagiev have returned
from a very pleasant visit to old friends—
L. C. Morse of Liberty,and J. G. Piper, one
of the leading citizens of Rockland.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
Governor Cobb has received an invitation
from the headquarters of the Grand Army
of the Republic to be present at the national
encampment, which will be held in Denver,
Colo., iu September.
Director Charles D. Woods, of the Maine
agricultural experiment station at Orono,
has taken the Parcher cottage at Shady
Nook for the summer, and is there with his
family.—Ellsworth American.
Alfred J. Card of Belfast was in Brooks
this week, called here by the sickness of
his father, George E. Card, who has had a
shock in his right side and is now nearly
helpless.—Waldo County Advocate.
A. Cutter Sibley and friend, George Ii.
Marvin, both of Boston arrived by boat
Sunday and went out to Porcupine Lodge,
Pitcher’s Pond, where they will spend two
weeks.
The Maine Press Association is having
its annual excursion this week to Rumford
Falls and the Rangeleys. Miss Grace E.
Burgess is the only Belfast member with
the party.
David R. Porter of Oxford University
Mr. Porter
arrived in Bangor Saturday.
was the first Maine representative to win
the Rhodes scholarship in Oxford. He was
a student at Bowdoin iu the class of 190t>.

Capt. Alzo M. Carter went to Boston
Monday to join his vessel, schooner Van
Allens Boughton, after a week’s visit with
his parents, Capt. and Mrs. G. R. Carter.
He was accompanied by his wife who had
been here for some weeks.
Dr. George F. Eames and son Haller of
Boston arrived July third iu Dr. Eames’
launch Passagassawakeag, and are visiting
his sister, Mrs. George A. Leavitt, East
Belfast. Dr. Eames expects to be in Belfast
and vicinity through July and August.
in
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Messrs. T. D. Barr, Henry Staples and
Charles A. Pilsbury sailed last Monday in
Capt. Barr’s sloop yacht Fiona for a trip
down the bay for recreation and fish. They
expect to visit Isle au liant, North Haven
and Rockland and to be absent about a
week.
Pine Lodge, Pitcher’s Pond, is occupied
a camping party consisting of Misses
Alice Nickerson, Evelyn and Cora Morison,
Frances Howes, Marion Hazeltine, Florence
Hill, Helen Doak, Katherine and Elizabeth
Quimby. They are chaperoned by Mrs,
James 11. Howes and Mrs. George A

by

Quimby.

Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Winslow of Westfield

Mass., have arrived and are at the Hillside
farm at Northport for the summer months
Mr. Winslow is the principal of the Norma
School at Westfield and he is expecting
quite a large party later in the season. Mr
sou

Is at home

Miss Geneva M. Heal is visiting relatives
in Lincolnville.

Capt. Willard Brown of Fall River has
been visiting in this city.
Miss Nettie M. Follett, who has been ill
for several mouths, is convalescent.
Elmer Blake, who has been visiting in
Belfast, returned to Boston Tuesday.

George W. Burkett of Somerville, Mass.,
Wednesday for a few days’ visit.
Mrs. Charles H. Coombs and little daughter are visiting friends in Massachusetts.

arrived

Mrs. J. F. Wilson is spending the week
at her cottage, Ingle Nook, Temple Heights.
A. P. Parker went to Belfast, yesterday,
a visit to friends.—Waterville Sentinel.

for

Hiram Bramhall of West Bridgewater,
Mass., has been visiting relatives in this
city.
Willard E. Monroe of the Duplex Roller
Bushing Co. is visiting in Boston and vicinity.
Eleanor J. Orcutt arrived Tuesday evening from Washington, D. C., to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hall have gone to
a short visit with relatives.

Washington, Me., for
Miss

Rebecca

Cousins

of

Brookline,

Mass., is the guest of her aunt, Miss J. A.

Wiggin.
Miss Edith M. Ellingwood is at home
from Providence, R. I., for the summer
vacation.
Leonard Macomber of the Duplex Roller
Bushing Co. has returned from a visit in
Brookline, Mass.
Miss Mattie M. Cross of Morrill spent a
few days the past week in town, the guest
of Miss Alberta I). Hatch.
Dr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Stoddard and Miss
Abbie 0. Stoddard are occupying their
cottage at the Battery.
G. r. D.
Trask ol the Duplex Boiler
Bushing Co. was called to New York July
4th by the illness of a relative.

Misses Mary 0 and Marion W. Nash of
Abington, Mass., arrived Tuesday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Prentiss.

Henry Hall, master of the Prince High
school of Boston, has been visiting bis
cousins, W. II. and R. 11. Moody.
William H.

Moody left Tuesday on a busitrip to Portsmouth, Va. He has been
the guest of his brother, R. II. Moody.

ness

Hon. and Mrs. Stanley Plummer of Dexin Belfast last Friday and spent
Sunday at the Nortlipurt Camp Ground.

ter were

Mr. and Mrs. Warren E. Marsh and Miss
Leona Bucklin left Tuesday to spend a few
weeks in New Brunswick and Nova .Scotia.
W. C. Crawford and family of Allston,
who are spending the summer at their cottage at Belgrade, were in Waterville on

Monday.
Misses Mabel and Helen Brown of Boston are at home to spend their vacations
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W.
Brown.
Mrs. Willis Cates and son, who have been
extended visit with friends in Philahome.—Portland

on an

delphia, have returned
Sunday Times.

Mrs. Nellie Kneeiand of Somerville,
Mass., visited relatives in Belfast last week
and is at her cottage at Temple Heights tor
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Jos. Williamson left, Tueslor Frankfort, where they will be
the guests of relatives for ,i few days.—
Kennebec Journal.

day,

Miss Katherine E. Brier is clerking in F.
G. Mixer’s. Miss Flora E. Blake, who has
been at Mixer's, is employed as bookkeeper
in Fogg & Brown’s market.
Miss Mabelie Paul, Belfast, spent a few
days last week at Ferndale with her sister,
Miss Ella Paul, who is staying w'th Mrs
Thomas E. Shea at the North Shore
A party from Belfast and the cottagers
Pitcher’s poiul were entertained at tire
Alhambra Tuesday evening.
There was
dancing, with music by the traveling
harpists, who were hired for the occasion.

at

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Foster Dawers
gave a dinner party at the Clark cottage,
North Shore, where they are spending the
summer, for Mr. and Mrs. Thus. E. Shea
last week.
Mrs. J. L. Sleeper entertained a party at
her cottage at Tilden’s Pond yesterday, and
Mr. and Mrs. R. 11. Moody and party went
to Bald Rock, returning by the way of
Pitcher’s Pond.

itiail-

boro street are rejoicing in the advent of a
grand-daughter, born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Johnson, Jr., on Mr. Johnson, Sr.’s
birthday, June 30, at San Diego, Cal. The
elder Johnsons are at “The Homestead,”
Belfast, Me., their summer home.—Boston
Sunday Herald, July 9th.

Winslow is the
of this city.

Emery Heagan, Harvard, ’05,
for the summer.

of Rev. G. G. Winslow

Rev. Ralph Gillam, who has been engager
for a year or more in evangelical work or
the Pacific coast, has returned to Lowell
Mass., and the Sun of that city publisher
au interesting transcript from his diary ol
the homeward trip, which covered aboui
15,000 miles through Oregon, California
Nevada and Colorado.

r.
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visiting Mrs. Chase's par-

ents, Mr. anil Mrs. L. L. Robbins. Mr.
Chase has been elected master of the Bigelow grammar school of Newton and will
enter upon his new work next September.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Ferguson of Clifton,
dale, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Ferguson’s
parents, Dr. and Mrs. A. 0. Stoddard. Mr.
Ferguson’s stay is to be a brief one, while
Mrs. Ferguson will spend the summer in
Belfast.
Mrs. F. 1’. Burgess and Miss Mnrj Reardon
of Allston, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Burgess’
father, .iohnfi. Damon, and will remain during the months of July and August. They
have rooms at Mrs. F.
Mixer’s, Commercial street.
Mr. William B. Schiller of Pittsburg was
in Belfast Saturday, lie was accompanied
by Masters Henry Morgan Burdette and
William B. Schiller, Jr., who will spend
the summer with their grandmother, Mrs.
Caroline P. Crosby.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Dougau entertained
all the North Shore people Tuesday evening, July Fourth, at their cottage in Northport. There was a beautifjil display of lire
works after which a dainty luncheon was
Served. Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore of
Belfast were among the guests.

Sent

Fred E. Hutchins, formerly a member of
the class of '06 of Colby college, who was
forced to leave on account of serious trouble
with his eyes which at one time threatened
blindness, is far on the road to recovery,
but will not be able to return to college. He
has bought a farm in Freedom and anticipates a successful year's work.

Dr. W. L. West arrived last Friday frotr
Mitchell, South Dakota, where he is engaged in veterinary work for the U. S. Government, for a short visit. Mrs. We3t has beer
here some two months.
They like their
new home in the West and the climate then
agrees with them, but as is the case with ai:
our wanderers, say, there is no place like

Bertrand L. Moore and bride of Brockton,
Mass., visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. McKenzie, 8 Congress street, a few days
last week, while en route to St. John, N, B.,
the home of Mrs. Moore's parents. From
there they will take a trip through Nova
Scotia, before returning to Brockton. His
mauy friends in this city extend congratula-

Mrs. Albert Mead, Mr. Bert Mead ant
Mrs. Mead’s granddaughter, Albertina Morrill, of Natick, Mass., arrived Saturdaj
morning on the boat from Boston en routr
for the Mead cottage at Saudypoint. Thej
the day with Mrs. Mead’s sister, Mrs
enry D. Clough, and went up river on the
Golden Rod in the afternoon.

Maine.

tions.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

BELFAST GIRLS AT WELLESLEY,

principal one practically demanded
monopoly of the wireless telegraph busi

but the
a

Ml** Dutton's

by Marconi. This demand was thrown
out by the courts, which ruled that Marconi
had not been the first to use wireless telegof
raphy, having been preceded by Brauley
France, Professor Lodge of England and by
Popolf of Russia. Of the other five claims
only two were maintained and these both
relate to the old styie receiver which Marconi is still using, but which I)e Forest has
replaced by the far superior instrument
which 1 mentioned above. But the joke of
ness

A Defense from Yale of Dr. Lee DeForest.
To the Editor of Thf. Journal: My |
attention was recently called to the very
exhaustive letter published in your issue of
the 1st of June regarding wireless telegra- |
phy in general and Marconi wireless in particular. As a Yale man 1 feel the slurs
which have been cast upon Dr. DeForest

by the writer of this article, and which I
know every Yale man in the country will
be glad to see controverted, not to speak of
the intelligent readers of your paper who
are doubtless desirous to learn the truth,
and the whole truth, regarding wireless telegraphy. Asa lover of fair play I would
like to publish through your correspondcolumns a counter article to the one
1 appreciate the fact
referred to above.
that a foreign name in connection with any
subject of artistic or scientific interest is always a name to conjure with, but the recent progress in all scientific lines by native Amer icans during the past quarter
century is gradually dispelling this illusion,
ence

that now a man can gain a reputation as
scientist with the great public of America, even if he has not a formidable looking
European name. Witness the use of automobiles. When they were first introduced
a man was not considered to possess a real
“devil-wagon” unless it was of foreign
make. Hut alt this is rapidly changing.
And f'' ;t is in wireless telegraphy. I firmly believe—and I think upon careful investigation you will find that this opinion is
held by the majority of practical scientists
and electricians—that the name of HeForist i> going to do as much to convince the
world that this country can turn out a great
scientist, as did the names of Cyrus Field
and Thomas Edison. J think every patriotic
American citizen will rejoice to learn that
this “young Yale graduate by the name of
DeForest" to quote your correspondent, is
not a mere borrower of Marconi’s invention-, hut has conducted his researches
along the fundamental lines laid down by
the great Herman physicist, Hertz.
All
hu’ioi he to this same Hertz, who was the
first to embark upon the sea of discovery of
these ether waves.
Hr. Lee- He Forest was graduated from
the sheik,-id Scientific School of Yaie University in Ispe. He had studied all through
his course with the view to entering the
field of invention after graduation.
He
so

a

die line uf the Hertz waves and in ISO'i received hi- degree of 1 locior of Philosophy
from 1 .tie for a thesis on Hertzian yvaves.
This was at the very time that Marconi
was beginning his own experiments, so tiie
statement <>f your correspondent that Hr.
He Forest simply appropriated Marconi’s
work is, m the face of it, absurd. Leaving
Yale lie went to Chicago and yvorked on
Hie Western Electrician. Here he pursued
his experiments relentlessly, and it was
here that he discovered the principle upon
which the receivers, now used by the He
Forest Company, are made. This receiver
is absolutely distinct and different from
that used by Marconi, which is an extremely clumsy and slow- working device. This
coherer of Marconi’s must he tapped every
time one of these waves passes through it.
Now anyone with half an eye can see that
this “tapping’’ takes time.
By Dr. De
Forest’s invention nothing of this sort is
necessary. The fundamental basis of his
receiver is an electrolytic solution, whose
composition is of course secret and fully
covered by patents. By this receiver he
can take messages three or four times faster
than Marconi’s old styled coherer can
negotiate them. To complete this improvement he also uses a telephone receiver
which is fastened to the operator’s head,
and by means of which he can hear the
very faintest indications of waves, thus
making it possible for the De Forest operator to catch messages which, owing to peculiiu atmospheric conditions and interference of all kinds, would be absolutely
Ion 01 the receiver of a Marconi station.
Fo much for the iirst tiiumph of American
brains ovei Italian. Nor is this all, or the
most

important.

By using alternating

cur-

ings, instead of the direct as Marconi does,
messages can he sent for distances which
would make the Marconi operator rub his
eyes y\ itli amazement. The fact that messages have been sent continually from Key
W est lo Chicago,* distance of lbOn miles overland, should demonstrate this to the most
hostile mind, lie F'urest’s tuning device
is also much superior to that of Marconi’s.
In illustration of this is the recent accident
to the Cunard Liner “Caronia” of which
your correspondent speaks with pride,
which ran aground near New York during
a log and sent message after message out
into space, but all the time the Marconi
station was sublimely iguorant of the fact
that a vessel equipped with their iustruments was signalling for help.
Not so the
De Forest
In spite of the fact that the
message was intended for the Marconi
station and not for the De Forest, it was the
De Forest station at 12 Broadway that received the message. Upon investigation into the actual facts of the Marconi system a
giear many incidents of this same type become apparent.
This article which I have
referred to several times speaks of the wireless bulletins issued daily to travellers on
ocean liners.
Any one who has travelled
on one '-i
these boats knows how much
this amounts to. If the “World’s happenings on sea and land” consisted of no more
than is published in these bulletins, the
world would indeed he an idle and dull
place. A few facts which have been relay! d fii-n. -bin to ship and linallj reached
tlie one in question are set down for the
edification of the traveller. The New York
Tress’s comments on this particular feature
of the Maicuni system are decidedly to the
point: “A recent copy of the Canard Daily
bulletin, issued ou the Etruria, hardly
justifies the tears that the tired business
be unable to escape from the
man will
worry and care of this strenuous world by
resorting to a sea voyage. Published on

Wednesday, three days after the tight between Togo and bojestvensky, it yields up
only ten lines of its valuable space to a
record of that thrilling event, written in the
most

cautious

manner

and

the soberest

style. Utter absence of details is the most
striking feature of this “mareonigram”
printed on the same day that the New York
newspapers appeared with Admiral Togo’s
complete account of the results accomplished by his tleet. The rest of the two
pages is burdened with earthquakes in
India, accidents on the Paris Subway,
fighting in Manchuria, wind and weather,
daily runs, barometer and thermometer.
What the bulletin lacks in new's it makes
up in literary selections.”—and much more
to the same purport.
Concerning the action of the Marcon
Company against the De Forest Company
your correspondent gives the impressior
that the advantage was ail on the side o:
the foreign system. As a matter of fact thi
Marconi ha<
reverse of the case was true.
six claims against the De Forest Company

What Marconi did succeed in
persuade the courts to force
De Forest from usiug a form of instrument
which he had already discarded as wortha
less and which he had replaced by
That
vastly superior device in every way.
fully evidenced by the
this is true is
If the
time.
newspapers of the present
Marconi claims had been maintained and a
to him, we would see nothde combat.

doing

was to

monopoly given
marvellous
ing in the papers about the
achievements of the De forest system, and

this
vet every newspaper reader knows that
The recent achieveis just the reverse.
his
ments of Dr. De Forest have brought
as a
name before the American public
His recent remarksynonym for success.
Alton railroad
able test on the Chicago A
as one of
has been heralded far and wide

the greatest feats ni scientific achievement
this last half century
of
of wonderful advance in all departments
leadscientific research. Every newspapei
to the effect
er has seen continually a notice
that some new De Forest station was just
Very recently Bridgeport and
opening.
Hartford were opened, and 1 am informed
in your
that before this article appears
will already be sending
paper that Boston
mossaees to New York and New Haven,
ami Portlaml and Providence are nearly
at Manready to follow suit. The station
for
hattan Beach is also practically finished
the sending of messages across the Atlantic
other
and just as soon as the one on the
waves
side is put up, these wonderful ether
will go Vibrating from this continent to
soon as this is
England and vice versa. As
it will become more and

accomplished during

accomplished,

did hot
more evident that Dr. De Forest
merely take a few of the Marconi instruments and sold stock on the strength of
of
that, hut that he is a practical inventor
wonderful genius, and that he lias pushed

his company through to successful operais
tion with all that energy and push which
busiuess
so characteristic of the American
is forcing this
man of to-day, and which
ahead of the world in matters of

counfry

business and
When we stop
and Alton road
trains with De

development.
to think that the Chicago
is going to equip all its

Do you remember the little things that
gave ns so much plsaawe when we were
young ? With what seat did we sit down to
the table after our play was over and eat the
mush and milk our mother put before us.
But as we get older it takes more to give
Mush and milk no longer
us pleasure.
tastes good to us, and our digestion may be
impaired. The best advice we can give to
such a person is to tone up the stomach with
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. If
is nature’s meet valuable and health-giving
agent—made without the use of alcohol. It
contains roots, her be and barks, and is the
concentration of nature’s vitality as found
in the fields and woods. This remedy has
a history which speaks well for it because
it was given to the public by Dr. R. V.
Pierce, founder of the Invalids’ Hotel and
Surgical Institute, at Buffalo, N. Y., nearly
forty years ago, and has since been 9old by
druggists in ever increasing quantities.
Some medicines, tonics or compounds, en»
joy a large sale for a few years, then disappear from the public attention, but Dt.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery nss
proved 9uch a reliable blood remedy and
tonic that it often enjoys the confidence of
several generations in a family, and its increased sale9 year by year coming from the
recommendations of those who have tried
it, prove its lasting merit, so that every
bottle bears the stamp of public approval.
Every other blood-maker and tonic for the
stomach that we know of contains alcohoL
but Dr. Pierce guarantee* that no alcohol
is contained in his "Medical Discovery."

instruments very
shortly ; that the United States Government
has given numerous contracts to this comof our navy and
pany for equipping ships
communications between army posts; that
the London Times has employed this syethe
tem and not the Marconi for reporting
operations going on in the far east between
Kussia and Japan, no other argument is
who is
necessary to convince any American
at ail conversant with the progress of the
world, that it is the De Forest system which
to revolutionize modern methods of
is

going
communication, and that this great honor,
as in the case of the telegraph, is going to
an American born scientist, a man typical

Dunlap.

Portland, Me., July 7. The supreme
judicial court of Maine today handed down
a rescript in the guardianship proceedings
instituted by Charles F. Dunlap of Portland to obtain the custody of his grandson completed her first year there, has done her
from file latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
I was told, with credit to herself.
Charles Archer Dunlap, members of the work,
Holy Ghost and Us colony at Shiloh. The Other Belfast girls, in previous years, have
decision is against the parents.
done well there also.
Mr. Dunlap Sr. contended that his grandOn the day after commencement a letter
son, Erlon, 12 years of age, was living with
his parents under influences whicli lie be- was shown me, written to one of the Wellieved were not for the best interests of the lesley faculty by a member of the faculty
boy, and he desired to be appointed of another institution, in which the name of
guardian, in order that he might properly Miss
Dunton, another Belfast girl, of Mt.
educate the lad.
The supreme court
of the
decree
affirmed
the
probate Holyoke college, was mentioned in complicourt, granting the grandfather guardian- mentary terms.
As any community is
ship of the child, but the ease was taken to
pleased when its young people succeed, 1
the law court on exceptions.
The rescript handed down today recites think I can statetheabove facts in this way
the finding of the lower court that the wel- without seeming to boast.
fare of the minor demanded his removal
Not a few Belfast boys also did splendid
from the influences surrounding him while
in the custody of his parents, and that they work as students, and have positions of
were incompetent to discharge their duty
trust and usefulness today. And I hope
toward the child and declines to reverse
that all those now in college, and all who
that finding upon exceptions.
C. F. Dunlap will go to Lewiston tomor- have a college course in view, may, by their
row and will be
accompanied by an at- application and diligence, surpass, even,
torney to Shiloh. He will take his grand- those who have
before them.
Nor
gone
should the goodly number of young men
and young women who began life’s duties
with the equipment that the High school
furnished be overlooked.
I call to mind

Erlon from Rev Frank \V. Sand ford’s
under the decree of the court granting him guardianship.

son

colony

Fined for

Ill-using

a

Horse.

several such who are filling positions of
usefulness, and doing their work well.
And the High school of today gives a student a better course than the colleges of a
few generations ago.

Waterville, July

7. Mr. II. L. Emery,
the local branch of the S. P. C.
president
A., had another ease before Judge Shaw of
the Waterville municipal court yesterday
morning.
Wednesday Mr. Emery heard
that a horse very much the worse for wear
had been driven into the city from Liberty,
a distance of 22 miles, hauling five men.
Mr. Emery found the horse at the stable of
Ira Mitchell on Silver street. The animal
had a bad wound on one shoulder and its
forward parts were covered with blood.
Mr. Emery complained before Judge Shaw
and the latter issued a warrant against
Fred Morang of Liberty, and the latter was
arrested by .City Marshal Adams and arraigned in court this morning. Morang
had no excuse to offer and the court fined
him $10 and costs, which Morang paid.
of

For years I have noticed the excellent
work done in the Belfast schools.
That
work speaks for itself. And though the
faithful teachers may never receive their
due reward in dollars and cents, theirs is a
satisfaction in receiving it in lives made
useful, and in characters moulded for good.
George E. Tufts.
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tbe face and form
by
cleansing, exercising, and feedn.g
and
tbe skin through
through-by strengthening tbe muscles.
It removes all wrinkles, blackbeads, roughness, and irritation
without promoting the grow
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beauty that only naturr s:
best can give.
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In Use For Over 30 Years.

OILS,
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THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.
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In order to save our customers both time and trouble, we
have placed in[stocka complete line of Malleable and Cast
Iron Pipe Fittings and Valves. Sizes 1-2 to 2 1-2 inches
inclusive.

DUPLEX ROLLER

I
I

Maine. A Great

#Pipe Fittingsj#

Sixty Tears

Open evenings

Be sure to see

chasing.

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
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Best
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Practical
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Paper Publish***

54.

Tanned Leather

For Only $2

Belting

w

Bordeaux Mixture,

Paris Green,
Blue Vitriol,

Formaldehyde,
Bug Death,
Black Death.
Whale Oil Soap.
A. A. HOWES & CO.,
Groceries, Drugs

Believing that every one n
have at least one good fain,
we have perfected an an _rMi"
send that praelleal and uni r

NOTICE.
The New

England Telephone

Company respectfully petitions
Board of Aldermen of the city of Belfast* Maine,
for a location of its poles and wires thereon, and
tlie necessary supporting and strengthening tiv
tines and wires, in the following named streets
and highways of said city..
Said company agrees to reserve space for one
cross arm at the top of all the above poles for telephone, lire alarm and police signal w ires, owned
by the city and used for municipal purposes.
Said poles to be erected under the supervision of
such officers as said city may
designate.
Following are the streets and highways above
referred to:
Belmont road, from Congress street to Belmont
town line.
Cross roads, leading from Belmont road to the
farms of Horace Chenery and V. L. Hall, and
from Belmont road to residence of M. S. Wood.
Waldo avenue, from residence of A. E. Turner
to residence of J. N. Burgess.
Poor's Mills road, from Waldo avenue to the
Morrill town line.
Cross road, from Poor's Mills road to the farm
of H. H. Wentworth.
Cross road, from Poor’s Mills road to the farm
of W. A. Banks.
Cross road, from Poor's Mills road to the farm
Cassius Hamilton.
By FRANCIS A. HOUSTON,
General Manager.

City <>f Belfast, Maine.)
In Board ok Aldermen,
;
Date .July 3, 1905.
)
Upon the foregoing petition.il is ordered that
notice thereof be given by publishing a copy of
said petition and tins order thereon in The'Bepublican Join mil, a new spaper printed in tin* city
of Belfast, Maine, and that a hearing thereof be
given at the Aldermen's room, on tic* 4th day <>f
August, at 7 o’clock i*. m.. at which time and
place and residents and owners of property upon
the highways to be affected by the granting of
the permit applied for, and all other persons' interested, shall have full opportunity to show
cause why such permit should not be granted,
the last puolicatioii i>f said notice t<> be at least
fourteen (14) days before said hearing.
A true copy of petition and notice thereon.
3w27
Attest: A. F. MANSFIELD, City Clerk.
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HAVE AT LAST FOUND A HARMLESS
liquid for the removal of superfluous hair
from tlie face. It not only removes the hair perfectly clean in five minutes, but will, if applied
every third day remove the hair permanently. It
depends on the strength of the hair, the length
of time it will take to entirely destroy it. It contains no caustic, acid or poisonous substance.
Will not leave a scar or cause injury in any way.
It is sold to me under a written guarantee to accomplish all that is claimed of it. It is made by
parties with whom I am personally acquainted
and have perfect confidence in. For further particulars call upon or write to

I

MRS. B. F. WELLS,
15 Main Street, Belfast.

correspondence confidential.)
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May Concern:

This certifies that I have given my son, Gene
Perry, his time during the remainder of his minority, and shall claim none of his earnings nor
pay any bills of his contracting after this date.
Montville, Maine, June 25,1905.
yw26
CHARLES PERRY.
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French Fry,
n
Seinp Balls,

Vegetable Salad,

Gorgonzola Cheese,

A few second-hand top I
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TABLE-D’HOTE 75 CENTS.
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The Kind You Have Always Bought

man

j

Massage

Pompeian

WE
*

tiny cells

•

builds

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Railroad Commissioners.

$2.78.__

tissues.

Gastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

CASTORIA

to carry nutr,

tion to all the

What is CASTORIA

Islesboro, July 3,1903.
For Over

gently stimulated

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
infanta and Children—Experience against Experiment,

GENUINE

a

delicately

tinted
complexion. Tbe pores of tha
skin must first be rid of ah lrn>
purities, and the circulation

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

a high rank at Wellesley means so much,
and is so difficult of attainment, the honor
of securing it is enhanced.
During the past four years 1 have frequently visited the college, having two relatives there—-Miss Hilda Tufts, a student,
and Miss Edith Tufts, a Professor of Greek,
but now Registrar,—and I have thus learned something of the status of the institution. Having witnessed the work done in
the class-room I feel sure that the quality
of the teaching will not suffer when compared with the teaching in the best colleges
for men. Most of the Wellesley professors
—there are about 120—are specialists in
their departments, and the work required
of the students is very severe.
Some months ago I had the honor of addressing, in their beautiful building, one of
the Greek letter societies—to which only
members of high college rank can belong,—
and during a part of the evening session a
topic on current events was under review.
It was a surprise to me to observe how well
the subject had been thought out, and with
what ability it was discussed.
A few years ago Miss Nina E. Poor graduated at Wellesley. The situation she has obtained make evident how her instructors regarded her work and her scholarship, ller
younger sister, Miss Alice, who has just

AGAINST SHILOH.

retaining

beautiful, clear,

whose scholar1 was pleased
to notice that Miss Abbie O. Stoddard of
Belfast was among the number. And since

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
Augusta, Me., July 0. The board of mothers for their children while teething,
railroad commissioners at its meeting, to- with perfect success. It soothes the child,
day, rendered favorable decisions on the softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
following matters: Side track and crossing ! colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
of highway on the Maine Central Railroad : Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
tinctly American product.
at Belgrade; change
of highway on the in every part of the world. Twenty-five
Very truly yours,
Northern Maine Seaport Railroad at Frank- cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Fred II. Beach.
fort ; branch track crossing the liighw'ay on
the Portland A Rumford Falls Railway at
New llaven, Conn., June 28,1005.
MAINE FISHING VESSEL LOST.
Rumford Falls; change of highway on the
Railroad
at
Northern
Maine Seaport
MAINE MEN IN BOSTON.
Hampden ; branch track and crossing of the Sch. Frank G. Kiel* of Boothbay Struck
Hock off Liscomb, N. S.
highway on the Boston A- Maine Railroad
Massachusetts City Has More Thau Any
at Westbrook; branch track on the Washl'lace in Our Own State.
Sch. Frank G. Rich of Boothbay, Me.,
ington County Railroad at Sprague Falls;
The number of Maine people who are change of location on the Washington bound from that port for Bay of Islands,
X. F., for a cargo of herring, struck a
residents of Boston and vicinity will prove County Railroad at Sprague Falls.
rock east of Liscomb, X. S., July :3d,
a surprise to any one not familiar with the
puncturing a hole in the craft, through
A Veteran Stage Driver Retires.
figures. After Massachusetts itself, Maine
which the water poured so rapidly that
furnishes more of the residents of Boston
Howard A. Dow, the veteran stage the vessel sank before the crew had
than any other State in the Union, about
driver, drove his last trip over the Bucks- time to save any of their effects except
twice as many people as New York and
port and Castine route June 3rd. He the clothing in which they stood.
nearly three times as many as New Hamp- began driving a stage over the Bucksport
The schooner ran into thick weather
shire. The following figures, taken from and Ellsworth line in 18(1(1, and had driven
before an
tlie actual census returns where possible, over many routes in this State and in Nova on Sunday, and while running
will give a good idea of the Maine people Scotia. His last route was from
eight knot breeze brought up suddenly
Bucksport
The
of Liscomb.
pumps
living iu Greater Boston:
to Castine, covering a distance of 3(1 miles on a rock east
Boston.23,110 each week-day, supplying three way offices, were manned, but so rapidly did the
the
3,384
water
in
through
78
mail
gaping hole
besides the Castine office, also
Cambridge.
pour
Somerville. 4,347 boxes and 00 families. Mr. Dow carried on caused by the collision that it was at
..
au avna^c wv yiuunuo ui
umij,
once seen to be useless to attempt to
Chelsea. 2,020 ing Hucksport at 8.30, arriving in Castiue at
Keep tne cratt anoai, ana me crew
891
Brookline (estimated).
12.30 a. in., leaving there at 1.30, and was
launched a boat, saving nothing
Everett (estimated). 1,087 due at Hucksport at 5.30, making the trip in hastily
had
Malden. 2,498 four hours. This is known as the hardest but the clothes they stood in. They
815 route out of Hucksport. Mr. Dow was suc- scarcely pushed away from the side of
Medford (estimated).
579
Melrose (estimated).
ceeded by Willis Snowman, who took the schooner when she sank, about four
Waltham (estimated). 1,049 charge July 1st.
minutes after she struck. It was a long,
037
Woburn (estimated).
hard row to Green island, which was
reached after the men were thoroughly
OABTOniA.
Total.42,048
remained on the island
Bears the
s* The Kind You Have Always Bought exhausted. They
If to the total of 42,048 natives of Maine
until Monday, when Keeper Burke of
In Greater Boston we add the 5138 in Lynn,
the lighthouse rowed them over to
and the 1201 in Salem, we have a total ol
Isaacs Harbor in his boat in time to
48,387 natives of Maine in and about Boston,
catch the steamer Strathcona, which
not including smaller places, such as Arlington, Belmont, Milton, Dedham, Quincy and
conveyed the men to Halifax, where
Pleads Not Guilty.
Keyes
are
not
which
as
to
other places, statistics
they took passage on steamer Olivette
so easily ascertainable, and w ithout countHaxook, July 7. Elmer E. Keyes was for Boston.
ing the population of the surrounding counSell. Frank G. Rich was 105.50 tons
here today, charged with the
tryside. If the number of natives in these arraigned
of his wife, Isabelle Keyes, in this
murder
gross, 72.18 tons net, built in Essex in
should be added, it is practically certain
lie pleaded
on the night of June 25th.
1883, and was owned by the Baldwin
that it would appear that there are in and city
not guilty and was held without bail for the
Fish Go. She was commanded by Capt.
about Boston more natives of Maine than
II
is
court.
of
the
term
supreme
her crew conthere are people in Maine’s largest city of August F. J.
of Old Town, made Richard McDonald and
Whiting
counsel,
Portland, which has a population of 50,145. the additional plea of insanity and will pe- sisted of Dennis O’Neil. Thomas RotIn Lewiston, the second largest city in
tition a justice of the supreme court for an ter, Charles Potter and Harry Owens.
Maine, there are but 23,7(11 people, in Ban- order to remand Keyes for examination as
The Rich has often been at this port
gor but 21,850, and in Augusta, the capital,
his sanity. He has been in the hospital
but 11,083. In fact, when it is realized that to
from when engaged in the coastwise trade.
recovering
since
the
alleged
murder,
out of the total population of Portland there
a wound which he inflicted in an endeavor
are but 34,918 natives of Maine, it will be
to commit suicide after the deed.
seen that Greater Boston may accurately be
For forty years Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
called Maine’s largest city, so that not only
Wild Strawberry has beeu curing summer
are the natives of Maine the most important
School Statistics.
complaint, dysentery, diarrhoea, bloody
part of Boston’s population, but Boston is
flux, pain in the stomach, and it has never
the most important city of Maine.
The following figures relative to the yet failed to do everything claimed for it.
schools of the State were given out, July
7th, at the educational department. The
RECENT MARRIAGE.
The Simple Life.
school population of the State, that is, the
the ages of £
between
of
number
persons
To cast belittling care away,
E lb ridge
Wentworth-Pottle.
and 21 years, who were in the State or
To love our labor—and our play—
April 1,1905, is 207,448. On the same date Augustus Wentworth and Miss Cora
To count our comforts every day
in 1904, the number was 206,214 which show Etta Pottle, both of Rockport, were
And curb undue desire.
an increase, this year, of 1234. The State
married, June 29th in Brookline, Mass.
school fund and mill tax for apportionmenl Mrs. Wentworth is the daughter of Mr.
To live at peace without, within,
for the year 1905, is $568,347.47, and the
To help the weak, to strive with sin,
and Mrs. J. W. Pottle, and is a beautiamount per scholar is $2.74. In 1904, thi
To scorn unlawful gains to win
Mr.
ful and accomplished young lady.
State school fund and mill tax for apportion
And feed love’s sacred fire.
Wentworth is a well known business
meut was $573,386.05, and the amount pei
To learn that silence wisdom brings.
man, largely engaged in cutting ship
scholar
To find that power from patience springs,
timber in Virginia, where he has extenTo mark the might in little things.
sive tracts of timber land. The frames
Bridge Contract Awarded.
And honor man—as man.
of many of the largest vessels built in
a
to
hate
lie,
To speak the truth,
The board o : Knox county were furnished by him.
Augusta, Me., July 6.
To gladly live, nor fear to die,
county commissioners, this afternoon Both Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth are very
To hope for Heaven by and by
awarded the contract for the steel construe
popular in Rockport and have the best
Plan.
th'
Eternal
And trust
tion of the bridge over the Sebasticook rive
wishes of their many friends.
New
Englam
—Elizabeth Carpenter.
in the town of Benton to the
Construction Company of East Everett !
Headache, foulWhere are you sick?
Mass., for the sum of $10,540. The bridge i
OASTORXA.
no appetite, lack energy, pain in
to he 255 feet in length and the Legislaturi , tongue,
Bought has made an appropriation of $6,000 for th your stomach, constipation.makeHollister’s
you well
Rocky Mountain Tea will
work, the town of Benton to pay the re 1 and
keep you well. 35 cents. R. U. Moody.
mainder of the cost.

of the energy and science of the modern
and
young American, raised in this country
trained in our own scientific schools, which
makes the lie Forest wireless system a dis-

'THERE is but one method o!
A
acquiring and

plimentary terms, of a few
ship was exceptionally high.

Grandfather Made Guardian of Little Erlon

own]

your

Beauty Doctor

work, the President gave the names, in com-

commercial

Forest

the

It may not, therefore, be out of place for
me to speak of the college honors of a Belfast girl.
At the Commencement of Wellesley College, June 27, after each one of the 203
graduates had received her diploma for the
degree of A. B., and after the higher degrees had been conferred for post-graduate

attempts

yet
a
agents have the nerve to say with perfectly straight face and as if they expected peoYale
ple to believe them, that this “young
Forest has
of
De
name
the
by
graduate
been dealt a crushing blow and is now hors

Be

A

Editor of The Journal: In
your issue of June 29 there appeared an interesting letter from my good friend Mr.
Mills, in which he referred to the honors
that came to a former Belfast boy at the
recent Commencement of Williams College.

To

the whole matter lies in the fact that although Marconi claims it was a sweeping
victory for his system and a crushing blow
to the De Forest system, he now comes out
to appeal the case! That is
and
almost as unheard of, allowing the premise
that Marconi had triumphed, as it would be
to hear a winning baseball team protest the
And
game and desire to have it disallowed.
in the face of all this Marconi and his

Standing at Holyoke.

Tribute to the Belfast Schools.

Crackers,
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ART VIEWS
Hand Colored Platinums have been added
to our views of local interest.
Souvenir Postals, 6 for 25c.
CITY DRUG STORE.
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significant in themselves they acquired
A FRESHMAN AT U. OF M.
great importance. When these drowsy
provincial capitals were aroused by the
How big and grown
up you felt when
plATE, ‘THE ENCHANTED CITY war of independence, all joined in the you started
away from home, with a
A
PLAINS.’’
DAZZLIRG
work of creating a federation and se- suitcase full of new
iHE
clothes and a trunk
LACKING NOTHING BUT | curing the national autonomy, but at checked
through to Orono. The people
j.[ ; SOPOLIS
the
same time each looked out careful- down at the
station might think
'NH.aBIpants and a reason for ly for its own; and when the
you
struggle were only going away for a visit—but
was over and the yoke of Spain finally
JUSTING
the trunk, they really couldn’t
misunrespoudeuce of The Journal.]
discarded, each little capital continued derstand the significance of that—that
i, Argentina, June 2, 1905.
to be sufficient unto itself and rejoiced was an unmistakable
announcement to
La Plata, astonishment in
G
political bodies whose high-sounding the world in general, and the by standers
•Umax too deep for words.
titles were even more grandiose than in particular, that you were
going to
;s wilderness, as unknown to
those bestowed by the national con- college. Father was down to see
you
at present unneeded, mil- stitution
upon the rulers of the nation. off—you wouldn’t let mother and the
lavs have been invested in The greatest and richest
province— girls come, for the “college man” to be
ior a population that has not that of Buenos
Ayres, the only one that does not want any tears and lamentarn, or has not come across
has ever been strong enough to oppose tions, and reminders to “be a
good boy”
•m the overcrowded couuthe central power—found its claws cut, when he sets forth to
conquer his new
With so to speak, when in 1880 the
irope to Argentina.
city of world. And as for being good, of
,1 sanguinity and two eyes Buenos Ayres concluded to sacrifice its course you have
promised your mother
.re. streets, broad, straight
provincial supremacy to the national and Her, about that, ages ago, and you
aved, have been made and greatness.
The authorities of the are going to have a good time
j
anyway,
;
palaces have been built—ap- province, being thus deprived of their and they might as well understand
ing is lacking but people to old-time capital and forced to establish that, first as last.
By this time you
andsome houses and throng their seat of provincial government have had your last handshake
with
'L’here are several elsewhere, could not gracefully con- father, and
a .fares.
your chum, who ran down
government buildings, sent to the humiliation of taking a just a second, from the store to
say
mg a whole square, the re- back seat; and so, instead of improving goodbye, has got a ride uptown on one
m space being laid out in
one of the flourishing young towns al- of the returning hacks, and the con","d with
fountains and ready established in the province
they ductor says “all aboard,” and the
Banco de la l’rovineia set up a brand new
city m the wilder- whistle shrieks one long “goodbye”
")
Ilepotecario—the two ness which was intended to astonish and you are really off. You will be a
of the republic—are both tiie world.
Why this particular spot full-fledged college man the next time
.’.’.dings as line as any to be was chosen nobody can say, except you go over this ground, and that will
York or Chicago. They that its promoters were determined to be at
Thanksgiving time—a little more
g:a> stone, several stories outdo and overshadow the old capital than two months later. Xine weeks is
.mposing entrances and as a matter of revenge, while remain- rather a long time, after all, and you
ies. each like the goveru- ing as near to it as possible for their wonder how you will like
your roomgs. set in the middle of a
satisfaction, for to all Argentians the mate and what your chum is doing in the
.aid surrounded by beau- city of Buenos Ayres is what Rome was store, and
you think that it is too mean
Irives, w a 1 k s, statues, to the ancient Romans or L’aris is to for anything that he can’t go along,
owers
and blossoming modern Frenchmen.
and you think how much you will do

iHE

new ARGENTINA.

tA,

I

de la Plata is nine

:ver

Streets and

squares were laid out
to space or expense up-

THE LOBSTER’S VACATION.
The

Shell Fish Now Shedi
Winter Clothing*

Much^Sonffht

now having the benefit of a
higher
class of goods.
Other food products have been taken
in hand, and in all probability the
people of the Pine Tree State will soon
have the benefit of legislation requiring at least as careful scrutiny of their
food products as was formerly required
in connection with animal food.—Burlington Free Pres.

[are

Maine lobstermen will have a loafing
spell for the next few weeks, while the
lobsters have their annual vacation.
About this time of the year lobsters
shed their shells, and while thus engaged they are hard to catch, as they creep
under the rocks and other places that
afford a hiding place and stay there until the new shell hardens sufficiently
for them to come out.
“The lobster is perhaps the most peculiar fish that is in the water,” said a
lobster dealer, “and even the men engaged in catching them do not know
them thoroughly.
When the lobster sheds his shell,
which he does once a year, he hides
himself under some obstruction where
he is free from his brother fish and the
fishermen.
The old shell breaks up
along the seam that will be noticed
running the length of his back and discloses a new shell which has been
formed underneath and which is very
soft though very tough.
The shells
which cover his claws break in another
If you are too fat it is because your food
manner. The claw shrinks up to al- turns to fat
instead of muscle—strength
most one-half its regular size showing If
you are too lean the fat producing foods
the same new shell underneath and
that you eat are not properly digested and
this new shell gradually appears and | assimilated.
jI
takes the place of the old one.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
“The lobster stays in hiding until his
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
new covering has become hard, which
I people have too much Pepsin and not
takes place in a short time for the rea- !
enough Pancreatine.
son that were lie to appear out in his
soft shell he would be eaten up by his
brother lobsters and by the large ground
fish. When the lobster is in this condition he is what is known as the black
lobster and when they are considered
the best that is procurable.
“Many times the lobster is caught
before he has a chance to hide himself contains ail the digestive juices that are
a healthy stomach, and In
on the approach of his shedding and in found in
those proportions necessary to
many cases they are lauded to the deal- exactly
ers as soft lobsters. They are not worth enable the stomach and digestive organs
as much in the market as the hard to digest and assimilate all foods that may
shelled ones as they will not stand ship- be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
ment and are more or less shrunk, but digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tie*
the meat is just as sweet and good as sue building tonic as welL Kodol cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
in the hard shelled lobster.
“Most of them shed early in the sea- Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
You will like it
son although there
are soft shelled Constipation.
ones on the market way up to the cola
weather.
They will shed earlier in Digests What You Eat
shallow water than they will where the
Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
water is deep. Besides the shedding
tissues and gives firm flesh.
of the shell there are a great many
other peculiar characteristics of the
lobster that would go to make up an
interesting study. The lobsters are
quite often received with a claw and
R H. MOODY, DRUGGIST
uouiv.viujco
tnu
tiano
xucac
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Spring Styles
See that yeur hat bears the Lamson & Hubbard
trade mark and you will have the assurance of
style, comfort and durability combined. You
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Dyspepsia Cure
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NO GREATER

To Those Seeking a

MISTAKE CAN BE MADE
Than imagining it is economy to buy the cheapSaddlery Goods, because the

est Harness and
price seems low.

SOUND

THE SHODUT

CHARACTER
GOODS

OF CHEAP
Takes away ail apparent
duces to dissatisfaction.i

saving and always

con-

We make a special point on the character ot
goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable
workmanship and A material.

our

THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with

INVESTMENT

a

high standard of excellence always obtained at
place.i
We earnestly invite inspection of goods and
prices.
47
We positively mean to do the best we can by
our patrons.
Very truly,
our

C. E. STETEXS.

125 Main
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...REPAIRING,..
HACiAZINES,
BOUND.
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were
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continual

wars

another up to 1601, when
succeeded in patching up

Vassalboro, Waterville,
Oakland, Belgrade, and other neightowns.
At a distance of 20 to
boring
25 miles the damaged trees almost disappear, at least that word is brought by
people from that distance in every diin

fall there

about 40,000
Baldwin apple trees in Sidney. The
estimate of perhaps 10 per cent, killed
will make somewhere from 3,000 to
4,000 of those trees a total loss. While
other orchards have suffered in a less
degree than those in Sidney, yet the
damage is so widespread ttiat it may
be conservatively estimated at 10,000
to 12,000 good bearing Baldwin apple
Last

were

■

■

cse
•

In

the olden

indispensable to
explorers, not only

were

‘-tors and
"u >n

i'"'.iits for

time of need but
new

as

the
for

start-

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and
Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

adventures, and ad-

i'ativeceuters

forthe settlers and

shires, the subjugated Indians,
ftie beginning of this century
A Smooth Article.
'fere no other towns in
t0 use salve use
Argentina DeW itt s W itch Hazel
Salve. It is the puraese few capitals.
They were the est, and best for Sores, Burns, Boils,
l -aces where
churches, law courts Eczema, Blind, Bleeding, Itching or ProPiles. Get the genuine DeWitt’s
autiiorities existed, and though in- truding
Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by R. H.
Moody.
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The Baby’s Head and Trained
Nurse identify Comfort Pow*
der, which is used so much in
N. E. Hospitals and by trained
nurses because they all know it
is the best Medicinal Toilet
Powder. The best is always cheape*.

that he knew one or two of the fellows

I
H
■

|j|
H
I

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

inspection of, milk and cream it
that you knew and you had a very neglected, humorously enough, to enpleasant talk. After a while he asked act laws in relation to food products in
for the people.
you to go over to meet “the push,” and general
In order to make certain what proyou went rather reluctantly and shook ducts are adulterated the law further
hands in a dazed, sort of way with a provides that the director of the agridozen or more fellow whose names cultural experiment station shall colwere a perfect jumble and whose faces lect samples of food stuffs for the purwere in a blur, all except those of two pose of analysis and that the£results of
Freshmen who were in the group, and such analysis shall be published by
of the Big Fellow, who was a Sopho- bulletin twice each year. The director
more, and whose grin broadened when is also required to report violations of
for the

M. S.

ed questions and talked until your confusion grew less and you began to think
that you would like some of these fellow who seemed to know so much, and
who smiled when you told them where
you were going to board.
You were nearing Bangor and the
Junior who bad introduced himself to
you told you to follow him when you
found yourself on the platform, and
you dodged in and out between trains
and cars till you were seated in the car
of what the Junior explained was the
You weren’t talking much
“local.”
now.
It was dark and you were tired
and it seemed a long way, but finally
the Junior told you with a friendly
nudge to “come out of it,” and you began to discuss vour prospects for making the football team, when all at once
you realized that the brakeman said,
“O—rono, O—rono.”

JOBBERS

handling such adulterated articles.

After the enactment of this law a
reasonable time was given manufacturers and dealers to become acquaint
6d with the provisions of the law and
it is stated that the director of the experiment station took steps to notify
manufacturers of the result of analyses.
Bulletins were also issued giving the
standards of the United States experiment station, which are the standards
for Maine. The first investigation related to baking powders, and the twenty samples analyzed nearly all had no
statement on the label of the salts they
contained, and the result of the publication of this statement was to lead to
the adoption of measures by the manufacturers to conform to the law. In
consequence of this action the poorer
qualities of baking powder were driven
from the State, and the people of Maine
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CRUSHED OYSTER SHELLS:

Grain, Feed, Feeds,

The old reliable; carefully prepared and thoroughly screened.
WHEAT:

Groceries.
*

IMPORTERS OF

Both smoky and pinched.

BARLEY:

SALT.

A chance to give the hens

CORN,

quality of

Belfast, Maine

—

the market 12 years. Big
sales constantly increasing.

on

WHY ?

a

full

They have

SUMMER BOARD
Brooklyn people. Can you take
few? If <o, :i‘t you. i.ouse in the BROOKLYN
DAILY KAO LI- IKI.i: IXFOKMATION BU-

|

a

|

RE.W. for w.ueh purpose
provided.

I

Manicure and

1 lie

j

Mass.

Lumber,
CLOSING OUT SALE.
All kinds long lumber, spruce, hem*
lock, pine, hard wood and clapboards.
Also sawdust and

prepared hard wood,

length, sold

at mill or delivered

Facial Massage,
15 MAIN STREET,

:26tf

BELFAST, MAINE.

BELFAST

The

25 Congress St., Belfast. Call 36* 11.
H C. PITCHER.
24tf

«•!

;!.«■ lM’OKMATION BUREAU

Men or women, I oca
IlYRn
Iw ■
U>
representatives for
magazine. Large Commissions. Ca9b

class

Wash8tf

Brooklyn Eagle

Gas& Electric LightCo.
Wiring of All Kinds,

Office Washington Street.

Telephone number,

44-2.

Nothing

the best

lr carries

advertising me*

more

resort adver-

Rate Card.

Address

INFORMATION BUREAU,
BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mention this paper in which you sec this
advertisement.
2ml8

East
Electric, Gas Fixtures«Supplies.

is

IFFORMATION BUREAU is constantly helping it.
Write for listing blank, picture of Bureau and

Advertising

Electric

printed Blank is

tisement than any New York paper. It stands
PRE-EMINENTLY at the head.
An ADVERTISEMENT in the Eagle costs little, but brings large results, because the EAGLE

Northport.

O A I

B?

rUff dALti

Summer cottage;
all furnished; is

high land overlooking Penobscot Bay; near
water; has large piazza; running water; tine
boating; bathing beach in front; about one acre
land; near Boston & Bangor boat landing, hotel.
JOHN A. ROBERTS,
Stores, etc.
14tf
103 Summer Ave., Reading, Mass
on

80 East

k

dium in the world,

any part ot Belfast or Searsport on
short notl e.
Telephone at residence,

high
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER,
ington Square, New York, N. Y.

m

a

Will Cost You

MERIT

GEO. S. HARRIS & CO.
Distributors
Boston,

WANTED

By thousands

Scalp Treatment,

Seller

BEST DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Tv

always have

BELFAST, MAINE.

Shampooing,

Best lOc. CIGAR

151 Jt

;FE£0S :

The Sw3n;& Sibley Co.,

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

3> 35, 37 Front 5t.,

change

stock.

^#02Ll

Blacksmith

OATS AND

Of course we

»

^

a

of diet.

*

SHIMS,

STILES, Agi’iit, Brooks, Me.

Has been

s ove

I'lie latest and best form in which
supply one of the lien's necesi-

to

l.'tf

RIVAL

he saw how confused you were. You the law to the commissioner of agridisliked him more than ever. You sat culture, who in turn is required to proon a suit case in the aisle and answer- ceed
criminally against the dealers

Feed

Poultry

TELEPHONE 4-2.

[Key West
|!

OUIMBY,

W. J. DOKMAN.

St., N. V. Trerront Temple, BOSTON

150 Nassau

fj&

W. H.

MICO-SPAR CUBICAL GRIT:

Anthracite and

our

net the investor

4j %

ire<1

ITHEI4

Dealers in the due9t

illustrated catalogue, just
out, fully describing hundreds of moneymaking farms; many having stock, tools
Write today for
and crops included.
FREE copy.
If you want to get a quick sale send for
our free description blanks.
Is the title of

rection.

question of a Capital for
deration,” as it was called,
bone of contention, and was
d of for twenty years, not
trees killed outright. If such a tree is
city of Bueuos Ayres, the worth $10 or $11, which is less than
pital of the province ot the some of the best orcbardists reckon,
the money loss is seen to be something
was declared the capital of
enormous.
In addition to that the
••ration, and the Buenos trees not dead but
permanently injured
ere compelled to establish
or likely to die
probably represent an
•al capital elsewhere. All equal cash value.
The damage in
lovinces had their Capitals, northwestern Kennebec county cannot
be far from a quarter to a third of a
the couquistadores of the
million dollars.
sucli
as
Tucumau,
entury,
And nobody knows how to prevent a
orrenties, Parana, etc.— repetition. Another cold winter would
its plaza, cathedral, govern- probably kill trees that are now only
weakened.
it is remembered
cabildo, etc. Eacli of these that in a Meantime,
century of white men living
apitals stood in the midst here and raising apples, no such condiabited solitude; its belt of tion has ever obtained before.
The
ml outer zone of farms, help- Baldwin is tiie leading market apple
and an injury to it once in 100 years is
ustitute a self-sufficing com- not
going to ruin the orcharding busithe surrounding wilderness— ness.
’* btate within a
State, as the
""s of time and
place dernandi "We of refuge in the numerous
revolutions.

babe you will I
make a mistake. B

they

Belfast

I

or

At which price

JOHN S. FERNALD,

other fl

yourself

DAMAGED BOOKS, ETC.,

*

Work beyond my skill will be sent to one of the
best binderies in Maine.
Send me a postal and I win call for work. 26
Miller street. Side door.

WOOCl
Sawdust.

powder

GOLD BONDS
AT 96 .INTEREST,

MUSIC & PAMPHLETS

DAGUERREOTYPE CASES
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If you
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the river
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handsomest
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ami

I feBroiled Live A

j

and its splendors to
jealousy that exists be•rovinc-ials and the federals.
une of the first invasion by
immediately followed by
i-ainst Spain, the Argentian

largest
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DWIGHT P. PALMER, MASONIC TEMPLE
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large line of

UNDERWEAR “,S sr UNION SUITS.

KIDNEY AND LIVER CURE
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Kodol

APPlT

V,.i.th
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PRETTY NECKWEAR, HOSIERY, GLOVES, ETC,

DR. KENNEDY’S

j

IVVVI
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It will take just one look to convince you
line of Neckwear you ever saw.

for him next year when he comes up,
and
city without regard
a Freshman
and you are a mighty
>
a grand park, or pleasure
on the most magnificent scale.
The Sophomore.
Oh, you forget for a
Rich thousands ot the fav- first stone was laid in Xovember of
moment, Sophomores are no better
al us trees have been piant1882, and in less than two years the than anyone else
although you had
\ utional Museum is in this
Lumpiciiuu ui uie metropolis was celeunderstood that they thought they
-d in a structure that for brated with before unheard of
pomp were.
Well, you would show them
1
expense surpasses even the and brilliancy and no end of grandilo- what
you thought if they tried any
museum building of Sautiquent speechifying. Five years later funny business on you.
its population was officially estimated
it was a long tedious wait at the
uiiooiu^.
■r steps fronting the enat 50,000 and the last census, with
junction, and you were glad when the claws can be literally thrown off by the “Ask for the 1905 Kodol Almanac,
fish whenever he wishes it on
verv similar to those on
it
characteristic disregard for accuracy, train came
along and you got aboard, caught in any obstacle from getting
which he
of the Capitol at Wash- states La Plata has “between
and 200 Year Calendar.”
50,000 and were still more rejoiced when you would free himself. In time this claw
aving ascended them, you and 100,000 inhabitants, including all found a seat all
will
grow back again and that accounts
by yourself in the front
;ii an immense
i
circular the prominent nationalities of the
also for the lobster being sometimes
of the car. There were a number of
:ke the old rotunda in our earth.”
caught with a short claw.
young fellows down in the end of the
“An investigation of the claws will
Fannie B. Ward.
-.pitol, and like it, ornamentcar, and they looked at you and laughed, show on each one characteristic marks
the
arited frescoes—only
when you came in, and one big fellow that are the same on each claw but
THE MAINE
CROP.
which is different from the marks seen
manifestly had not the
with a silly grin said, so loud that the on
another lobster. These marks relate Brumidi.
Poor
in
Northern
whole
carful
and
in
Sections.
heard
Prospects
the semble letters very closely and are calljoined
.amitigated daubs, hut inBetween 3,000 and 4,000 good Bald- laugh, “1 bet you dollars to doughnuts ed the lobsters names by the fishermen.
mse portraying the cusThere is not a doubt but what if there
win apple trees are believed to have that that’s a Freshman.”
Pleasant to Take,
was a claw dropped off a lobster in a
iborigines. They repre- died in the town of Sidney, Me., since
Powerful to Cure,
A beautiful red overspread your face, barrel and one
wanted to trace it to
And Welcome
bans throwing lassos and last fall. Twice as many’other trees
and you hated the big fellow and his where it belonged that he would be able
In Every Home.
are in a badly damaged condition, acs cutting up and devourto
the
marks.
by
corresponding
cording to a Boston Transcript cor- grin. You were as good as anybody
: irtles; Indians treading
respondent,
and it wasn’t any of his business whethIndians
clirissts;
being
The trouble is commonly laid to the
Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite Remedy is adapted
er you were a Freshman or a Senior,
to all ages and both sexes, affording permanent rej lief
MAINE'S DRASTIC FOOD LAW.
.ssiouary Spaniards after severe cold of the last two winters, but but the
in all cases caused by impurity of the blood,
and remarks kept on,
laughter
even that explanation is not
wholly
such as Kidney, Mil udder and Liver Comid—by tlie sharp edge of j
There is no sign of insect and your ears grew redder and redder,
satisfactory.
plaints; cures Constipation and Weaknesses
In
view
uf
the
of
the
State
report
me of the halls is a vast
or animal pests.
peculiar to women.
Those who lav it to and
laboratory of Vermont with reference
you got more and move provoked,
It proves successful in cases where all other medi-sils, for which this par- the coid weather have a good argument
to tlie investigation of adulterated food
cines have totally failed. No sufferer should despair
but
didn’t
inch
from
an
you
budge
your
as long as this remedy is untried.
It has an unbrois famous throughout in the fact that the Baldwin trees are
products offered for sale in this State
record of success for over 30 years, and has
the only ones affected. The Baldwin is
place near the window and by and by and the wide discussion of the same in ken
another a complete as- j
won hosts of w*rui friends.
not successfully grown 50 miles farther ttiey stopped laughing and began to the
Are yon suffering from any disease traceable to
press, our readers will be interested
original pottery, chiefly north.
the causes
If so, Dr. Kennedy has
sing. The tune was familiar enough, in the experience which the State of staked his mentioned?
personal and professional reputation on
mother the birds of ArGeorge F. Bowman, one of the heavy
Maine
is
in
connection with the
having
the statement that Favorite Remedy will do you
You
but
didn’t
know
the
words.
you
ieir nests and eggs; and j losers, says: “The cold weather was
enforcement of its drastic food law.
good.
not the only thing to blame. Last year listened, with all your might, for you The
Send for a free trial bottle and booklet concampaign in favor of pure food in
-the usual list,
taining valuable medical advice on the treatment of
a good many trees did not grow their
knew that it was one of your college the Pine Tree State was begun several
various diseases. Write also for an “Easy Test’*
street railway service in I apples to full size. That was
specially songs. After a while you got the words, years ago, but the Legislature repeat- | for finding out if yon have kidney disease. Address
Dr. David Kennedy’s Sons, Rondout, N. Y.
-.
electric lights, in short ] true of trees on rich land. The same
refused to enact the legislation
and somehow or other a little thrill ran edly
REMEMBER, the full name is Dr. David Kentrees
bore
the
heavily
year before that,
-••.j of a lirst-class city—
necessary to ensure a reform in the
nedy's FA VORITJ3 REMEDY, made at Rondout,
the winter was a hard one. The through you when they came to “Three existing condition of affairs.
1 and
I N. Y., and the price is SS1 .OO (six bottms $5.00) at
one
omis> the
trilling
two heavy bearing years and the two cheers for
The last Legislature, however, was 1 all druggists in the United Slates, Canada and
Maine, boys, for sbe’s all
foreign countries.
‘cuts.
But the sanguine cold winters were too much.
Those
with the “What’s the matter induced to pass a law providing for the
right,”
trees that bore the small apples last
>sure
us that
are
of
food
they
investigation
j
products and inyear are the ones that we iind dead or with Maine?” on the end of it, and you asmuch as the act has now been in
.he
slowly, hut surely.! dying this summer. I have lost 40 or wished
in
but
could
about
it,too,
three
join
you operation
you
months, it is
";e history of this country
50 trees, and have 100 or more that are
possible to speak of its effects. The
didn’t dare.
ukahle than the creation injured.”
Maine law is similar to that passed by
By and by when the lively little North
Mr. Bowman’s theory of exhaustion
c
'.he “Enchanted City of !
Dakota, and it provides that no
and cold seems to be the commonly group had got tired of singing and had article of food for man or beast shall
is Argentians are fond of
The only iiire, safe, eciirely vegetable remedy for ^
of
the trouble settled down to exchange vacation sto- be manufactured or sold in the
accepted explanation
I
State,
worm, fu children or adults. 35c at vour •irugtrisu.
At the bidding of an auto- with the trees. It is
PR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me. J
argued that such lies in comparative quiet, somebody if mixed with any poisonous or
: g
into existence in the occurrences are very rare, and that the
deleterious
that reduces it in
dropped into the seat beside you and value, or ingredientaffects its
md in a few months time Baldwin is under ordinary conditions
injuriously
quality
a rugged and hardy tree.
There is no said, “Mow’d do? Wonder if you aren’t or strength, unless such substance or
palaces and plazas and discoverable sign of disease, so the exsubstances
be
on
the
label.
to Maine?” and you said you
and
printed
valed those of the Federal planation is sought in conditions of the going up
This would seem to be a reasonable
were in rather a short way; for you
weather and the growth and life of the
i far eclipsed anything else
when
one
requirement, particularly
weren't going to submit to any non- takes
into consideration the lack of
*! mushroom growth to be trees.
Calvin Graves tells a story similar sense, you remembered, and although legislation in this direction previous to
•her North or South Ameri- to the others.
According to him, the the fellow looked nice and pleasant he t ie enactment of the law in question.
Argentians generally regard very young and the very old trees are
While the State was careful to pass
be a Sophomore. You soon found
the wonders of the world, practically unharmed, the sufferers might
measures affecting the adulteration of 200 cords of Slab Wood
and
that
was
a
Junior
he
those
of
the
best
out,
however,
bearing age and
animal food stuffs and of fertilizers and
•terie of its promoters coll- being
condition.
and 100 cords Sawdust
There
age practical joke.
The damage is in all parts of the
both opinions. La data town from the Kennebec river to Lake
For sale. Apply toj
Messalonskee. Orchards have suffered
-tence to the long and hitter
FRED A. HOLMES,
impartially, whether on high land or
use any
supremacy between the na- low
land,' east, south, west or north
iiment and the inhabitants
Successor
to
R.
A. Gurney, Holmes’ Mills
slope, and usually the better bearing
14tf
on
and powerful province trees are found to be the injured ones.
tyres, in which the former Similar reports come from Headtield,
the side of the

on
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vice-president, and resigned from this
position last April. Mr. Stevens’ principal work, which made for him a record
with the Great Northern, was done
while he was engineer of construction
in 1899, when with two Iudian guides
and a prck mule he started from Assiniboine to lay out the western extension
of the Great Northern to the coast.
The Indians deserted him, and his pack
mule died. He persevered in his work,

and after much hardship completed the
task, locating the line as it now runs.
Stevens Pass, in the Cascade MounA writer in the New York Tribune tains, was named for him.
Farmer says that liens should have
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
three square meals a day. Eggzactlv!
The newspapers are having heated
arguments over the practice ot “tip-

ping.”
be

As to

no room

for

tippling there
an argument.

seems

to

The Portland Board of Trade Jour-

The Ladies’ Aid .Society will be entertained Thursday afternoon by Mrs. James
Treat.

A'Child
CAN BE

Cured
Of

nearly

with

nesses

all ordinary sickBrown’s Instant

Relief. Many prominent
physicians endorse and use it.
Specific for coughs, colds,
colic, indigestion, sprains, and
bruises.

All

25c.

dealers.

Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.

The J. M. Ames Co. has secured the services of Kufus Mudgett in the grocery store
of the firm.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Lewis Barrett is building a house on Midsays that tlie handsomest public dle street, which he will occupy as soon as
Miss Marie Chase spent Sunday with
monument in Maine will soon be erect- it is finished.
was accompanied
ed in memory of Thomas B. lleed.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Overlook have their friends in Belfast. She
son Hartley and his little boy, three years home by Miss Eva Wood.
Maine has too few such monuments.
old, with them for a fortnight.
Mrs. Fred Browu, Jr., is just recovering
Mr. F. H. Cousens moved Saturday into from an attack of grip.
Many Maine papers persist in saying Mrs.
Avalina Griffin’s house. Mrs. G. is
Mrs. Willey of Connecticut is visiting her
that the hospital building on Widow's still visitiug at Mattapoisett, Mass.
Mrs. E. E. Colburn.
daughter,
the
island “was built in 1898 during
Capt. C. C. Park has sufficiently recoverDow
is at work for Mareellus J.
Henry
Spanisli-American war,” which is in- ed from his suffering from a bad carbuncle Dow through the haying season.
ride out occasionalcorrect. It was comparatively an old on the leg, to be able to
Mrs. Fred Walker and children of Burnly.
ham visited friends here recently.
building then.
The hot weather of Monday and Tuesday
Fred Emmons has moved his family to
Hon. Eiiliu Boot has been appointed reminded our feminine residents of the
pretty thin-dress goods, displayed by J. G. tlie Benj. Ham farm at West Brooks for the
summer.
Secretary of State and in accepting Lambert.
Rebecca Cousins of Brookline, Mass., and
relinquishes an income of from $200,000
Mrs. Sophronia S. Snow of Bangor was
to $300,000 derived from his law prac- the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Everett Staples, Miss J uliet Wiggin of Belfast are the guests
of
Mrs. W. S. Jones.
Satto
tlie
by
Bangor
past week, returning
tice for a salary of $8,000. The office
urday's boat.
Mrs. Mabel Hamlin has moved back to
the
man.
sought
Earle Gardner came from Boston last Brooks. She is in the Dr. Kilgore house
week to spend the remainder of the season opposite Mrs. Lord’s.
Not half the good things that might
with his mother, at the home of her parents,
Quite a delegation from Brooks visited
bo said about John Hay have been Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Goodhue.
Waterville Monday, the day the Ringling’s
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Snell are spending circus performed there.
printed.” says Julius Chambers in the
Mr. S.’s vacation iroin his Malden, Mass.,
Brooklyn Eagle, who speaks by author- Grammar
Misses Mabel Rose and Grace E. Dow atschool duties with liis mother,
tended the American Institute of Instrucity as lie and Mr. Hay were together on Mrs. Sargth Snell. Welcome home!
tion at l’ortlaud this week.
the staff of the New York Tribune.
Mrs. Everett S. Grant aud daughter, May
Nearly all the farmers have begun haying
Helen, arrived Friday to remain through this week, but on account of the bad
no
have
to
seem
the
month with her sister, Mrs. E. F. weather some
of
M.
The U.
boys
hoeing still remains undone.
She will be joined the middle of
difficulty in securing excellent situa- Staples.
Ellison Roberts and wife are visiting bis
July by her husband from Mount Vernon,
tions, thus showing the advantages of N. V.
father, 11. H. Roberts. Mr. Roberts now
has employment in Ohio and will move his
the practical education acquired at
Mrs. Sarali R. Clifford came Sunday mornfamily there.
Orono
Many are engaged in railroad ing from Brooklyn, N. V., and opened her
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Norris of MassaChurch street house for her customary sumand electrical work indifferent parts of
She was chusetts spent last week with T. I. Huxmer visit among old neighbors.
the country.
attended by her grandson, Mr. Walter H. t'ord and family. Mrs. Norris was known
nal

Colcord.

"You’ll be damned it you do and
you'll be damned if you don’t” well describes the attitude of the Democratic
press toward the Sturgiss commission,
upon their commissions before a howl went up that
they were doing nothing to earn their
The ink was

hardly dry

When, after the necessary
preparation and looking the
ground over, work was begun and

salaries.

time for

here

as

Nellie Uuxford.

Mr. George Card, who suffered from a
Sunday brought an excursion party from
Ryder’s Cove, Islesboro, to our town. There shock July 4th, has entirely lost the use of
is a strong magnetic influence, drawing peo- one side and requires constant attendance.
ple Stocktonward now-a-days! Is it the at- At present his son, Alfred Card, is helping

tractive power of steel rails and the “iron
horse?”
Mr. and Mrs. Williams of Brockton, Mass.,
have rented the corner room of the Sprague
block in which to open a restaurant. They
have leased three rooms on the second floor
of the building and will accommodate a few
male lodgers.

Mr. Elmer Thompson has commenced the
repairs, ordered by Mrs. C. S. Rendell, on
the Dickey house, so-called, ou Sylvan
street. He will also do some necessary
carpentry on her house, which is occupied
by William Reed.

to care for him.

Mrs. Thomas Jellison has one of the
handsomest rose bushes to be found in this
vicinity. It Is of the Seven Sister variety
and is one mass of bloom while in color the
flowers range from white to dark pink.

COUNTY CORRESPONDNCE

APPLBTON.
YACHTS AND BOATS.
Three or four weeks ago bills were posted
here announcing the fact that “Prof. HolRoy Coombs turned out two power dories
land of Boston, magician, would give an
entertainment and dance on July 4th, in last week—one for Will Decrow, which has
Riverside Hall, admission to all IS cents. been named Louise, and the other for a
A large company gathered at the ball on
Boston party.
the evening of the Fourth and as soon as
the doors were opened the house began to
Dr. R. H. Derby’s sloop yacht Petrel has
fill and in a short time every seat in the been
launched and Capt. Dodge, his sailing
hall was occupied. “Prof. Holland” proved
to be our old friend and former townsman, master, will take her to Camden to fit out
Walter H. Newbert, now a resident of Bos- for the season. Dr. Derby has chartered
ton.
“Doctor,” as we used to address him, for the summer the gasolene launch Roy
performed some very clean tricks in legerOrdemain, showing a knowledge of the art, Coombs is building—a duplicate of the
gained by long practice. The dance wns man Hopkins launch.
enjoyed by a company that taxed the capacThe owners of the gasolene launches at
ity of the floor. It proved to be one of the
best times of the season. We hope Walter Lake Megunticook had an interesting race
may surprise us again in a like manner_ on the lake
July 4th. The course was about
G. H. Page returned Friday from a trip to
minBath and Portland—It was very warm four miles and the best time was 32
weather here last week, the thermometer utes. The result of the race, which was
registering 90 in the shade on Sunday.
quite exciting, was as follows: 1st, Mr. Ho6WASVILLK,
bart; 2d, F. O. Clark; 3d, Mr. King; 4thMr. E. B. Greeley and family of Bar Harbor are in town for a few weeks—Mrs. W.
W. Wilson of Cambridge, Mass., arrived by
Tuesday’s boat to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Nickerson, for a few weeks.
Mrs. Hattie F. M. Phillips and daughter
Lillian returned home from Belfast on Monday night.Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott of
Smyrna have been visiting Mrs. Ss sister,
Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn. Mr. and Mrs. H.
went to Bangor Saturday to meet them.
Mrs. Henry Cunningham and two sons,
Millard and Bernard of Greenfield, are visiting relatives in town.S. D. Greeley and
family of Hampden, who have been visiting relatives in town, have returned home.
People owning lots in the cemetery near
the church feel very grateful to Mrs. Robert
Waldron for her present of two granite
gate posts....There will be a concert at the
church next Sunday at 1.30 p. m. All are
cordially invited—A. W. Damm and family have returned home from Eufield_“11.
M. G.” can have her food hamper by calling
at Mary F. Nickerson’s—Miss Mary Stevens has gone to York Harbor for the sum—

mer.

SEAKSJIONT.
Mrs. Mary Thomas has gone to Boston for
a two weeks’ visit
Mr. Charles Kipley
of Boston has arrived for the summer.
Prof. A. W. Keene of Bost on called upon
old friends in town last Sunday.Mrs.
Charles Brown has returned from Portland.
She was accompanied by her uiece, Miss
Marjorie Stickney of Portland.Mr. and
Mrs. George Kelso and Mrs. Lucy A. Bean
attended the Lamb reunion at Lincolnville,
July 4th, which was given in honor of Prof.
John W. Lamb of Hartford, Conn.Mr.
William and Miss Flora Punton have returned from a two weeks’ visit in Watervillft.Thp Film Strppf. RpafliiiP’ Clnhnf
Camden dined at the Neveu’s House July
7th, and spoke in highest terms of their entertainment.
The following ladies were
present: Mrs. George Haskell Hobbs, Mrs.
T.
George
ilodgman, Mrs. Sarah E. Wood,
Mrs. C. D. Wadsworth, Mrs. M. E. Carter,
Mrs. Allen .Spear, Mrs. Carrie A. Richards,
Mrs. Maggie C. Shepherd, Camden; Mrs.
James L. llean,Searsmout; Miss Follansbee,
Mrs. F. M. Richards, Mrs. C. W. Habb,
Camden ; Miss Grace II. L. Parker, Boston.
-S—

Jos.

Crane; 5th,

H. J. Potter; 6th, W. C.

Howe.
The schooner yachts Speranza and Windward sailed iu Qompany Saturday, it is supposed, for the home port in Deer Isle of the

latter, and the home of her owner, Capt
Scott, the sailing master of the Speranza.
The fog was dense in the eastern bay and
it was blowing heavy and both yachts

anchor on this side of Islesboro
The
favorable weather.
Windward will not go yachting this season
but will be hauled up for a whilp.
came to

to

an

await

more

The little yawd Tarpin, bought last fall by
K. Harris of Holbrook’s Island, and
which had been hauled out at Macomber’s,
Mr. Harwent into commission last week.
ris intended to sail her over to the island
Friday afternoon, but it blew so hard and
the bay was so lough that lie deferred his
departure until Saturday afternoon, and
E.

then have had a lively time ot it. The
is an able little craft, however, and
well handled is good for most any weather.

must

Tarpin

Ears Looked as if They Would Drop
Off— Body Entirely Covered with
Humor —Three Doctors Could
Not Cure—Child Grew Worse.

went up.

SOUTH MONTVILAE.

Mrs. Fairbanks has been visiting her son,
Charles Curtis.Charles Marr found a
stray horse in one of his back fields_
Joshua Littlefield has bought the Merithew
farm in Monroe of Charles Riley....Alfred
Maddocks won first money in a running
race the Fourth at Monroe_Christopher
Hamm of Monroe is cuttiug Mr. Jenny’s
hay—Ida Cunningham is visiting her sister, Mrs. Ephraim Littlefield—Guy Maiden won one of the prizes in the potato race
and also the wheelbarrow race the Fourth
at Monroe—Katherine Scribner and Mrs.
Fred Scribner have gone to Ellsworth for a
few days.Mrs. Evans, Mrs. Heal and
Miss McKeen were the guests of Mrs. Ida
Steveus of Searsport Saturday
William
Clements was the guest of Loren Robinson
of Monroe the 4th. All of the people in
and around the Center went to Monroe the
4th and all report a fine time_Lawriston
Nichols of Belfast was the guest of Ephraim
Littlefield Sunday.Comet Grange met
Saturday night with 65 in attendance. Ice
cream and cake were furnished by the ladies. A fine program was furnished by the
worthy lecturer and a pleasant evening enjoyed by all. Granite Grange and Morning

CURED BY CUTICURA
IN TWO WEEKS

Eleasure

Prompt Service,
Liberal

Treatmnt,

Mrs. George J. Steese, of 701 Coburn
St., Akron, Ohio, tells in the following

—

—

Stock Liability.
Capital and Surplus, $72,000.
Total Responsibility, $132,000.

8WANVILLE CENTRE.

letter of another of those remarkable
cures of torturing, disfiguring skin
■Mrs. Charles E. and Mrs. Aldana Gilman
humors daily made by Cuticura Soap,
have returned to the old home farm to
assisted by Cuticura Ointment,
Our readers are invited to compare
summer—Mrs.
David
the
Prescott
spend
after physicians, and all else had
the first page of The Sun with the first
a
failed:
“I feel it my duty to parents
Mrs. Louriston Smith, a summer guest of and son Freeman are spending few weeks
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Freeman
with
her
pages of other daily newspapers in
parents,
of other poor suffering babies to tell
sang a very pleasing duet, with
Miss Mabel Jordan of Lewisgeneral appearance, in the quantity Saudypoiut,
II. S. Park of our choir, last Sunday at our Liunikin
you what Cuticura has done for my
and value of the despatches, and in the evening church service. All hope the ton and Miss Hattie Milliken of Augusta
little daughter.
She broke out all
fitness of the headlines.— Lewiston Sun.
of hearing her again, in song, may were visiting relatives and friends in this
Over
her body with a humor, and we
last week. They came through from
place
our
e
congregation.
given
The Journal would invite comparison
used
with
a
team—Abdon
Keen
of
Augusta
everything recommended, but
Mr. II. S. Park has removed his under- Boston was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. F.
without results. I called in three docof its first page with the first pages of
stock to the residence of his father, Randall last Sunday. He was called here
tors, they all claimed they could help
other country newspapers, both as to taking
Capt. C. C. Park, and will fit up rooms in a by the death of his mother, Mrs. Statira
her, but she continued to grow worse.
the amount of reading matter and its small building on the place. A full line of Keen. Mrs. Keen died at the home of her
Her body was a mass of sores, and her
in the business and prompt daughter, Mrs. Irvin Jackson of Belfast
needed
articles
The
who
constitute
to
those
interest
little face was eaten away, her ears
attention to orders will undoubtedly please and was brought here for burial July 5th. Light Grange were represented by visiting
looked as if they would drop off.
Journal’s constituency.
Mrs. Keen was a former and very active members. Comet Grange voted to take a
those requiring his services.
member of our Grange until after they recess through haying....H. T. White and
Neighbors advised me to get Cuticura
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Frye and daughter moved
and
we
wish
to
Ed.
the
famwork
on the roads
join
away,
it’s not right for James Dalrymple to
Cunningham finished
Soap and Ointment, and before I had
Dorothy arrived by Sunday’s Boston boat. ily of four sons and three daughters, who with the road machine Saturday night. Our
used half of the cake of soap and
and
sow
the
seeds
here
of
discome
Mr. and Mrs. F. are on their way to Hali- were all
present at the funeral, in sympa- road committee is having some fine roads
box of ointment the sores had all
content in our hearts. lie says that in fax, X. S., where Mr. Frye has business inbuilt
for
their
loss
and
we
to
meet
and
her
work
hope
permanent
done_George
healed, and my little one’s face and
Glasgow every citizen is guaranteed a terests to look after, and will go ou Thurs- thy
in great Grange above—Miss Madge Nut- Clements of Monroe was the guest of Richseat for his fare.—New York Telegram. day, leaving Miss Dorothy as the guest of
body was as clear as a new-born babe’s.
of Lowell, Mass., is visiting Mrs. Rose ard Robertson Sunday—Ethelyn Moody
ting
I would not be without it again if it
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bal- remains about the same_A few began
Merriam
This is true not only of Glasgow, but her sister. Sirs. Everett Staples, Jr.
costfive dollars, instead of seventy-five
comb of Westboro, Mass., were the guests haying last week, but the majority began
This is a busy season for house builders
of every place in the United Kingdom,
of her cousin, Mrs. Werner Bennett, last July 10th—Charles IVebb is at home to
cents, which is all it cost us to cure
and carpeuters generally. E. M. Lancaster
where there are omnibus or tramway
Nancy Colby has been vis- help his father cut his hay_Grace Mcour baby, after spending many dollars
& Sons have recently p_t a porte-cochere Sunday_Mrs.
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Skinner, Keen of Woburn, Mass., is to spend her vaiting
on
doctors aud medicines without any
lines. The
omnibuses and cars are and other additions on to the E. II. Denslow
cation with her grandmother, Mrs. Morrell.
in Port Clyde.
benefit whatever.”
are now adding a piazza to the Chas.
house;
with
so
Isaac
McKeen
of
is
in
mostly double-deckers,
many Sanford
Woburn, Mass.,
cottage at Fort Point; have the UNITY.
town to out his hay.
passengers alloted to each deck and Griffin house to build on Middle street, and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Barker
and
Rena
daughter
when the limit is reached no more pas- the Park church to repair before cold
from Waterville, who have been visiting
weather.
sengers are taken.
Mr. Creamer and wife from Penobscot relatives in this town and in Troy and
Rest for Mothers.
President Hoosevelt paid an appro- reached town Tuesday, bringing a portion Brooks the past week, arrived home recentof their new stock of dry goods for the ly.The pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs.
Instant relief and refreshing sleep
and
tribute
to the life business they are to
eloquent
priate
open in the former Eugene Stewart was the scene of a grand
for skin-tortured babies, and rest for
and services ot the late Secretary of store of K. F. Staples. They intend to be surprise party a tew days ago, when tier SHOULD CONVINCE THE GREATEST
tired, fretted mothers, in warm baths
in running order very soon. Miss Emma cousin, Mrs. F. L. Bessey and several of
SKEPTIC IN BELFAST.
with Cuticura Soap and gentle anointState John Hay, in ids address, July 7th,
Ilichborn, Mrs. Rufus Mudgett and Miss her friends drove from Clinton with a span
ings with Cuticura Ointment, the great
before the National Educational Asso- Blanche Berry are behind the counters, as of black horses arriving there at 11.30
Because It’s the evidence of a Belfast citizen.
skin cure, aud purest of emollients.
in Mr. Staples business.
o’clock, the occasion being in honor of her
Testimony easily Investigated.
ciation at Ocean Grove, N. Y. He folCuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pills are sold throughout
friend, Thomas Ward of Portland. After
The strongest endorsement of merit.
The “Field Day,” observed annually by
the world. Potur Drugs Chem. Corp., Boston^ Sole Prop?.
short
a
lowed this tribute with an estimate of
a
social
chat
delicious
and
enjoying
BUT* Scud for How to Cure Baby Humors.*
the Current Events Club, was most pleas- bountiful
The best of proof. Read it!
dinner
was furnished and
picnic
the personal sacrifice Eliliu Hoot had
antly spent July 5th, by the ladies in a served by the company under the spreading
Mrs. J. S. Hyde, living at the lower eud of Cedar
made in becoming Secretary Hay’s suc- buekboard drive to Swan Lake, with picnic locust tree. It was a happy gathering and street, Belfast, Me., says: “We formerly lived on
Belfast
dinner served in one of the cottages. All the day passed all too quickly. At a late a
farm
but we had to give it up owing to the fact
cessor in c ilice.
In conclusion he said:
W. J. CLIFFORD.Manager
pronounced the outing a decided success in hour the party broke up and departed for that
my husband contracted kidney trouble and
‘•There is not in my Cabinet a man all ways. The weather was an exception, their homes, thanking their genial host and
ONE NIGHT ONLY,
to whom it is not a financial disadvant- to the rule of the week, as it was a beauti- hostess for their generous hospitality and was unable-to attend to work. He thinks his
ful day.
“Old Probability” smiled upon the manner in which they had been enter- trouble was caused by a cold which settled In his
age to stay in the Cabinet. There is
JULY I7th.
the affair.
tained— Mrs. Mary Whitten died July 8th kidneys. The trouble was serious because he
not in my Cabinet one man who does
after
a long and very painful illness.
She
used
to
bloat
and
ins
limbs
and
feet
in
were
our
terribly,
on
the
not have to give up something substanQuiet reigned
Fourth.
village
will be missed in the community as she has so badly swollen at times that he was unable to
THE GREAT NEW ENGLAND COMEDY
tial often very much that is substantial, Many were out of town, and others were
She
buekboard rides and picnics be- long been a resident of the town.
get his shoes on. In the summer of 1903 he was
some times what is a very real hardship enjoying
the village limits. The George Clif- leaves two sisiers to mourn their loss. The laid
yond
up for nearly eight weeks, and his suffering
for him to give up, in order that lie may ford and
the J. W. Thompson families funeral was held last Tuesday_The soduring that time was terrible, in fact, he was per.
continue in the service of the nation united in a
picnic at the Clifford homestead cial event of last week was a public dinner
fectly helpless. One preparation after another
ett
mcic
e,
and have ttie only reward for which he
1
uitn
lit
ttutc-uiic
V.U11luuno, vji
participants, (if course the always ex- Park. There were about 35 guests present. was used but no permanent relief was obtained.
baked
chicken
salmon,
green
In some way Doan’s Kidney Pills were brought
Soup,
pie,
seiousness of having done service that pected ringing of hells, fluctuating fusilades
is worth rendering. I hope more and of cannon, lire crackers, and other noisy peas, cucumbers, lettuce, macaroni, peach to his notice and a box was procured at the City
cream
and
and
ice
coffee
were
squash pie,
Store for him. That box did him a world
more throughout this nation to see the demonstrations of young America heralded served.
-After a time of sociability the Drug
Big fun and Musical Show.
the incoming of the anniversary of our
of good, and in a surprisingly short time the
spirit grow which makes such service Nation’s
Special scenery and mechanical effects.
birth the night before; but the guests departed expressing a desire to rewas relieved, and being so encouraged
backache
1
visit
on
a
more
and
similar
occasion
more
to
their
see
possible.
hope
See the great Saw Mill Scene !
streets were remarkably still after the mid- peat
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitney and baby he continued using the medicine. The results
the sentiment of the country as a whole night celebration. Was this due in
Hear the “Joshua Simpkins” Orchestra.
part to
become such that each man shall feel the presence of three policemen upon the from Waterville are in town for a number obtained were highly satisfactory, and be has
Best of singing aud dancing specialties.
of weeks’ stay with relatives.
They are often said to me that lie wished lie had known of
borne in on him, whether he is in public territory?
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Doan’s Kidney Pills years ago because
FOR BURLESQUE BAND PARADE
WATCH
life or in private life, and mind you,
they
Railroad affairs are perceptibly moving Piilsbury, at present. ..Mrs. Caro Hamilton, would have saved him a lot of
some of the greatest public services can
suffering. He feels
when the piledriver has been who has worked at Knox Station lor Mr.
forward,
best he rendered by those who are not
better now than he has at any time during the
taken into the mill pond (a portion of the Sparrow for a number of years, was in
Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cents.
on her way to Troy, her for- past three years, and he gives all the credit to
in public life, that the chance to do
highway bridge had to be removed to allow town recently
on
mer
business—Clair
Stone
lost
a
home,
Reserved
seats on sale at Box Office.
work
Doan’s
is
the
Pills.”
Kidney
good
greatest chance that it to he taken through) ready to commence
The animal
can come to any man or any woman in operations on the pile bridge over which valuable horse a few days ago.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fosteras
well
was
a
faithful
worker
as
driver.
our generation or in any other genera- trains will run to the great pier at Cape
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. V. sole agents for the
BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,
That structure grows daily and Although the 4th day of July dawned clear United States.
tion, and to feel that it' such work can Jellison.
and bright it was passed very quietly here.
each
new visitor is astonished at the dihe well done it is in itself the amplest
Remember
the
name—Doan’s—and
take
no
of
the
who
a
number
wished
citizens,
mensions and apparent strength of the Quite
reward and the amplest prize.”
gigantic wharf. “That is not simply to to celebrate, went to Belfast, but tlie great other.
quietly at
furnish facilities for shipping Aroostook’s majority, however, remained
home. Fire crackers, tiring of guns and
John F. Stevens, who has just been products!” exclaimed a recent new arrival from Boston. Perhaps the B. and A. blowing of horns was heard almost conappointed chief engineer of the Panama is out for business, but no one know’s how stantly throughout the day. Quietness
x,ie
On the streets July 3rd a child’s hat, trimmed
New
Canal is a Maine man. lie was born in or in what direction, outside the close- seemed preferable to a great many this year with red poppies and ribbon. The tinder will
If U
England Flay
W I I 1 \J
W I
Ever
Written
mouthed directors of the enterprise. The as a goodly number of people from cities please leave it at
X
West Gardiner in 1853 and entered rail- culvert of
here to spend the
CARLE & JONES, Main Street, or at
split granite blocks laid in cem- and distant towns came
HENRY HILLS, East Northport.
with relatives and friends.
Others
way service in 1870 in charge of the sur- ent, across shipyard hollow iu the village, day
is completed and is a fine piece of work. chose Windermere Park for a day’s outiug.
NOTICE. The subscriber
-f the
veys of the Sabine Pass and Northwest- Another culvert is
being built over Griffin This place is of itself a most picturesque
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
ern.
From 1879 to 1880 he was assist- brook on the Isaac Griffin farm. Thus the and beautiful bit of scenery and is found a appointed
administratrix of the estate of
very desirable location on a hot summer’s
WILLIAM A. LASSELL late of Burnham,
ant engineer of the Denver and Rio w ork moves forward.
day as the cool breezes from the lake and
the shadow of the pines add much to the in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
held
and
a
simiGrande,
subsequently
to the etui.”
bonds
directs. All persons having deCENTRE MONTVILLE.
i UniT I L I
rest and comfort of the way-worn traveler. mands as the lawthe
lar position on the Chicago, Milwauestate of said deceased are
against
Charles Owen, wife and daughter visited The day closed with a grand ball in the desired to present the same for settlement, and
“The village gossips wondered who
at Majestic Hall.
There was a all indebted thereto are requested to make paykee and St. Paul for two years. In
their cousin, Cora A. Goodwin, last Sunday, evening
he was, what he was, what he came for,
large attendance and a grand good time ment immediately.
1882 Mr. Stevens was appointed asANNETT F. LASSELL.
returning home in the cool of the evening. was reported. Keyes’ orchestra from Beland how long he intended to stay.”
sistant and division engineer of _Miss Flora Sherman of Liberty visited fast furnished excellent music for the ocBurnham, June 13,1905.
the Canadian Pacific, and after four her aunt, Louise Johnson, last week_Ice casion_Mrs. Lincoln Johnson and family
DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
PRICES-ORCHESTRA CHAIRS, $1.00
and cake were served at the from Waterville, who have been the guests
cream
hereby gives notice that he has been dulv apyears’ service returned to his former Grange hall last Saturday evening after of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stewart for two pointed
administrator of the estate of
75, 50 AND 35 CENTS.
home recently. Mr. JohnHERBERT STEVENS, late of Unity,
position on the St. Paul road. From the Grange meeting. A large number were weeks, returned
Seats on sale at Box Office. Monday, July 24
Cross of Morrill was in son spent the 4th with his family here and in the
of Waldo, deceased, and given
1887 to 1889 he was principal assistant present.Russell
County
town last week and bought a cow of Charles reported a delightful time.Mrs. E. D.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deengineer of the Duluth, South Shore Thompson for forty-five dollars.Most Chase and little son Hugh returned from mands against the estate of said deceased are dea
few
sired
Massachusetts
to present the same for settlement, and all
days ago accompanied
and Atlantic.
In 1890 Mr. Stevens of the farmers began haying last Monday.
.Elmer Palmer is helping E. A. Sprowl by her mother-in-law, Mrs. F. Chase. Her indebted thereto are requested to make payment
in
town
immediately.
entered the service of the Great North- during the haying season.Mrs. Kit niece, Miss Sibyl Berry, arrived
FRANK L. CHASE.
last Saturday night for several weeks’ stay.
STORVFLAT of seven rooms, near
ern in a similar capacity, afterwards Stevenson of Portland and her two children
Unity, June 13, 1905.
new hospital.
Finely located with splendid
visited her brother, J. W. Weutworth, last .Miss Nellie Walker, who went to Banfor
a
views of bay and river. Use of stable if desired.
to
chief
and
later week.Bert Gay and family of New gor with her sister, Mrs. Otis Walker,
advancing
engineer
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
of
M. W. LORD, Agent,
week.
last
Enquire
two
weeks’
returned
visit,
the
summer
are
with
his
he
has
been
spending
to general manager. With the excep- York
gives notice that
duly appointed
28tf
Opera House Block.
executor of the last will and testament of
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay_Eva
tion of one year in which he was engag- pareuts, of Belfast was the
for
Piles.
Cure
A
Guaranteed
guest of Bertha
EASTMAN CLARK, late of Prospect,
Sprague
week.Mrs.
Clara
last
ed in railway contracting, he remained Thompson
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding fn the |Countv of Waldo deceased, and given
Palmer has been
All
severely with Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO bonds as the law directs.
persons
with this company until 1903, when he rheumatism for the suffering
past two weeks... .The OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no mat- having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to preseut the same for settle
became identified with the Chicago, dance held at Grange Hall on July 4th was ter of how
in 6 to 14 days.
A black sweater with jet buttons.
'Standing,
long
thereto
are
requested to
ment, and all indebted
Mr and Mrs. Harrison
First application gives ease and rest. 50c. make payment immediately to James A. Colson Return for a reward to
Rock Island and Pacific as chief engi- well attended
Terry of Boston arevisiting their son, If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in of Searsport,
authorized
Me., my
agent.
neer, and later as fourth vice-president. Ernest Terry—Mary Mason is attending
GEO. W. STODDARD,
JOHN E. CLARK.
stamps and it will be forwarded post paid
On April 5,1904, he was elected second the Teachers’ Convention in Portland.
Winsted, Conn., June 13,1905.lw28*
Belfast, Maine.
by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis, Mo.

drowth ensued another kind of a bowl

Successor to the Belfast National Bank.

Absolute

Safety

HONEY RECEIVED SUBJECT TO CHECK
Small accounts

NO SPECIAL AMOUNT necessary to open an account.
welcomed.
A bank account systematizes one's affairs.
service to you in many ways.

as

\

w.

ones

Open

account with us and

an

w-

Savings Department.

In this department we pay 3% interest, COMPOUNDED SEMI-AMM
issue interest hearing CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT.
Our investments are only of tlie highest grade. Safety of principal and negot i.>■•
first and tVremost requisites of every security purchased.

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.

Boxes $3.00

j
!

\

per year.

For security against fire and burglary our vault is one of the best in ti
weighs 10 tons, loeks and unlocks automatically from the inside,
closed is one solid box.
Special rooms for those renting boxes.

j

sv

■

i

|

—

DIRECTORS
Thomas W.

Pitcher,
Sherman,
Chas. P. Hazeltine,

Win. K. Swan,
Hubert P.
Asa A.

Clarem.-

»

Thomas

1

;

Winfield

**.

j

Elmer A.

Dunton,

Howes,

—

SLEEP FOR BABIES

WM. B. SWAN, President.

Waldo Trust

JOSHUA

yen

an.

unu

aiio.

iiau

m

Company

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

Transacts a Genaral

Banking

Business,

special

Kates on

ACTS AS EXECUTOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates

a

Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.
Separate accommodations for Ladies.
Safes with TWO KEYS for protection of securities of Treasurers.
DIRECTORS—Edwin C.

I

Burleigh,*J. Manchester Haynes, O. O. Poor,

Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Edward Johnson, A. I. Brown, ,1. t
Peirce, Geo. E. Wacom her, Chas. E.jKnowlton, Wm. A. Mason, li. P, Chase

I

j
j

'!

uuici

SIMPKINS

m

1

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO CHI'

Opera House,

riONDAY,

C. W. WESCOTT

CHAS. E. KNOWLTON, President.
FRANK R.

CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice P-r

WIGGIN, Secretary

and Treasurer

—

UNDERTAKERS.

R.H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,
ROBES and

BURIAL GOODS.

Wednesday, July 26th.

LOST.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

ill 11 MOV
AHAIMQ

MU Mil lo

kk*?.

*SAWYFR

SSr

TENEMENT TO LET

SECOND

EXECUTOR’S

LOST

—

Prepared at all hours to do EMBALMING and FUNERAL WORK.
Connected

lyT
by telephone both day and night.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

J. FRANKLIN i

Eye Sight Spec
97

Temple Heights Spiritual Corporation,
Northport, Maine.
Whereas, on the 23d day of August, A. 1). 1904,
assessment of one dollar on each share of the
stock of said corporation was duly made, to he
paid to the treasurer within thirty days from that
date; and whereas, the following named stockholders have neglected to pay such assessment,
for thirty days after the same was payable, nownotice is hereby given that on Thursday, the 17th
day of August, A. 1). 1905, at four of the clock in
the alternoon, at the auditorium, Temple Heights
in Northport, in the County of v\ aldo and State
of Maine, I shall sell the following described
shares of said corporation, to pay such assessments, with incidental charges.
an

Names of

Number of
certificates.

Amount
due.

stockholders.
Mrs. R. S. Rich, Bangor.41
$2.00
2.00
A. A. Blackington, Rockland.137
2.00
179
Emma R. Lathrop, Northport
2.CD
Charles N. Hollis. Boston.ISO
2.03
Mrs. R. F. Lewis, Boston.140
A. H. Pulcifer, Liberty
54
3.C3
3.00
Mrs. M. F. Pulcifer, Liberty. 55
3.00
Alden M. Weston, Warren. 72
3.00
Mrs. Alice B. Poole, Okltown.118
Dated at Belfast this 10th day of July, A. D.
1905.
K. A. PACKARD.
T reasurer of said Corporation.
3w28
..

WANTED
Address
To blre a furnished house.
this ofll ce. Best of reference.

BELM-

High Street,
(OVER

All

errors

scientific

of

POOR'S i> 1:!
vision

m

j
u>

manner.

Special low prices for all gl

«"

week.
All examinations I'll
OtHce hours 8

to

I! I

11.30

*

a. m

1

Opeu Wednesday and .Sat unl:i\

NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given tlint
ot Liberty has made app'.a

i.

Board of Bar Examiners toi
at the next session of tla
Portland on the hi st Tu»*sda\
JOHN B.
Secret a
3w28

>

: v
M A
*

;

>

NOTICE.
U. S.

Circuit Court, Main- DK:

Portlata.
Pursuant to the rules or tla*
the United States for the I »s-ri
tice is hereby given that John K
fast, in said District, has app!i>
as

an

Court.

attorney and eounseli11-

3W26

(
1

1
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JAMES E. HhW h'

There will be a lawn party at the Hetho
dist church next Friday evening. Admission 10 cents; children free. The
public is
invited.

IHE NEWS OF BELFAST.
iry and brown and blithe,
word methinks you know,
word that the scythe
blades of the grass below?
sing to the grass and clover,
>till, they say as they pass;
»
rd that, over and over,
the to the dowers and grass?

■■■.?

,■

-li, the scythes are saying,
beet not.’and fall asleep;
t" the grasses swaying;
bug to the clover deep!
ullaby Time is singingred not, for all things pass :
and the scythes are swingver, over

the grass !
—Andrew Lang.

reunion of the J6th Maine
be held in Belfast on Au-

picked a due mess of peas
ieu July 4th and had them
on

the

common

are

:-pairs, including the reshingper grammar building
is receiving a coat of

(factory
:

L:‘

;eh adds much to the external
that hive of industry.

air hand concert, a tire and a
House, there were “things
fast last Thursday eveaiug.
:i

: -ra

meeting of the stockholders
and Moosehead Lake, R. R.
d e old board of officers was

..

Ryder and Ra ph Thompson
in Old Town last week in
■die Modern Woodmen exeur10 lslesboro.

-•.be towed a lighter over from
the raihoad wharf >aturi towed her back in the
a load of oak piles.

ing repairs

at work there report that the
frame is a? strong and solid as when it was
first put together, and that it is perfectly
true at the present time.
Williamson’s;
History :s authority for the fact that the
house was built by Andrew Leach in 1310, !

carpenters

'.cursion party from the Uni,y school, Bangor, to go to
neat at >andypoiut arrived
'bay on the .'teamer Verona,

and that the basement was formerly used
It was owned at one time by
as a stoie.
Oakes Angier.

•.he ground graded. The starebuilt
Quite extensive reded on the L.

“Joshua Simpkins," a rural comedy
drama which has been presented continuously for several seasons on the road, will
play an engagement in this city next Monday night, July 17, for one night only.
“Joshua Simpkins," is a comedy drama,
well acted hv a Cutnnanv >a:d to nossess
mure than ordinary merit, in addition to
which several pleasing specialties are introduced. A complete orchestra composed of
professional musicians discourses incidental music, which assists to make the play
the success it is. This feature is claimed
by the management to be gilt edged, and. it
is said, far exceeds the usual orchestra by
the theatrical companies. Their tine band
will give a burlesque parade about noon on
the day uf the engagement.

of Mr. 5. J. Gurney, who
nearly a month ago while
ii the woods, is just getting
aisehis head from his pillow,
-on

time of it.
ill

house, Monday evening,
Wednesday evening, July
-rural play, Quincy Adams
presented iieie by a stroug

>ra

■-

was thrown from his
while on his way home from
vrk of the wheel broke and
aster brake the accident
He escaped with
eir serious.
v to his lower jaw.
:_ett

•

:

Fielding Company, which
'pera House Thursday. Fri-

One of our summer visitors tells a true
story of a friend’s experience which is too
good to be lost, and will at least be appreciated by everyone engaged in Sunday School
work.
The young lady had a Sunday
School class in a Chicago church, and was
much mystified one morning, when one of
her pupils expressed a wish that they

(

day evenings, gave general

:

ml

will be welcomed here
Fielding in particular merited
mendation, and her support
tod.
letters for the week ending
Ladies
Miss Hattie F.
cers. Mrs.
Evaline Newcomb.
E.
Chas.
Bartlett, lrnan
eur Georges Fotel, Mr. A. W.
F. W. Knowlton, Thomas W.

The

great underlying power that has caused the
out-pouring of the masses to attend our GOLDEN
JUBILEE SALE is confidence.

Those who
and sirernsth
ment with

would sing “the -Dago song," Questioning
was of no avail. It only brought out the fact
that the entire class thoroughly approved
of “the Dago song" and that one little girl
was interested to know just what the Dagos
bought. The puzzle was finally solved when
the teacher discovered that her pupils were
alluding to a hymn beginning “Little by
little the day goes by”

one

Scott’s Emulsion
|

j

j

|
1

1

j

route from Bangor to Stockton Springs,
but this plan having been abandoned it
leaves the Tremont without a route and it
is thought she may engage in the excursion
business from Baugor, in opposition to the
Verona, owned by the Barbours of the Bar
Harbor line. Up to the present year the
boats of the Brooksville line have always
landed at the B. w B. H. Co’s wharf in Bangor. This year they use the Hole * Togg
wharf on the Maine Central. The reason
for the change so far as can be learned is a
disagreement as to the price of wharfage
which the Arey boats should pay. In return, so it is said, Arey retaliated by incm a

Do not confound these
cause the

such a

goods

price Is low.

bargain

with the

READER, you

ordinary cheap

WE HAVE A VERY FEW 18x36 INCH SAMPLES LEFT, THE 36x33
HAVE ALL BEEN CLOSED. FOR THE REMAINING 3 DAYS OF THIS
SALE WE SHALL SELL THE 18x36 INCH SAMPLES FOR

jk

4C.

A Few Silk Shirtwaist Suits Left

never beheld or

2 Bales

One
be-j

Prints

gazed

A

4C>

Bigelow

wharfage rates at Sandypoint,
here he owns the only wharf, to an almost

Brussels

J

In the United States.

An

long.

500

—

NOW

JjJ

$5 Q0

that never was offered the

ff

•«£9

OBSERVE—N. B.—LOOX—PRICES-$1.00,
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, 52.50 AND $2.75.
as

Bargains equally

good

as the 3Se. waists sold the

I

-f. I

Jj/

past week,

3-4,1,11-2 yards
Per
^AA

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

yi

50c.yard Ends of Lines, Remnants.
And REMAINDERS OF SEASONABLE MERCHANDISE, the prices
a point simply irresistabie.

yards Oil Cloth Carpeting.
that must sell

goods

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

|

i€olian Dress Patterns.
Ask to look at these beautiful silk /Eolians.
recognize the low price for these truly beautiful

of which are marked down to

Small Pieces of Linoleum

Per

l7C

I

Suitable to place in front of wash stands, sinks, stoves, etc.,
1-2 to 3-4 yard wide, and from 1 yard tc 3 yards long.
Heavy
durable goods. GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

yard

^^^
You will

readily

goods.

^^^^^sunare

~£|

300 YARDS MUSLINS.

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

j

M
jS

Remnants 1-2,

For this sale we shall place a price on these
every yard now In stock.

j

W*
m

JK

Linen, P. K. and Duck Skirts,

opportunity

trade of Waldo County before.

9,75

■

bargain that should receive your Immediate attention.
Sold at the same price of Tapestry Carpet remnants. The finest,
and acknowledged by all carpet dealers the BEST Brussels made

—

now

One lot of Suits, all wool, left from the season before.
LOOK—the prices originally were from $12.00 to $25.00.
PRICE.

Here Is a

so

now

$20.00
13.50

now

f)

»•*

Carpet Remnants

creasing

Suit

$18.00 Suits
One Lot of $15.00 Suits

por

^

$25 00

One Lot of

on

in this or any other store.

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

j

75C*

nad

Regular price

$1.00 yard

from 20c. to 50c. per yard.

the hot season.

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

Elegant goods for
■

j"

IOC*

per

yard

—

Bigelow

Wilton Rugs.

by the mill. As
are
useless to
sizes
to
sell
perfectly
they
by,
carpet
sample rugs
This Is the rug that is rapidly taking the place of the old
us.

Size 36x63.

Smyrna.

Rugs

that have

been dropped

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

$5,50 Each

■

Always sold regularly at 62c. per yard.
In this store

to-night.

A

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

Not

a

Mercerized Dress Patterns
IN FANCY AND PLAIN COLORS, regular price all this season,

25c. to 38c. per yard.

_k

GOLDEN JUBILEE PRICE,

*

k

gard should be left

FROM

BEDROS

KAZAGJiAN,

j

\S|
A.
pi
I

j?

Vip
m

IMPORTER, NEW YORK.

WE

ARE RETIRING FROM THE ORIENTAL RUG BUSINESS, AND ALL

glorious bargain.
per

RUGS ON HAND WILL BE SOLD AT EXACTLY COST PRICE.
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY.

—

19c.;

Genuine Oriental Rugs

One Lot of Foulard Silks.

■

~

STRAW MATTING SAMPLES,

“CH-

One Case Grenada Prints y

!

|

YOU~SHOliLD~TAKE'rr

NECKWEAR TO RE FOUND IN MAINE AT THE PRESENT MOMENT.

When the Rockland was bought
and went on the Bangor and Brooksville
route, it was proposed to put the Tremont

amount

NECKWEAR

SIMMER

THE VERY LATEST CREATIONS IN UP-TO-DATE

SINCE MAY 13.

sincere thanks to the trade for the

AN OPPORTUNITY THAT

our Aih stock of
I

ticipants.

prohibitive

our

business success, confidence.

1

Steamek Notes. They are talking up
river of another steamboat war, in which
the Harbours and Capt. Arey may be par-

w

a

our

Received this Morning, July 13/05,

I

which is attached tc fattv products during
the
heated

Serd for free sample.
SCOTT * BOWNE, Chemists.
New York.
40Q-4«5 earl G reet.
5vxr and £i.oo; *11 druggists.

great virtue necessary for

^HERE’S

gaining flesh
by regular treat-

that the Barbour
boat, which used to run a regular excursion
to that point each Saturday afternoon only
The Penobscot,
goes to Verona this year
which has been running as a freight boat
Lavine, J. W. McMillan,
on the Boston and Baugor route, is to run
mpatiy has been organized in
known as the Palermo Teleduring the summer months between Boston,
There was a disappointed crowd of ex- Portland, Eastport, Calais and the Provs'. Jones was elected secrefour hundred— inces, on the opposite run from the steamer
wler, president; W. W. Turu- eursioniats—some three or
.1. FI. B. Hinsmore, M. J. I uii Lewis' wharf last Saturday morning, St. Croix, and taking the place of the SteamNelson, b. E. Bowler, W. S. The steamer Verona was advertised to er Calvin Austin which has been withdrawn
Worthing, W. W. Turner, ! make an excursion to Bangor on that day to to go on the direct route between Boston,
witness the parade and attend the perform- St. John and Halifax
The Maine Coast
of Biugliug Brothers' circus, and the Transportation company is running steamof Seaside Chautauqua Cir- ! auces
'• Belfast Band was to accompany the party,
ers from Boston to Bar Harbor, Southwest
"ti Monday afternoon, July
Mrs E. P. Alexander, No. 24 j It is said that the Verona came down river Harbor, South Gouldshoro and Winter Harfar as Hampden Friday night and find- bor twice a week. It has two boats; the
The lesson will be a review of as
it very foggy returned to Bangor. No Duncan and the Carpenter, of about 500
ing
and
a
Literature
•ok, German
here that the trip was tons.
was sent
a thorne’s Marble Faun.
Roll- | notice
They carry freight only and the comabandoned. The shoe factory was t.'shut
ins wered bv selected quotapany intend to run steamers the entire year'
I dow n fur the day to enable the employes to> j ..-.A
large metalie life-boat was received
go on the excursion: but if it did not come ! here last week to add to the
equipment of
suui; of New York, regular
off was to run as usual. As it was they ;
steamer Castiue—The steamer Castiue
Northpori.gave the children had no excursion and lust a day’s work.
I
had a very busy week last week. WednesHome their annual outing,
An alarm of fire from day she took a party of people from Rock;
A Brief Blaze.
;’l. a buekboard ride to Sears! box 3b last Thursday evening about nine land to Stockton and moved the family of
they enjoyed a picnic. As
; o'clock called out the fire department to put George M. Nowell from Camden to Seven
done
for
was
thing possible
! out a blaze on the roof of the Miller house, Hundred Acre island where they have a
:; and pleasure, ami the girls
| Bridge street. Mrs. and Miss Miller, who summer cottage. Thursday the steamer
ghtful day.
i own and occupy the house, had retired and was on the Georges river at the Weymouth
as well represented at Waterknew nothing of the fire until a passer-by centennial, and Friday she towed the sell.
: lay, when a number of people
rang their doorbell and told them that their Almeda Willey out of the harbor to anchorwitness the performance of house was on fire. He lost no time in ringage and carried a cargo of goods to Isles.cus there.
Two extra ears ing in the alarm and the tire apparatus was boro for a
Wight family, which has arrived
: to the morning train, and the
so prompt in arriving that what bid fair to for the summer from Massachusetts.
iipd by a special in the evening, be a dangerous fire was under control in a
Shipping Items. At Camden the livewere disappointed in the trip to very short time.
The fire caught front a
masted schooner of about 2,ti00 tons buildSaturday took advantage of this sky-rocket which fell On the roof and igniting in the II. M. Kean yard is all in frame
to see the circus in Waterville.
ed the shingles. The prompt action of the
and a big crew are at work ceiling her.
house
and
! firemen doubtless saved both
-'
rawberries on exhibition at A.
Among recent charters are the following:
barn. N’o damage was done to the house,
v
Co’s, last Saturday evening |
Sch. Edward H. Blake, Philadelphia to
but a hole about four feet square was D1
OAn,
U;A
1?., 1 1
-t 2.3 berries, and it was heapThe loss
burnd through the barn roof.
Sound to Sydney, X. S. W., lumber, 32s (id;
were raised by A. B. StanThe crowd,
was covered by insurance.
seh Jose 0 averri, New York to Savannah,
ative strawberries sold Saturwhich gathered quickly disbured as quickcement, SI; sell. Nimbus, New York to New
Alit two boxes for 25 cents.
nowas
of
sort
any
ly, ami no disturbance
1 strawberries ripened early,
Orleans, part cargo asphalt, p. t.; sch. Jose
ticed.
••i v abundant, we have seen none
Olaverri, Savannah to New York, lumber,
s
third
excursion
Excursions. Dickey
p. t.; sch. Nimbus, New Orleans to New
of the season was made to Togus on York, dry cypress, $6.75_The Boston
ot
shing to see as tine a yoke
Wednesday w ith a good party along the GU.be says of the first visit to that port of
be found in Waldo county, will line_The steamer Castine will make an- the schooner Governor Powers with 3,000
i'ii Elijah I.. Knnwlton, West
other excursion from Temple Heights, tons of coal from Newport News: “The veshas a yoke of oxen of the Northport and Belfast to Stockton under sel was launched at Bockland last March,
ed, 7 ft. 1 inch in girth, and the management of Orrin J. Dickey next having been built for Crowell A Thurlow
„li 3485 lbs.
They are well Saturday afternoon. The steamer leaves of this city. She has since been plying be^e and color.
Mr. Knowlton Belfast at 1.30. Ample time will be given tween Chesapeake bay ports and Portland
for sale.
It is said that they for looking over the terminal of the North- and Bangor.
The Powers is the largest
; n the town of Jackson.
The excur- four-masted schooner now afloat and the
ern Maine Seaport Railroad
sion to Montreal ami Quebec under the man- largest of that type with one exception ever
4 were reported in blossom ii:
Dickey this fall will constructed. The registers 1,962 gross tons
last week, and the Herald says agement of Orrin
den florist had them in blossom leave this city on Sept. 15, and will return and her principal dimensions are: Length,
20.8
The latter may have been forced, Sept. 20. This will he a trip with much 237.3 fee',, breadth, 44.3 feet, depth,
for sea.
North Haven grew in the open, sight seeing and the rate will be a very low feet. She cost about 890,000 ready
one- Mr. Dickey will make an excursion to Capt. A. L. Kent of Brewer, Me., is in com•ry productive island and sends
Horace A
■•titles of earl\ produce to market the Good Will Farm for Boys on July 21st mand of the new craft_Sch.
and it is expected that many will avail them- Stone has discharged a cargo of steel rails
n, to say nothing of its poultr}
selves of the opportunity of this trip. There at Stockton and gone to Sargentville to load
The soil must be unusual];
is much to see on the grounds of this worthy ice for Baltimore_J. C. Towle A Co. of
institution... .The steamer Castine gave up Bangor have chartered the schooner Havelebration had stopped the nighl her trip to Crescent Beach on Sunday and lock of Annapolis, N. S., now at Grenada,
h—or rather the setting off of fire took a large party out of Camden to Stock- to load salt, Bonaire for Bangor. The Havelock brought a cargo of salt to this port last
we should not have had a fire to re
ton— The steamer Golden Rod will make season for the Swan A Sibley Co... .The rew eek.
was
a slight
Fortunately it
an excursion to Rockland on Sunday next
pairs on the schooner Isaiah K. Stetson,
on the ledge at Mosquito island
d it started later in the evening ii
leaving this city at nine-thirty and return- which wenthave been
nearly completed at
last fall,
and probably would, have dom ing leave Rockland at four o’clock. The
Brewer. The schooner has received an enfare will be fifty cents. This will be one of tire new keel and a large amount of newimage. The fire was started by f
floor timbers, besides a new
ml others fell in the neighborhood
Dickey’s excursions and a tour of the war planking and
sternpost and rudder. The repairs to the
4 did not set fire to the buildings
ships in the harbor with a return via Dark schooner have cost about 83,000 and she
Harbor will be the side trips.Owing to will be ready for sea in a short time—
ce of the agent is surely beinf
Schs. Helen C. King and Almeda WilleyBelfast. From the dapper college the bad weather Wednesday morning Mr. sailed Saturday but anchored below. The
off
to
declared
his
exeursiou
Togus
Seh.
whose society manner stands him it Dickey
wind was ahead and fog thick.
for Boston with
ml, to the insistent Assyrian, Ame and the trip will be made Thursday, July Watchman, Welch, Bangor
20th. This will be the only trip this month, lumber, came in for a harbor....Captain
Ihw—from the typical agent whose but two will be given in August.
Herbert Dodge of Islesboro has relinquished command of the three-masted schooner
hung in the middle as he expaci
To Care a Cold in One Day.
Almeda Wiley and Captain II. E. Hetfield
'he sixteen different ways “this use
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE has assumed command. The schooner sail"ie article” can' be utilized, to the
All druggists refund the money ed on Sunday night for St. John, N. B.,
Tablets.
i
sent book agent—all are equall; if it fails to cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature where she will load a cargo of lumber for
r "s of
New York.
seeing “the lady of the house.’ is on each box, 25c.

j

We return

are

should continue the treatment
In hot weather; smaller dose
and a little cool milk with it will
do away with any objection

Confidence in

statements, confidence that the goods are as advertised, and confidence in the quality of the goods.

continueT

j

the stable at the C. Ilervey
i. Congress street have been

i

|

thoroughly

ed. The old brick foundation is beiug removed aud replaced by new bricks. The

f

GOLDEN X JUBILEE 4 SALE

—

:e

-evere

j

j

liner.

houses

The Improvement Society has made the
following arrangements for the bathhouses

and pavilion for the season: Tickets for
baths will be sold in packages of ten for
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Miss F.. ”5 cents.
Single baths, adnlts, 10 cents
1\ Frothingham, High street, on
Friday each; children 5 cents. The pavilion and
afternoon, July 14th. A full attendance is ovens are free, bnt parties or individuals ]
desired.
| desiring to use them must first notify the I
secretary, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett. It is ex-1
The Eastern Yacht Club of New York is
expected to arrive at Dark Harbor today. pected that they will be left in a tidy conThey are on their annual cruise with Bar dition and all refuse must be thrown below
tide-water mark. Tickets and keys will be
Harbor as an objective point.
found for the present at the store of M. P.
The reunion of the 26th Maine has been
Woodcock & Son.
until
postponed
August 31st, because of the I
New Advertisements. Carle 4 Jones'
illness of the president. Mr. John W. Fuller
of Kockport. The meeting will beheld in mid-summer sale at mid-summer prices begins to-day, July 13, aud w ill continue until
Belfast.
July 21. For the convenience of their cusH. 0. Dodge and C. A. Littlefield of the
tomers they have divided their bargains
firm of H. 0. Dodge Clothing Company, ;
into nine lots, among which are to be found
have dissolved partnership. C. A. Little- I
summer dress goods, wrappers, skirts, gingfield has retired from the business and will i
hams, bed spreads, belts, hose, small wares,
go west in the fall. They have been doing
staple dry goods and muslin underwear. ;
a very prosperous business.
Mr. Dodge
They will give special attention to mail or- J
will continue as salesman for the new firm,
iters—A. D. Chase 4 Son’s golden jubilee I
the Dodge Clothing Manufacturing Com- !
sale closes Saturday, July 15th, at 9 p. m.,
pany, and will travel all of the time in- and our readers
are advised to keep the
stead of a few months each year, which indate in mind, as the priees placed on adverdicates a large increase of business.
tised goods for this sale are much lower
“Quincy Adams Sawyer, The best New than those usually quoted.Tenement of
England play ever written,” is to be the seveu rooms for rent. Inquire of M. W.
attraction at Belfast Opera House on the Lord, agent, Opera Rouse block_Lost, a
evening of July 26. It is needless to say black sweater. Return to Mrs. George W.
anything in regard to this excellent attrac- Stoddard-.... .Child’s hat lost. Return to
tion as nearly every one is familiar with the Henry Hills, Northport, or Carle 4 Jones.
James H. Howes has some specials adstory and many will remember the pleasure
they had in seeing the play two years ago. vertized for immediate use: Shirtwaists,
The prices will be the same as before. shirtwaist suits and light weight suits.
He is the agent for the Standard patterns,
Orchestra chairs SI.00. Other seats 75, 5
ami mail orders are promptly attended to...
and 35 cents. The tickets will beon sale a
See the advertisement of R. A. Packard,
the Bux Office Monday, July 34
The Leach House, so-called, at the cor- treasurer of the Temple Heights Spiritua
of Northport.A furnished
ner of Bridge and Main streets, is undergo- Corporation
house wanted. Apply at this office.
and will be
renovat-

SOSO.

SCYTHE

j

THIS SALE CLOSES SATURDAY, THE 15th DAY OF JULY, AT 9 P. '\.
READER.
if there is any article named above that you desire, we advise you to come at once and
secure it, as the prices placed on these goods are much lower than are usually quoted
you. As we advised the trade last week, promptitude in making your purchases
at this GOLDEN JUBILEE SALE cannot bs overestim ated.

Telephone 39=3j

MAY MANTON BAZAR PATTERNS-ALL 10 CENTS.

«

A

IMPROVE IT.

Yjjs
v7''

J

PROTECT THE POTATOES.

Maine’s Water Power.

j

M. Twitchell Gives Our Farmers
The Work of Measuring Stream Flow SysGood Advice.
I
tematically.
Dr. G. M. Twitchell gives the follow-j
Scattered over New England at vaTribYork
in
the
New
advice
good
ing
rious points along the principal rivers
une Farmer.
are nearly 50 measuring stations of the
Although the potatoes are just breaksurvey, a comparatively
ing ground on the farms of Maine, the geographical
new department of government work
time has come to sound the warning
which is assuming an importance of
and prepare to light the Colorado beetle.
to the industrial
For two years these destroyers of the increasing greatness
development of the country.
crop have not been present in the numis a gage
these
stations
At each of
bers formerly seen, but in going over
attached to a bridge or fastened to
the fields during the last few days I
some permanent object on the shore,
find the old beetles in large numbers
which is read usually twice a day by
and evidently prepared for business.
an observer under government pay, and
The lesson of 1004 confirmed only what
which gives the daily height of the
the scientist and experimenter had all
riyer. Then from time to time measalong been emphasizing, the absolute urements of the quantity of water flownecessity of protecting the growth of
are made by one of the hydrograthe plant and the saving of every leaf ing
in this work, and in
in order to insure the largest harvest phers employed
this way an estimate is obtained of the
and make possible the finer quality,
time.
at
river flow
any
which, in the large markets, must ever
The information thus collected will,
determine the price and settle
in
course of time, have a value in relation of profit. Fertilization and thortion to manufacturing as the statistics
ough cultivation cannot be neglected;
the weather bureau now
the food for a large crop must be avail- gathered by
have to agriculture and commerce.
able in the best possible form ready to
It is nearly five years since the first
be drawn upon every moment, from
stations were established in
the instant the tiny stalk begins to gaging
New England, but the great extension
breathe until the ripened harvest day.1
of the work has come within three1
And it is just as necessary that there
years.
insect
from
be complete protection
The first real work of measuring
pests, rust and blight, or the fiat pock-i1 stream flow in general and systematic
etbook.will tell the story of failure.
in Maine in the summer of
Who is there who enjoys reviewing ; way began rivers of this State and
The
1901.
the work of a season with the contheir attendant waterpower are among
sciousness that it lias brought nothing, !
the finest in the world and they had
or very little, to recompense for toil
been recognized as of the greatest
and worry? If this comes because of long
in" the development of the
drouth or* floods, because of influences importance
industries of the State. And it hapbeyond the control of man, it is had, pened that at the time the United
but infinitely worse if he has been the
were beginning
States
contributing cause through neglect. It their hydrographers
work of determining,
preliminary
in
that
success
be
well
accepted
may
the value and possibilities of the New
potato growing is impossible unless
water power that a demand
there is complete protection from the England
for iust that kind of information arose
ravages of the potato bug, the blasting in
Maine. Manufacturers, forest owninfluence of rust and blight.
ers and capitalists desired more inforThe fact must also be accepted that
mation than was then available regardthis protection rests in the hands of
the quantity of water available in
the man who grows the crop and that ing
certain streams at different seasons of
failure resulting from either is to be
the year and the demand culminated in
charged directly to him. Responsibility an offer
of co-operation in field work
here is certain and it is fortunate it is
from the mill owners, lumbermen and
measthose
active
to
for
it
so,
prompts
interested parties in the Kennebec valures for protection so well established
lev.
and so frequently urged. The only time
They raised a sum of money and reto commence the use of the insecticide is
quested the chief engineer of the hyx uc
ueiuie uie siuya uegiu men
office to undertake the
trouble is the great majority wait until, drographer’s
of the Keanebec river and its
when going through the fields, they find study
tributaries. This started the
that the eggs have hatched and the principal
Several gaging stations
work of destruction has commenced. If work in Maine.
were established that year and in the
the work of protection by spraying was
course of the next season the State legthorough last year the numbers of bugs islature
recognized the value of the
will be reduced, but unfortunately there
work.
are always enough who will not spray,
In 1908 the Maine legislature made
and who always wait to insure a full
an appropriation for carrying on furcrop of the pests which afflict and inther hydrographic investigations, and
jure. Begin spraying early and do now tl’.ere
are 20 measuring stations in
thorough work. Don't be content with
daily accumulating statistics
a low pressure sprayer, but get the best. Maine,
to the river ilow that become
If you are growing less than three acres relating
of increasing value as each year's
it may he you feel the expense of high
are added.
pressure (complete four rows horsepow- figures
Maine had a peculiar interest in this
er sprayer costing $60) too much, and
because of her great undevelin that case the best thing to do is to subject
her forests and her large and
make the purchase or use a neighbor- oped area,
The work of the United
hood matter. One sprayer will do the swift rivers.
which
work on a number of farms, and any States topographical survey
the three southern States in the
man can afford to pay a dollar an acre platted
Hand New England group had still left Maine
each time his field is gone over.
largely unexplored, notwithstanding
spraying is too expensive to be consid- the
fact that 30 topographic sheets had
ered outside the garden, and co-operabeen published.
tion makes possible what oftentimes is
The rapid development of water
beyond the reach of the individual. A
along the Androscoggin river,
power
bushels
of
three
hundred
possible yield
to that river pre-eminence over
an acre will pay any man for giving the giving
other river in America, with the
closest attention to all details, no mat- any
exception of Niagara, in the amount of
ter how exacting.
water power, also served to
Instead of waiting for the slugs to developed
the desire for wider informashow their activity, spraying should stimulate
her undeveloped water
begin, and begin thoroughly, before the tion concerning
The only safe potato power.
eggs are laid.
In
15
the
Androscoggin had
years
bug is a dead one. As Bordeaux mixthe Merrimac,which hitherto
ture will aid materially in holding the surpassed
insecticide to the leaves and will surely bad held the honor of furnishing more
neutralize to some extent tiie poison- developed waterpower than any other
river in the world.
ous effect of Paris green, if that he used,
The recent completion of the Niagara
it is well to commence the work with
the lime and copper sulphate at the water power station has, of course,
first spraying.
For one, I shall not greatly eclipsed the power of the New
use Paris green on our five acre piece, England rivers, but the Androscoggin
greatly eclipsed the Merrimac.
preferring t he safer and equally as sure has also
of the great manufacturing cities
bug destroyer, bug death; but the same Each
combination will be made throughout of Lowell, Lawrence and Manchester
the bug season.
Insist upon the purity uses about 810,000-horse power from the
of the copper sulphate, and to insure Merrimac, and the three cities reprethis buy only of the most reliable sent the larger part of the developed
dealers. See to it also that only fresh water power on the Merrimac. The
lime is used, as any failure in the cop- Androscoggin is furnishing water power
to almost 100,000 horseper sulphate will be a serious matter amounting
later, and a poor grade of lime will power. In 1897, before the completion
of
the
great paper factories at Rumsurely fail to neutralize the acid in the
lord Falls and Berlin, the figures were
copper sulphate, resulting in the burning of the leaves. The importance of 70,000-horse power.
The United States hydrographers
relying upon the best and purest candone something else besides
not be urged too strongly. There is too have
much at stake to take chances in measure the flow of rivers. They have
spraying solutions, whether insecti- devoted themselves to the work of procides or fungicides. Having pure in- curing river profiles and such data as
gredients, the matter of mixing must would be of value in pointing out to
claim attention, and while the instruc- capitalists sites suitable for power
Dr. G.

Core

But
reserved for costumes.
Dame Fashion is a fickle jade, and I
among the smartest blouse models are
numbered several of these new designs.
A novelty is certain to have something
of a vogue, and as the closely fitted
bodice is dressier than one of the loose
order, the advancing season is likely to
find this style the fad for theater or
restaurant wear. But just as surely a
fad they are certain to remain, in spite
of the threatened invasion of the highbusted corset. Whether this last fact
has anything to do with it or not, the
Louis and Directoire coatee bodices are
greatly admired, and the combination
of wide revers, flare cuffs and jaunty
little peplums achieve some charming
results. Particularly when made of a
brilliantly flowered brocade or taffetas,
and won with a lace or plain colored
silk skirt, the coatees give that oldpicture look so sought after by our
devotees of fashion. In fact, quite a
number are exact copies of the bodices
depicted in the portraits of the periods
mentioned.”

Blues

For_TheNEVER FAILED

ONE MEDICINE THAT HAS

Health Fully Restored and the Joy of
Life Regained «

,

When a cheerful, brave, light-hearted

is suddenly plunged into that
perfection of misery, the BLUES, it is
It is usually this way:
a sad picture.
*
She has been feeling out of sorts
woman

theques-1

Secretary Hays Funeral.
President Roosevelt and Vice President
Fairbanks Stood at Crave as Body was

for some time; head has ached and
back also; has slept poorly, been quite

lowered.

Cleveland, Ohio, July 5. At alexactly noon today the body of
John Hay was laid to rest in Lakeview
Cemetery. Around the open grave

and nearly fainted once or
twice; head dizzy, and heart-beats very
fast; then that bearing-clown feeling,
and during her menstrual period she is

nervous,

exceedingly
pleases her.

despondent

most

at the last moment stood with bowed

Nothing

heads the President and Vice President
of the United States, members and exmembers of the present cabinet aud
men who had in former years served
with the dead secretary in the otlicial
family of President McKinley. There
were many others who willingly would
have paid a tribute of respect to Secretary Hay, but his family wished that
the funeral should be conducted for
John Hay, the man they knew and
loved in private life, and not for the
brilliant premier whose name is honored wherever clean and successful
statesmanship is esteemed among men.
The assemblage at his funeral was
therefore small. The visible honors accorded him in death were in a ratio di-

Her doctor says: “Cheer
up: you have dyspepsia; you will he

all right soon.”

all right,” and
But she doesn't get
hope vanishes; then come the brooding, morbid, melancholy, everlasting

BLUES.

Don't wait until your sufferings have
driven you to despair, with your nerves
all shattered and your courage gone,
but take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. See what it did for
Mrs. Rosa Adams, of 819 12th Street,
Louisville, Ky., niece of the late General Roger Hanson, C.S. A. She writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
I cannot tell you with pen and ink what
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
has done for me. I suffered with female
the blues,’
troubles, extreme lassitude,
nervousness and that all-gone feeling. I was
advised to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s 1 egetable
Compound, and it not only cured my female
derangement, but it has restored me to perfect
health and strength. The buoyancy of my
younger days has returned, and I do not suffer any longer with deepondencv, as I did before. I consider Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a boon to sick and suffering
<
women.”

rectly

him in

inverse to those

life, and perhaps

freely given to
no great testi-

mony to the worth of the man could
have been iriven them than the nniet
manner in which his countrymen, who
appreciated his character and achieve,
ments, stood aside at his family’s wishto take hostage of the future for the
endurance of his fame. The events of
the day began with the arrival of President Roosevelt’s train at 9 a. m., and
If you have some derangement of
closed with its departure at three. The
the female organism write Mrs.
Pinkham, Lynn, Maas., for advice.
| funeral itself was held between 11 and
12 o’clock, the burial being at noon.
When the special train carrying President Roosevelt and the member's of bis
cabinet arrived at the depot of the
Pennsylvania railroad at 9 o’clock a reception committee composed of memHolman F. Hay is now at his summer bers of the chamber of commerce, headIt ed by President Ambrose
camp near Katahdin Iron Works.
Swasey, enis called Camp Khayyam, but it is more tered the President's car and
greeted
of a working den than anything in the him. The other members of the
recepof
a
for
resting
place,
Major
way
Day tion committee were presented to the
is putting nearly all his working hours ! President. A short conversation folinto completing the manuscript of his i lowed between the President and Air.
first novel, which he is under contract j
Swasey relative to the funeral arrangeto finish w ithin a specified time. The ments’ and then the President with a
first part of the book is already in type
quick nod of the head, signifying that
and the publishers are pushing the sale he understood, walked
quickly from
with good success. Major Day’s family the train toward his carriage, accomis with him at Camp Khayyam.
Air.
As soon as

Swasey.

On the northwest corner of Clematis
and Narcissus street, West
Palm Beach, there soon will be erected
for Postmaster J. C. Stowers the finest
and tallest building in this city, the contracts for material and labor being all
let and the permit to build having been
received from the mayor.
The building will be four full stories
high, constructed of artificial stone,
and fill all the space between the corner
west to L. W. Burkhardt’s property on
Clematis avenue, with a store in the
rear adjoining Burkhardt’s, and from
the corner north to the Palms Hotel, of
which the building will form a part.
The first, or ground floor, besides the
store in the rear will have a large tilefloored hotel ottice with entrances from
Clematis avenue and also from Narcissus street, and adjoining the main ofiice
will be a small ladies’ reception room.
All the upper floors of the building
will be used foi hotel purposes; on the
second floor directly over the main ofiice
being the main ladies’ parlor, with the
main stairway leading up from the office below.
When this corner block is finished the
present Palms Hotel will be denuded of
its metal covering aud, after having
galvanized iron lath put on, will be
faced with cement, which will be pointed, so the old building will then resemble
the new block, greatly improving its appearance.
The old hotel oflice and parlor will be

By Which he Treated Himself Successfully

uiu

wumieti

uu

building

will now be at once put up, an
honor and an ornament to the city, a

owner.

—

we

The

trust,

Palm

News, June 23d.

profit to'its
Beach, Florida,
a

BENT HER DOUBLE.
“1 knew no one, for four weeks, when 1
was sick with typhoid and kidney trouble,”
writes Mrs. Annie Hunter of Pittsburg,
l’a., “and when I got better, although I bad
one of the best doctors 1 could get, 1 was
bent double, and bad to rest my hands on
walked.
From this
my knees when I
terrible affliction 1 was rescued by Electric
Hitters, which restored my health and
strength, and now I can walk as straight as
ever.
They are
simply wonderful.”
Guaranteed to cure stomach, liver and
at
Ii. H. Moody’s drug
kidney disorders;

they

j

j

...

j
|

1

|

j

i

lodol

Dyspepsia Cura

Shea and an automobile party. Following
is the article:
The summer home of Thomas E. Shea,
the actor, is on the north shore of Belfast
bay at East Northport, Me.
It is surrounded on three sides by green
fields and woods, and at the front the ocean
rolls in almost to the foot of the rustic
stairway, which leads up over the terraced
lawn.
Its exterior style of architecture is agreeably lacking iu di-play, and that of its interior is noticeably designed for the purpose of affording the greatest convenience,
comfort and pleasure possible to Mr. Shea’s
family and the many guests which they
entertain.
The lower piazza is 15 feet wide, carpeted
with matting and decorated and furnished
in true
Japanese style. The piazza is
brilliantly lighted at night, as are also the
house and grounds, from Mr. Shea’s private
gas

1

Hancock County,

wick,

illustrated write-up of the summer home
of Thomas E. Shea. There were four illustrations, the cottage, the entrance hall, the
rustic steps to the beach, and Mr. and Mrs.

tnc

will be moved to Postmaster
Stowers’ lot just west of the News office, and as soon as this is out of the
way work will begin and be pushed
througli so as to have everything finished, furnished and ready for the coming
winter’s tourist travel.
Several weeks ago the News mentioned that a fine building would soon
go up on this corner and that other
paper flatly contradicted us and stated
we had no foundation forour assertion.
AVe trust it will now make the amend
honorable and acknowledge it was
plainly a scoop on our part, nothing
more nor less.
The plans have been
changed but little since then, and the

credit, and,

\

.,

July

uuv.

!

..

lived there until 1859, when >
to Rucksport, coining then.-,
in 1SS7. Her tirst male child
in or near Sedgwick, and in
age of *0. Her mother was M

an

uimuiu^

I

?

V

corner

interesting
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Six physicians, all of them good, one of
them a specialist, had done their best for
Mr. Jones at different times during three
years, and still he suffered fearfully from
the tortures of rheumatism.
He had felt occasional twinges first in
January, 1901, and in February of that year
he was compelled to give up and to take to
his bed for a siege of two weeks. From
that time on for a period of more than three dependence is just as good
years, until the fall of 1904, he was a con- as it was 130 years ago.
stant sufferer.
years, and when I was 1
Of his condition during this time, Mr. knew so much that [
,j
Jones says: “My rheumatism started in any more; but now 1
am not
my right thigh, but in time it spread
anything but the Sermon
throughout my body. I lost the use of my and the
multiplication tain.
left arm entirely and nearly lost the use of
“If we search in our heart.my right one. My feet were badly affected,
especially the bottoms of the heels. When many things that we him
hors for.
When it was
ray right side was affected there was swelling, but the left side didn’t swell when the biling water would
disease settled there. The internal organs cover, then the stean h
,
didn't seem to he involved at all.
The
veloped; but people dis....
trouble was all in the muscles and the make
intoxicating
iiqu,
nerves.”
discovered that b..:i
Among the few who still encouraged Mr. they
i
Jones to think that a cure might yet be lust a teakettle cover.’
found in spite of the many disappointments touched on the coal tan.
he had suffered was a friend who had rea- Standard Oil Co.
lie 1>>-:
son for great confidence in Ur. Williams
would do about as the t...
I’ink Pills, and acting on her advice he
if
we
great monopolies
t
bought a box of them in .September. 1904.
The story of whatfolowed is brief but noth- tunity.
“Common
sense
.is
so
ing could be more satisfactory, for a peroften mistaken tor «■.
fect cure was at last found.
“When 1 was on the third box,” says Mr. dared the speaker amai
Jones, “I could realize a change for the bet- applause. It is true t i: t
ter.
I felt sure then that Ur. Williams’
hardships. The million,u.
I’ink Pills were the right medicine for my which never come
near t:
case.
So 1 kept on and now 1 am entirely
man.
“lie is under an.
used as a smoking room and the old well, and everybody is asking what 1 took. which the man who makeI wasted a
deal of money on useless
stairway will remain where it is but be treatment, great
but the little 1 spent'for Ur. Wil- barnyard don’t know."
used mostly for baggage. The dining- liam.-,’ I’ink pills was invested
nothing was to he com
right.
room will be enlarged by a ten-foot outMr. William Jones lives at Oxford, Mich., sufferings of the very p,.’
side addition, and also by removing of and is well known through Oakland and that the easiest solution
Ur. Williams’ i’ink Pills social
some of the inside partition; the kitch- Lapeer counties.
problems is for ien will also be enlarged by a ten-foot effect wonderful cures in rheumatism, begolden rule and love ..:
cause they work directly on the blood,
the
outside addition, and
entire hotel
which is the seat of the disease. As soon ourselves, “it’s no use tkalsoniined, all of which will make the as that is cleansed and enriched pains and j! milk but look out for tin
new Paims one of the largest and best
swellings disappear. No other remedy can ed over the pail." He 1
I compare with Dr. Williams'Pink Pills as a they who dance should
city hotels south of Jacksonville.
a\
The contract for the entire work has blood builder and nerve tonic. They are In conclusion he
urged upbeen let to Architect C. C. Haight; that sold by every druggist. The Dr. Williams temperance,
sobriety.
for the artificial stone to Laiuliart & ! Medicine Co., Schenectady, X. Y., will send
love.
a valuable
booklet on “Diseases of the brotherly
Potter, whose new plant began operato any one who writes for it.
tion just in time; and for laying the lllood,”
Her 105th Birthdaj
stone to R. Wellborn, who, with assistant Jensen, are considered among the
THE SHEAS' SUMMER HOME
Mrs. Mary Cunninglia:.
best workmen in that line in Hade counbrated her 105th birthday r
On the North Shore, Northport.
The
were
drawn
Architect
ty.
plans
by
July 4, was born in Hie town
W. W. Markland, formerly with the
The Boston Sunday Globe of
2nd had

event in the had taken their seats, the members of
magazine world for the coming month the cabinet and the committee entered
is tiie appearence of the Cosmopolitan the other carriages, and escorted by
under new auspices and in new garb. Troop A the carriages moved off at a
The famous old magazine, which was sharp trot for the chamber of comone of the pioneers of ten-cent periodi- merce, two miles away, where the body
cals, has taken on a new lease of life. of Air. Hay lay in state.
In the presidential party were SecreThe August number is interesting from
cover to cover.
The fiction in this mid- taries Leslie AI. Shaw, secretary of the
summer issue is by Francis Lynde, Tom i treasury; Chas. G. Bonaparte, secretary
Mason,, Max Noi'dau, Anna Wharton of the navy; James Wilson, secretary store; price 5oc.
Morris, Herbert Quick and Ambrose ; of agriculture; Sec. Hitchcock, secreMAINE FISHERMEN ANXIOUS.
Bierce. Other contributors are Elbert tary of the interior;.Victor II. Aletcalf,
Hubbard, Edwin Markham, Cyrus secretary of commerce; Postmaster
The
General
Geo.
B.
fishing methods which have been
Townsend Brady, John P. Tabb and
Cortelyou; Attorney
Alan Dale. The number is beautifully : Gen. Aloody; Senator P. G. Knox of in vogue for three centuries, along the
and abundantly illustrated.
In fact, 1 Pennsylvania; former attorney general, New England coast, and which have
the new Cosmopolitan bids fair to step j Charles Emory Smith; former postmas- developed the race ot superb sailors
at once into the front ranks of the ter general, Paul Alorton; former sec- and daring fishermen of whom Maine
retary of the navy; and Elihu Root, and Massachusetts are so proud, are
magazines.
to be completely revolutionized for a
former secretary of war.
In addition there were the Presi- few months, if the plans of the Bay
The July number of Recreation will
delight the sportsman’s heart. It con- dent’s stenographer, AI. A. Latta and State Fish Company are realized. This
tains some of the most interesting the President’s secretary,
Wm. G. corporation is capitalized a: $100,000, of
hunting and fishing stories imaginable, Loeb, J r., and Dr. Rixey, surgeon gen- which $30,000 lias already been paid in,
and is backed by Kidder, Peabody tc
and the departments are brimful of eral of the navy.
An enormous crowd had gathered in Co., througli whom the stock is issued:
splendid hints for the man who goes to
the woods and waters for pleasures, front of the chamber of commerce to T. Jefferson Coolidge, the Fore River
sport and health. The leading story is see the coming of the President and Ship and Engine Company, and several
entitled “Buffalo Hunting Thirty-five : the departure of the funeral and a T. wharf wholesalers.
With the utmost secrecy the corporaYears Ago,” written by Capt. James strong detail of police was necessary to
W. Dixon, an old Army officer, who keep them in line. Side by side with tion has been formed, for its object is
watched the gradual annihilation of Air. Swasey and closely followed by to place in competition with the splenthe bison on the Western frontier when Vice President Fairbanks, who in com- did Ileet of hand liners and trawlers
the white men and Indians thought the pany'witli Gov. Herrick met the Presi- sailing from Boston, Gloucester, ProviThe story is dent at the depot and the member of dence, Boothbay, Bucksport and other
supply inexhaustible.
quaintly reminiscent and well illustrat- the cabinet and reception committee, coast towns, a ileet of 300 big steam
ed. Carl E. Ackerman has a splendid the President passed slowly along the trawlers modeled after the English
tion in the bulletins are clear they may development.
The first river to be completed is the illustrated paper on the turkey buz- hall toward the door of the auditorium, type, which were mistaken for torpedo
well be emphasized, for thoroughness
Kennebec, from Skowhegan to Moose- zard, in which this strange bird is de- beyond which lay the body. Sentries boats by Rojestvensky in the North
at every step will pay big interest.
scribed in its native wilds and mountain on guard at the door, fell back with Sea. This Ileet will represent an outMany a man lost heavily last year head take. From tidewater to Moose- fastenesses.
presented arms, and, giving them a sa- lay $2,000,000.
because he "thought two or three bead lake, the largest inland body of
So far advanced are plans of the new
in New England, is just 120 miles,
lute, the President entered and stood
sprayings enough.” There's no room water
its
custom
of
a
reFollowing
making
by the casket. The members of the company that a first-class steel steamer
here for guess work. Spraying must and the height of Moosehead lake above view of
the
cheerful
of
in
signs
of
130 tons net is in construction at the
uplift
presidential party followed and when
be commenced before the eggs hatch | tidewater is just 1020 feet. The charts
our national life every July, there ap- all had entered the
doors were swung yards of the Fore River Company. She
and continued every ten or twelve of the river whicli are now published
in
the
number
of
the
pear
World’s
July
is
and
built
the
sentries
until the* vint-c rlio anrl hv snrau. I
along the most approved lines
again resumed their
of modern steam trawlers and will cost
ami the banks are contoured j Work, many articles that give the guard.
ing they will be kept green longer than surface,
In
optimistic side of our
it was the expressed wish of Mrs.
tiviguuuiuvuvt
X1U5
otherwise, even if not struck by rust. I with a vertical interval of 20 feet. The “What a City Might Be,” growth.
M. G. Cun- Hay that President ltoosevelt should keel of a sister ship is about to be laid.
When we keep in miml the fact that j charts show the fall between any two
niff
describes the movement that is be allowed to see the face of his secre- The steam trawlers will have a
the essential part of the potato—the [ given points and show enough of the
capaour cities places of beauty and
tary again if he desired to do so. When city of over half a million pounds of
starch—is deposited the last six weeks banks to indicate whether or not power making
magnificence. The illustrations reveal the matter was mentioned to the Presi- fish, as against 150,000 pounds capacity
of the life of the plant, we realize the development is feasible.
The Penobscot river has also been a wonderful growth in public taste. det he declined to disturb the existing of the largest fishing schooners.
Furimportance of protecting every leaf,
Charles C. Johnson tells “What Our arrangements in the
for it is doubtless in the elaboration of charted from Bangor to Twin lake at
slightest degree thermore, the steam trawler will mind
Public Schools Achieve,” in an illus- and the casket was not
1 Xorcross.
neither
rain
nor weather, but will move
the sap in the leaves that starch is
opened.
There was a little pause during which right along filling her net, when the
The work thus begun in Maine is to trated article containing many new
deposited. Every consideration points
facts of interest to every American. the President and members of the cabi- Amerieau trawlers
be
from
extended
to
time.
time
cannot launch a
to the complete' preservation of tire
Herbert Putnam, the librarian of Con- net
leaves to as late a date as possible, and,
stepped forward to pay their re- dory.—Portland Advertiser.
describes
the marvelous spread of spects to Mrs.
gress
for this to be insured, spraying must be NEW STEAMBOAT INSPECTION
Hay as she entered for
LAWS. free facilities for reading in “Libraries the
departure from the hall. The memThe Veterans at Togus.
thoroughly followed throughout the
for Everybody,” and Joy Wheeler Dow bers of the
cabinet, present and past,
season.
Potatoes are a cash crop, and
The new steamboat inspection laws tells by text and
what
is
“The
picture
The fiscal year ending June 30, closed
ranged themselves in advance of the
the more cash in hand the better for all are now in force in the United
States. Ideal Home.”
bier and the six non-commissioned of- with a total membership at the soldiers
concerned, hence these suggestions, They prescribe that the life saving apficers of
A took their places at home ill Togus of 2626. Of these 1722
may well he considered by tlve man paratus on all passenger or excursion
Patriotism, pleasure and profit are t'le side ofTroop
the casket. When the hon- were present and 904 absent. The total
who grows this important crop for craft shall not
only be ample in quanti- the happy ingredients which go to orary pall bearers moved forward the number
cared for during ttie year was
market and is looking for the largest
ty but also up to the standard in qual- make up the contents of the July num- casket was raised by the cavalrymen, 3107 as
against 3141 the previous year.
returns.
; ity; and methods
are
provided by ber of The American Boy. The splen-! and followed
the members of the The average membership was
by
2607,
which this requirement may be rigidly did cover picture showing a stalwart
FORCED ID STARVE.
family, the President and mem- average present 2005. The gains during
enforced. It was possible under the American Kevolutionary soldier stand- Hay
bers
of the reception committee, it the year have numbered
made
If. F. Leelc, <>F Concord, Ky., says: “For old
363,
up
system to do the work of inspecting ing sword in hand in defense of the was borne along the
and out to of one officer by appointment, 267 mem20 years I suffered agonies, with a sore on
perfunctorily or even dishonestly and Stars and Stripes will excite a real the funeral car at thehallway
nr\ upper lip, so painful, sometimes, that I
door.
The
sabres
bers by admission, 81 by
Fourth
of
readmission,
it was not easy to lix responsibility on
July feeling in both old and ; of the
could not eat. After vainly trying everycavalrymen flashed in the sun in 14 by transfer; the losses were one ofAmong the patriotic stories a salute
thing else, I cured it with Jfuoklen’s derelict oflicials—as witness the failure young.
as the casket appeared in the
ficer by death, one dropped, 68 members
:
and
articles
in
this
to
number
convict
the
are:
who
Archie
certified
Arnica .Salve.” It's great for burns, cuts
inspectors
and every hat in the great transferred, 158 discharged, 2 dishonorand wounds.
At K. II. Moody’s drug that boats, hose and life preservers on Comstock’s Celebration, which will doorway
crowd was removed.
The ably discharged, 35 dropped from the
the (leneral Slocum were in good con- simply tickle the boys all over with its waiting
store; only 25c.
members of the cabinet formed in two roll, 210 died, a total of 4S1. For amuse-! dition.
humor; What Has Happened on the lines outside the door and
the casket ments during the year there have been
Lincoln County Apples.
Xow, under the new regime, every Fourth of July, telling of other inter- was borne between them and
placed in 29 free plays and 270 band concerts.
must leave a record of his esting events which have taken place
inspector
the hearse. The carriages of the pall The number of visitors is estimated at
Willard J. Elwell, who lias the larg- work. If he is
life preservers on that day; The First Declaration of bearers
handling
then formed a line in advance 25,850.
est orchard in Waldoboro, having over he is
required to test each one of them, Independence in America tells how the
2,000 trees, says that the blossoms on after which he must stamp his own planters of Virginia declared for free- of the hearse and those of the family,
of
President
Koosevelt and of the comhis trees indicated a thousand barrels | initials and the date of the examina- dom from
Indigestion Cured.
tyranny one hundred years mittee followed on. A few
of fruit, but he does not expect a bun- tion on all that
sharp words There is no case of indigestion,
pass muster.
Should prior to 1776; The Battle of Fort Windy of
j
and
command, scurrying
dred barrels of fruit, as trees that were i there be a disaster and
tramping or Stomach Trouble that will notDyspepsia
yield to
any safety ap- is a stirring description of how the boys of hoofs and the
wheeled to the digestive and strengthening iniiuence
white with blossoms have no apples on pliance
cavalry
of
Windham
celebrated
the
Fourth
this
mark
in
defecbearing
prove
column and passed to the front of the of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. This
them.
Other farmers tell the same tive within the
remedy
Instalments are
space of one year, the spite of opposition.
takes the strain oif the stomach by digesting
story, that the crop of fruit will he man who officially passed it can easily given of the two serials, and the vari- cortege.
what you eat and allowing it to rest until it
There
was no delay and the cavalry
small.
very
be traced and made to suffer for his ous departments are all replete with
at a quick trot passed straight grows strong again. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
most interesting information. Sprague moving
carelessness.
south to Euclid avenue and then due affords quick and permanent relief from InTimely and Valuable Suggestions.
Another good point in the new law is Publishing Co., Detroit, Mich.
digestion and all stomach troubles, builds
cast to the cemetery, five miles away.
Many people, especially women who lead :hat inspectors have the right to order
up the system and so purifies that disease
oannot attack and gain a foothold as when
closely contiued domestic lives, suffer from ;he instant
the
tendencies
of
Noting
wayward
of
destruction
any firehose
what in general terms is called “nervousin a weakened condition. The constantly
Fashion in the New Idea Woman’s
>r life preservers which do not come up
In New England Hospitals.
ness.” Among all forms of treatment none
increasing use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure by
for
Charlotte
Mill;o
Magazine
August,
the
mark.
has even approached in success the intellinurses all say Comfort Powder
physicians of hospital and general practice
ward says: “While the name ‘blouse’ is Trained
gent use of Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite
best for infants and adults wherever a >f itself tells how this most wonderful modThree Good and Just Reasons,
has been retained as a convenient term leafing skin
Remedy, of Rondout, N. Y., which prois
needed.
New
powder
Eng- ern discovery has proven to be the greatest
motes an easy and natural action of the
rhere are three reasons why mothers pre- to designate a bodice or shirt-waist cot
and hospitals
it in large quantities Iigestant for the alleviation of a suffering
digestive organs and imparts tone to the l er One Minute Cough Cure: First. It is having a skirt of like material, the gar- tnd will use no buy
other for all skin soreness, humanity. Its many cures ol both children
nervous system.
ibsolutely narmless; Second. It tastes ment itself is no longer as loosely fitted ihafing, bed sores, prickly heat, eczema tnd adults grow larger day by day. Sold
It cures as
:ood—children love it; Third.
The exaggerated pouch is 1 tnd offensive perspiration. Be sure you Jy R. H. Moody.
Beautify your complexion with little cost, loughs, Croup and Whooping Cough when a formerly.
discarded feature, and a strong 1 ret Comfort Powder.
If you wish a smooth, clear, cream-like < ther remedies fail. Sold by R. If. Moody
“I owe my whole life to Burdock Blood
tendency is asserting itself toward the
complexion, rosy cheeks, laughing eyes,
A household necessity.
I)r. Thomas’
Scrofulous sores covered my body.
take'Hollister’a Rocky Mountain Tea, great- I
draped or dart-fltted bodice. Last year Sclectrio Oil. Heals hums, cuts, wounds Bitters.
I seemed
beyond cure. B. B. B. has made
est beautitier known.
35 cents.
the separate blouse was a blouse, prop- ; >f any
R. H.
sort; cures sore throat, croup, me a perfectly well woman.” Mrs. Charles
Moody.
erly speaking, and the dart-fitted effects »tarrh, asthma; never fails.
SigMti what you out.
Hutton, Berville, Mich.
The most
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In the 4th of July exercises»■ „
ville Hon. Solon Chase ot n,, V iler.
:
was introduced by
»
Judge Ci.Vi','
‘
the Grand Old Man of
r
M
Chase was received with g,'
Mi
He
plause.
attempted n»
but held the attention ot the
an hour with a discourse
i
original style. He spoke m „
lows:
“We find that the Declarati,

When Doctors Failed.
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me

j
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SOLON

J. C. Stowers to Build an Artificial Stone
Block in Palm Beach, Florida.

Found This Caw of Rheumatism Beyond
Their Skill. Mr. Jonee Telia of the Way

East Coast Hotel Co.

Literary News and Notes.

panied by

SIX PHYSICIANS

A MAINE MAN’S ENTERPRISE.

were

ington of Cape Rozier. Up
years ago Mrs. Cunninghan
to wash and iron, and at tin
she boasted that she freip

wood and carried it into •'
while lameness resulting fro:

|
j

tism was the only thing th.u
her from taking long iui.T
has excellent eyesight, lu-.i
and lias a remarkably cleai :.
tending hack to her eai
She clearly recalls the tin.. :
Meet sailed up the lViml.-.
and speaks of the grand

ships presented
they
hay past Castine, with
I their brass guns retied n
News.
I Rangor
as
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I

m
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plant.

The upper of the two front piazzas,
though less elaborate iu its furnishings, is,
| however, the envy of every cottager of the
! vicinity, for it affords an uninterrupted
of 14 miles across the bay and from
| view
one point to the other of the crescent which
the shore line forms, while Mt. Desert, Mt.
Waldo, Bluehill and innumerable smaller
! mountains make a distant background.
i
| The first floor includes the parlors, music I
! room, dining room and entrance hall, with
i walls and ceilings frescoed in colors which
harmonize with the furnishings. There are I
no
dears between these rooms, but the j
narrow partitions which divide them are
outlined with elaborate grilles which give a
strikingly oriental effect, especially when
lighted by tile blazing logs in the fireplace.
The library is in the tower, and the style
of its sumptuous furnishings make of it a
delightful den as well. There Mr. Shea
spends the hours which he each day sets i
for study and reading throughout the
j apart
summer season.
The well filled shelves
contain, besides classics, many books in- 1
I tended to satisfy the varying moods of:
I any visitor.
The entrance to the grounds for carriages
and automobiles is through a rustic gateway, which includes in its decorations the
word “Ferndale," the name of this charm- !
ing retreat, and at another side of the es- |
tate a rustic foot bridge affords the most de- !
lightful means of approach possible.
This bridge is built over a natural ra- 1
vine, which divides Mr. Shea's grounds |
from those of his neighbors on one side,
and on the opposite side is the same kind of
dividing line, though not as deep, which
gives the opportunity for a secluded nook
named the “bird’s nest.” The nest extends
out among the birches over a brook bordered with ferns through which the water
merrily sings on its way to the sea.
Mr. Shea was born and educated in Cambridge, Mass., and has always retained a
residence in the city of his birth, where his
brother, ex-Representative James J. Shea,
still resides.
He is an indefatigable worker, an expert
automobilist and a devotee of lawn tennis,
which he plays, if possible, each day from
4 p. m. until interrupted by his dinner hour
He is a director in the Belfast, Me., national bank, three miles from his home, and
his advice and judgment are
frequently solicited by public officials and private business men of that city.
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was
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the direction of Rachael Noah, and for several seasons he
supported her in the small
productions which she gave in liostun and
the neighboring cities.
His first departure from amateur work
was in repertoire under the management of
Harry J. Chapman. This engagement was
but for one \ear, and he then joined Charles
Atkinson's company, and remained a member for three years. At the end of this time
he assumed his own management and retained it until last season, when he relinquished it to go out under that of Nixon ,v
Zimmerman.
His repertoire for the coming season will
include “The Bells,” “I)r. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde,” “The Fool’s Revenge,” “Othello,”
“Richelieu,” “Banished by the King,” and
“The Great Adventurer,” a new play,
which will be given precedence.
The latter is a Napoleonic play, requiring
the most elaborate appointments, and follows closely the generally accepted depiction of Napoleon which John .S. C. Abbott
has so ably given in his history of this
much-discussed, but little understood ruler.
“Better a financial success than an artistic beggar,” lias always been Mr. Shea's
motto, and while he has constantly worked
for the artistic side he has never lost sight
of the practical.
Mr. Shea has just refused an offer for six
weeks' engagement in Irish cities, beginning
in Dublin and closing in Belfast,
preferring
to devote the time to the
perfecting of his
new play and to the rest which he believes
every actor should indulge in after a winter's work.

Family Physician f(
That's What *‘L. F."

Dear Sirs:—
he have 11 soil "L. 1

family

for a long 1,,.,
them indispensable
:
stomach troubles.
They are, in fact, air

■

Yours verv tru!
MRS. ETTA M. T

Many unnecessary
F
upon the physician.
rule of health.
"K.
regular."

Take "L. F."
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HUMPHREY
Veterinary Specifics
of Horses, Cattle,

Sheep, Boy
Poultry by acting directly on tin

without loss of time.

A. A.? FEVERS,
Congestion*
ttlons. Lung Fett-r. Milk I

CURES

B. B.
tubes

?SPRAINS, Lameness. Injur:
y Rheumatism.

C. C. ?SORE THROAT.
jukes j Distemper.

crwL J WORMS.

Ruins*

Don. (;rul>»

E.

E.^COIGHS, CoIJs. Influ«*ni
cures ) Lungs, Pleuro-Pneuinonin.
F. F.) COLIC.

Bellyache, Wind
Dysentery.

CURES )

Diarrhea.

G. G.

Prevents

CUBKs >

R,D-5H v * Bl.ADItKH

MISCARRIAGE
D1

I. I. )*RIX DISEASE*. Maim
CURES j Herrs, Grease, Farcy
J. R.

{BAD CONDITION, Srarln*
Indigestion, btoniach

CURES )

Wc. each ; Stable
At druggists, or

Case, Ten Specifics.
sent

prepaid

on reo>

Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. Wlllta.
Streets, New York.
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SURPRISE PARTY.

A pleasant surprise party may be
given
to your stomach and liver, by taking a
medicine which will relieve their pain and
discomfort, viz: Dr. King’s New Life Fills.
They are a most wonderful remedy, affording sure relief and cure, for headache,
dizziness and constipation. 25c. at Moody's
drug store.
THE DIAMOND

CURE.

The latest news from Paris, is, that
they
have discovered a diamond cure for consumption. If jou fear consumption or
pneumonia, it will, however, be best for
you to take that great remedy mentioned by
W. T. McGee, of Vauleer, Tenn. “I had a
cough, for fourteen years. Nothing helped
me, until 1 took Dr. King’s New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds, which
gave instant relief, and effected a permanent cure.”
Unequalled quick cure, for
Throat and Lung Troubles.
At R. H.
Moody’s drug store; price 50c. and S1.00,
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.

3- D.

Thorndike, Mang Portland

PXKCUTRIX'S NOTlrB--ThPK.il'
Li by gives notice that she has

jointed executrix of the last wil;
if
MANLY ELLIS, latent M«
in the County of Waldo,
decease'1.
Minds as the* law directs. All pci
lemands against the estate of sai
ire desired to present the same for
lud all indebted thereto are reijuesi*
layuaent immediatelv.
M ITT IE M. HEN

Brooks',June 131905—2d

tart
M

lostal card and you will receive a i"
WALTElt H.O
ly6
Corner Cross and Federal Sts.,

»c
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ful investigation of strangers, without
meaning any offence. Cows show a
sign of heat and its accompaniment,
annoying insects, wtien they thus col- Amusements, The Toilettes at Horning
lect
rubbing themselves
together,
Concerts, Footwear, afternoon Gowns,
pan Foretell Coming of Storm. against each other—and one might
Lace Coats, Chiffon Taffeta
read in this a sign of fair weather ahead.
Costumes,
Wash Face Before Rain.
The Letter Box.
Shepherds generally agree that sheep
;.l cat seated at ease beside foretell the approach of a storm by show[Correspondence of The Journal.]
dully applies her tongue to ing unusual liveliness. They frisk and
The summer of 1905 promises
then her paw to her head, gambol, as though determined to make
to be
washing her face—we shall the most of the line weather while it especially prosperous for the hotels here
"omeone is sure to say
lasts, butt each other, and go through and enjoyable for their patrons. The inPen have greater faith in surprising leaping evolutions, playing terest in
polo is to be revived by a series of
of
coma certain emblem
the lambs’ great game of follow my matches held in the field
given by the late
baromof
the
fall
in in any
leader, and jump where my leader William C. Whitney. The turf is in
„: andmas do not let the sign
jumps, whether there is anything to
d. It is the very common- jump over or not. Another sign of a particularly fine condition and the entries
u how weather is foretold
storm is when pigs cry and run un- for the events include nearly all the well
tvior of animals, says Mar- easily, and carry their litter in their known names exclusive of the Goulds who
mi in the Royal Magazine, mouths.
will spend the summer abroad.
ur fireside tabbies should
Coming to wilder, freer animals, there
CONCERTS
to wash their faces when is no
in
that
difficulty
supposing
they on the verandas of the large hotels are
i the coming of a natural are
sensitive
to
the
in
highly
changes
among the attractions that make these spots
is something of a mystery,
the weather. Delicate human bodies
r-wise reputation that cats respond to atmospheric changes, and the fashionable morning rendezvous, where

FASHIONS

all countries deserves
a belief is likely to
of foundation,
amount
tain
none can deny that often
aftercats have washed their
fur of cats is full of elecwe may readily believe that
influences affect their senes just as damp weather sets
air old people groaning.
only to a very
They retain their prim.1

:

m

xteusive

\

aches and nervousness may be laid to
the charge of that decreasing atmospheric pressure that precedes a storm.
So are animals restless when the barometer falls.
And wild animals, of
course, are far more sensitive to weaththan
er inrtuenees
is man, the house

AT_ SARATOGA. DEATH OF MRS. REBECCA

UTTER.

Life Crowned With Good Deeds Is at an
End.

A iife crowded with deeds of kindness
and works of mercy, the sort of a life which
is calculated to make the world better, closed
last night when Mrs. Rebecca Utter breathed her last on a couch in St. Luke’s hospital,
where she had been since Friday suffering
intense agony. Mrs. Utter was the wife of
Rev. David Utter, pastor of Unity Church,
and she had been of inestimable value to
her husband in his parish duties.
Her
“

gist

all that is prettiest in women’s apparel is
on view.
White continues to be the most
popular tint, but the “difference” this year
is that white is relieved with color contrasts, all the small accessories of the
costume being chosen in matching sets.
Ilat or trimmings, belt, parasols (where
linen parasols are used) and hosiery being
in French blue, Alice blue, coral, rose or
garnet, emerald green, banana yellow or
black. All white is seldom employed.

1

early

in the autumn they do so because
the cold has set in early—not because
they can foretell that the winter will
he long and hard, as folklore would
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gambol unpleasantly
4[ '111,1 iose,
one, fear of a storm need nol
i
terror to the situation
at*ly
for
J|
cows are very inquisitive, and it 1
,
e
uK>‘t of twilight like to make care
1

and

Moody.

Years of suffering, relieved in a night
Itching piles yield at once to the curativ
properties of Doan’s Ointmeut. Never fails
At any drug store, SO oents.

-t we, or any other reputable drugwou'd trifle with the health of our cus-

by serving them with anything but the
genuine.
“Just look at that label! You may be sure
that when a druggist gives you Moxie from
the original bottle with the label intact, you
are getting the genuine.
“
We don’t blame you for being particular,
for Moxie, besides being refreshing, is a genuine nerve food. The most careful and rigid
analysis shows it does not contain a particle
of alcohol or any narcotic, poisonous drug, or
chemical preservative.
“What’s more, when I get thirsty I drink
Moxie in preference to anything else I have

bottle; 5 cents per glass
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tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
85.00 from Belfast and ail stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georg*
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Booth by. Geu’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
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Maine.
SUMMER SERVICE.—Six Trips

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
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Week

to Boston.

BELFAST, MAINE
KiJUail ■ —I III —H

MASURYS PURE PAINTS
Commencing Monday. May. l. i.nw -■ mors
leave Belfast for Boston, via Camden and l.'oekland, daily. o.\coptSiindu>. at 4 ;>o
m.
!
For Searspoi t and Hampden. itie^lavs. l'hursami
v.
at
7.-M
days
Sundays
j For
Bueksport, Winterpori and Bangor daily,
except Monday, at 7.45 a. .m «>i upon arrival of
steamer from Boston.

I

-*»

M asury’s Pare Paints*®-

1

KETI BNING.

Are the Standard Paints of the United States and have been tor
three-quarters of a century. There are more of Masury’s Paints

used than of

they

are

any other TWO

the best and

Order

paints combined.

cheapest paints

by the name—insist

on

to

buy

ever

\yHY—Because
produced.

having MASURY’S.

'•!.
From Boston daily, except Sunday, at 5
\
From ltocklaud, via Camden, daily, except
Monday, at r> 30 a. m.
From* Hampden and Searsport Monday>. Wednesdays and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winu rport and Bueksport,

c

daily, except Sundays,

at I..30 r. m.

All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
; of this company is insun. d against tire and ma; rine risk.

j

MASON & HALL, Agents, Belfast.

Resolved, That our charter be draped for
thirty day s, a copy of these resolutions sent
to Sister Jones, a copy inscribed upon our
records, and copies sent to the local papers
for publication.
;Annie B. Clements, j
Charles E. Ritchie, [ jCommittae
Emma J. Stevens,

POTF.. Agent. Belfast
CALVIN AUSTIN.
Vice President and Gen’I Manager. Boston

FKE1) W.

HOLLISTER’S

|

Rocky

Mountain Tea

Nuggets

Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A

A
Const ij>,ati(.n. Indigestion. Live y
ami Kidney Troubles. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and B.ackuehi'. It's Kooky Mountain Tea in tabiet form. 3‘* cents a box.
Genuine made by
Holusteh hRi'fi Company, Madison. Wis.

specific.for

Grange, North Searsport, has

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOB SALLOW PEOPLE

re-

■j§

Whereas the Messenger of Death has
again entered the home of Brother and Sis-

U.ll. MOODY

II

ter Dow and taken another one of their
beautiful daughters, Bertha C. Dow ; therefore, be i;
Resolved, That the members of Granite
Grange unite in sending their heartfelt
sympathy to the sorrowing family.
Resolved, That by the death of Sister
Dow, Granite Grange feels that one more of
our strr ngest links has been broken, although she has not been with us of late.
Resolved, That we will ever cherish and
hold in kindly regard the memory of our
departed sister, and that we, as young members, will strive to emulate her many virtues, so that wheu we are called to lay aside
our work here, and are summoned to the
Grange; above we can say we are ready.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed on our records, a copy sent to the
bereaved family, and also to The Belfast
Journal and Bangor Commercial for publication.
A. 0. Spaulding, 1 Committee
on
E. M. Black,
) Resolutions.
C. B. Stinson,

[

FRED ATWOOD,

Equity Grange has adopted the following
resolutions of respect:
Equity Grange, Belfast, has again beer
called to mourn the death of one of its
valued members, Sister Mary Jane Toothaker; therefore, be it
Resolved, That while her death came sud
den'.y and unexpectedly, and while we mist
her sweet smile and gentle womanly ways
we know she is freed from pain.
Resolved, That we emulate her virtue!
and ever hold her in kind remembrance.
Resolved, That as a token of respect oui
charter be draped in mourning for thirty
days, a copy of these resolutions be sent ti
the husband, a page set apart on our rec
ords, and a copy each sent to The Hepubli
can Journal and Bangor Commercial fo

Mrs. Ada A. Elms.|
Committee on Resolution s.
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30
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Knox
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Thorndike.
7 45
Unity.
7 35
8 15
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton. 8 35
Benton.. 8 45
Bangor..11 20

for

THE
REPUBLICAN
JOURNAL

ness iiume luicvci.

OA8TORZA.
publication.
Mrs. Lizzie M. Cunningham
_/f Tha Kind You Have Always Bougt |
Miss Marion E. Hayford,

BELFAST.

in the United

New-York

entered our grange home and taken our
esteemed brother, 0. Edwin Jones, a charter member and past master who has been
a loyal, earnest patron for over 31 years;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the removal of Brother
Jones his wife has lost a devoted husband,
the town an honest useful citizen and this
grange a model patron, who did not seek
the emoluments of otlice but was faithful
to every trust reposed in him, and was conservative, liberal minded and just in all
pertaining to the home, community, church,
and this order. His influence and counsel
were for the best interests of this organization, and his genial presence will be greatly
missed for it can be truly said of him that
he loved the grange and labored diligently
to promote the welfare and preserve harmony and good will with love and charity
for all.
Resolved, That while we deeply realize
our irreparable loss, we know that the blow
fell with far greater severity upon his bereaved companion, and we extend to her
our heartfelt condolence and sympathy and
unite with her in reverential grief for him
whose life’s inotto was: “Onward and Upward.” May we as a grange emulate the
noble example of our arisen brother, until
we cross the mystic tide, and are permitted
to meet him in the golden summer land
where earthly sorrows are no more, eternal
sunshine never fades and peace and liappi-

Beuith*

j|

follows.

Belfast, depart
7 0"
City Point.17 05
Waldo.*7 15

year

family weekly

Tribune

$2
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one

New-York Tribune Farmer,
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of

agricultural

per copy

Respect.

resolutions of
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POX. 2 PC,

On and after June 5, 1903, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

at

papers

Send your

they were adopted by Morning Light
Grange, but there was nothing otherwise to
indicate what grange they came from :
Whereas, The silent Messenger has again

following^

™

these

PRICE ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

The following resolutions came to us under the Monroe postmark and we suppose

;he

Day

Both

national illustrated
and

script.

Granite

in One

Signatnre,

oughly practical,
helpful, useful,
entertaining,

membrance of many outside the Unitarian
denomination in which she was best known,
for it was her verses called “The King’s
Daughter' (on the Bible line “The King's
daughter is all beautiful within,”) which
gave the name and much of the impulse to
tire formation of the circles which now include many thousands of girls and young
women.
Mrs. Utter, who was descended
on her father’s side from Colonel William
Palfrey, paymaster general of the American Army during the Revolution, and later
sent as minister to France, was all her life
closely identified with the work and ideas
of Unitarianisui. She was born in Barnstable, Mass., May 9, 1844, her father being
Rev. Cazueau Palfrey, later for many years
pastor of the Unitarian church in Belfast.
Me.
11; Belfast Rebecca Palfrey was
married, in September, 1872, to Rev. David
Utter, a young Ohio man, who had come to
Unitarianisui and the Harvard Divinity
school out of the Campbellite faith, in which
he grew up, and whose first Unitarian
charge was that of assistant to his future
father-in law.
In 1874, Mrs. Utter went
with her husband to Olympia, Washington,
where a pioneer church was helped forward by their work. Later there followed
pastorates in Kansas City, Mo., eight years
in the church of the Messiah, Chicago; and
some years of missionary work in Salt Lake
City, before Mr. Utter took charge of the
Unitarian church in Denver. Mrs. Utter
took her share of the larger work of the
denomination, serving several times as an
officer of the Woman’s Alliance and the
Sunday School Society. She was a graceful and facile writer of verse, and published
a small volume some years ago.
Besides
her husband, she is survived by two sons
and a married daughter.—Boston Tran-

adopted
spect

at all fountains.

is the most thor-

Mrs. Rebecca Palfrey Utter, who died in
Denver, June 28th, has a claim on the re-

Resolutions of

Quinine
ThlS

Seven Million boxes sold in post 12 months.

■

■

?

don’t supposefora

luu

in the fountain.”

$2. jo per

structor ii Harvard University. Funeral
arrangements have not been completed.—
Denver Evening Post, Thursday, June ‘29th.

About birds as weather prophets, the
been in the air.
Many Americans have many beliefs. "Everysited this instinct from thing is lovely, and the goose honks
restore to hide and save high." This is an expressive saying,
i:nst days of bad hunting, implying that the geese are dying high
lain that many dogs are because the weather is fine; and the
under is in the air, and tact that birds fly high may he taken as
'rescience by hiding in one of tiie surest signs made by birds
s before a thunderstorm
that the weather will he line.
In North
Carolina the birds lly south from cold
signs of uneasiness.
"ther domestic animals, weather and north from warm weather,
are able to foretell the and when a severe cyclone is at hand
They then stretch their they are puzzled, ilv in circles, dart
.it the’ air, as if scenting about wildly, and may be easily decoyv start more than usual
ed.
Change of weather is indicated
ans of uneasiness.
Hut when geese fly past
large bodies of
■lament vary so greatly— water, not pausing for refreshment.
full of natural instincts American Indians predict a deep fall of
thoroughly domesticated snow when grouse drum at night.
1 trust in their master’s
The cuckoo is looked upon as a true
is impossible to draw ac- herald of spring, a herald lie is naturalisions.
ly enough, because he comes in April.
•e, some horses,when loose Another joyous token of the end of
start and gallop at the winter is found in the wild notes of the
The illustration of this pretty costume
ap of thunder and show missel thrush, when they ring out like
■i i'ear.
Others will take no a trumpet call from the swaying tree- taken from The Delineator, shows a shirtunder.
The screeching of the missel waist designed to close at the back, front,
They may know top.
le reform is in the air, but thrush before and during storms has left shoulder and side. The suspenders are
aider roars they hear only given him the name of storm cock, for in scalloped outline and are divided at the
A still
>und, which has no terrors he loves to brave the gale.
top, one portion extending over the sleeve,
have known a very nervous better token of spring is the laughing
and are attached to a girdle seamed at the
being a trifle blind, would call of the green woodpecker. Even front. Fifteen
gores shape the skirt, an inopportunity, start at any though snow is on the ground, we may
sight, bolt at a sudden he sure that winter’s reign is ended verted box-plait taking up the fullness at
,e rattling of a milk cart—
when the yikiug laugh of the wood the back.
"inething like a double som- pecker rings out. An odd assortment
afternoon gowns
lie first met an electric of ideas connecting birds and the afford a
strong contrast to those of the
it who would endure a sud- weather lias been collected by the
morning. Nothing is too handsome or too
storm with perfect calm- United States weather bureau. Many
for the afternoon drive. The larger
'd the slightest notice of of the ideas have sound sense in them, costly
silk-flowered cliene
are of
;mng or ear splitting tliun- or doubtless such a scientific body proportion
heu donkeys bray loudly would not have troubled to record them. stripes, or chiffon taffetas with lace garnitly. the weatherwise pretures, oftentimes finished by coats of gaylycolored silk in pompadour designs, or the
1 rain, true enough, often
Bilious Bill was agitated,
lace and linen coat, which serves the purAnd was much debilitated.
pose of a light-weight wrap. As an offset to
the ideas concerning cows
People said he had consumption.
these elaborate gowns, two simple dresses
ather.
liain may be preThat was everyone’s presumption.
of pale blue chiffon taffeta, worn by two
cows lie down early in the
When he learned what was the matter,
blonde young ladies (twins, and beautifully
Bill made all the doctors scatter.
en out
at pasture.
Xot
fresh and fair) attracted no little attention.
Now he is his own adviser.
The skirt of one dress had a deep ruffle, the
owever, could give a satisLITTLE
EARLY
■Swears
RISERS.
by
other skirt was plain, both plaited around
'"ii for their belief in this
The Famous Little I ‘ills ‘‘HALLY KIS- the
hips. An Eton jacket with a shirred
there is a very plausible ERS” cure
Constipation, Sick Headache, i\ band of silk around it completed one dress,
The cows, feeling rain in
Biliousness, etc., by their tonic effect on the the other waist was a small blouse, cut away
nv n to keep dry at least as
liver. They never gripe or sicken, but im- ! at the front and on the
sleeves, with white
is their bodies can cover.
part early rising energy. Hood tor children lace below, and narrow blue ribbon was
rain is over and gone they or adults. Sold by R. II. Aloodj
laced across, with a brass button at each
;b enjoy a dry feed.
At the
intersection.
Miss Cora Lambert: For 25 cts. you can
iom a human point of view
AT WIDOWS ISLAND.
obtain a box of liathsweet from any firsttin; worst of all points of
class
drug or department store. If you will
An Outing; for Insane Patients.
■vliich to judge an animal’s
shake a little of the powder into the water
uder any conditions—it is
The first of the patients of the Maine used for
bathing, your trouble will he endrd of the cows to lie down insane hospitals to be taken to the ed. The most
“hopelessly hard” waterjjis
rain comes. They might go summer retreat at Widows’ island were transformed and becomes soft and delicatemg at least until the lirst conveyed there from Bangor July 5th ly perfumed, refreshing as well as beneficial
falls. It may be that they by the steamer Verona. The patients to the skiu.
Miss Lena Differ: The independent waist
promptings of some primitive were accompanied by doctors and at- and
skirl have by no means given way to
vliich warns them to rest tendants and everything possible was
the suit. White waists are worn here with
c is rain about, so that
they done for their comfort on the trip serge, mohair, etamine or canvass skirts,
only insure dry spots for down. They will remain for a month preferably of white, but handsome black
e, but may reserve their or more.
voile, silk, canvass, dotted net or lace are
igainst the time when the sun
The train from Augusta arriving at seen on the verandas of the most fashionVerona Clarke.
dn, and they may roam and Bangor at 9 o’clock Wednesday morn- able hotels.
ir heart’s content.
ing had a special ear attached to it in
NO
ON
FARN.
POLES
"■re was a traveler win, when which were 25 of the mild patients from
moor on a brilliantly fine day, the Augusta institution in charge of
used to be warned by a Dr. McDonald and attendants of the Private Property Cannot be Taken by Company Without Consent of Owner.
" v that he would he wetted to
\\ no
ju
me
I'fii i>,
man,
nuaiJiLci*.
A ruling of importance to electric
the ram before lie readied Manning S. Campbell, treasurer ol the
'■y’s end. This seemed so ab- hospital, who came over to see that power corporations lias been handed
down from the law term of the Suidering the beauty of the day, everything was all right.
On the Verona, also, were 20 patients preme Court of Maine, in a bill of
ayfarer could only think the
uughiug at him. However, from the Eastern Maine Insane hospi- Drown in equity against Amos F. Gerhad crossed the moor, sure tal of the same class. The Bangor in- ald of Fairfield. The hill was sustained
in fell and he was drenched sane
were
accompanied by >Supt. and a degree for a perpetual injunction
■1 through. Oil another day, Vaughan and attendants and Charles will issue.
lit illinium piitveu LiiiiL me ueienumg over the same moor, he E. Field of Bangor, a member of the
nue shepherd hoy.
The day board of trustees. The boat left Ban- ant’s company which by charter was
■v. there was every sign of gor 9:15 o’clock.
empowered to manufacture, generate,
in. and when the traveler,
The transfer of patients from the sell, distribute and supply electricity
4 the boy, was informed that
Bangor and Augusta institutions tc for lighting, heating, traction, manu11 Id fall, but rather that the
facturing or mechanical purposes in
the retreat at Widows’ island is some
dear and the sun shine, his thing new in the treatment of insane Benton and Albion, be restrained from
-nt was greater than before,
patients in Maine. It is in the nature i erecting poles and stretching wires
n his
way. convinced that the of an experiment being tried by the \ over bis farm.
The court rules that the private propmaking fun of him.
Hut, authorities this year in the hope of flit
di soon the clouds disappear- bettering of the condition of tliost erty of one cannot constitutionally be
taken by another under the sanction of
sun shone.
taken there. If it is found to be bene
the legislative authority, without the
he wayfarer sought out the
ticial it is probable that it will become
consent of the owner, except for public
in the secret of his weathei
a part of the regular treatment for the
But for a long time the mildly insane.
uses, and then only in case of public
ad refused to say on what he
The authorities feel that the recrea exigency.
Manufacturing, generating,
forecasts. At last the travel- tion afforded at the retreat at Widows' selling, distributing and supply electrid him a sovereign for the in- island will be beneficial to the patients city for power, for manufacturing or
Then the hoy explained, in giving them the benefit of a change mechanical purposes, is not a public
use for which private property may be
■<’>- that old ram of mine?” he
in scenery and air for a few weeks ii
ileet.
“He always knows what summer.
For some years past Dr taken against the will of the owner.
ei is
coming for when rain will Sanborn has conducted excursions ol
CONTEST FOR MILLION.
turns his tail to the wind, and the mildly insane patients down the
lie day will be fine he grazes Kennebec river for their enjoymeni
The Chandler Will Case in Progress.
head to the wind. And so I and they have enjoyed them.
hat the weather will be.”
Portland, July 5. Arguments were
'tlier sign of coming rain oi
begun before the law term of the suWhy They hike It.
1
k w ind is evident when a herd ol
preme court of Maine today on the apPhysicians say that the skillfully com peal by the American Board of Missions
gathers together at one end of a pounded medicinal properties of Comfor
'■ from the decree of the Judge of Probate
e. with their tails to windward
Powder make it unequalled for all toile
when cows are unusually frisky and nursery uses. It is a healing wonde allowing the will of Solomon H. Chand"
ler of Gloucester. The estate is valued
for chafing, rash, eczema, tender feet, itch
at sedate old grandmother cows
■'
about the field and butt imaginary ing, and for all skin irritations. No othei at over $1,000,000 and the question at
;s
with their horns, while they powder in the world has such unqualifiei l issue is whether Mr. Chandler when he
endorsement from physicians and traiuei 1 made a codicil to his will
dividing his
l‘P their heels—often storms art nurses.
air. Cows are sometimes thus
property between the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
in the witching hours of twi
Not a cent wanted, unless you are cured
his relatives had testamentar}
!o the terror of nervous ladies
If you are sick and ailing, take Hollister’ : and
;■ 'mist
Former Governor Henry B
cross their pastures.
Rocky Mountain Tea. A great blessing t , capacity.
11 when in
Cleaves
twilight, cows follow the human family. Makes you well—keep < with his occupied nearly the entire da]
argument for the heirs.
another along a field path unpleas you well. 115 cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H
'lie

it is.

tomers

■

•presses. But some dogs
weather
prophets than
is a certain dog who is
iilv of hones every mornas been seen time after

course

minute th

dweller.
Weather means so much to animals
and birds. To the lions and tigers a
storm might mean the loss of a meal;
to birds it might mean washed out,
it instincts almost unim- ruined nests, if
they were absent when
FOOTWEAR
how a cat raises its body the storm broke. To insects a storm
is more than ever important, owing to the
when
a
snake
of
imitation
of a few minutes’ duration might mean
.cr arises, just as wild cats a sudden ending to their little lives. So fact that skirts are worn very short for all
wrests. They return to a nature gives warning to her creatures, occasions by many fashionable women, and
MRS. REBECCA I'TTER.
I sooner than any other through some unknown sense, so that those who affect the long all round shirts
will come as a shock to those who
irnal, and go a hunting the lion may eat more heartily before must lift them high to walk. In either case death
knew and loved her.
i 1 of a cat that has never the storm that
may rob him of food, so the feet are very much seen and are clothed
Mrs. Utter was 61 years of age. She was
And since, to that the birds may sit securely on their
n being.
in accordance. White shoes are first choice, born in Barnstable, Mass., and received a
either must he a matter of nests when the sudden floods descend,
broad education in her youth which fitted
hose to match the tint or afford con- her for
t, as affecting their sup- and so that the wise bees may stay at and
the duties of a minister’s wife.
ere is nothing preposterhome, and the dragon flies may save trast to the gown. The newest idea for Eight years ago she came to Denver, w hen
Dr.
utter
was called to Unity Church, and
golf or traveling is “iridescent” hosiery,
ing all cats to be more or their delicate wings from destruction.
she impressed all of the parishioners .vitli
-wise.
The remarkable
But, so far as one can observe, no with colors like changeable taffeta, the her charm
and culture.
skittishness of cats of all animals forecast the weather more than clocks matching one of thecolors
she had not been in very good health for
employed.
f the most sedate, when a few hours ahead. Their actions are
a
year or more, bnt last week was seized
are in the air. lias often
with an attack of stomach trouble for which
governed by present conditions. When
an operation was advised.
wheatears tlv to shelter before the
Her weakened
condition could not withstand the shock,
than storm, it is because the
ore domesticated
become
has
sky
and when it was over she steadily sank. At
fewer signs of weather covered with clouds, and the clouds inher bedside when the end came were her
weather affects the aver- dicate storms, as every wise bird knows,
husband and three children, a daughter,
t affects a human being, and wheatears are particularly nervous
Mrs. Margaret Baker of Boston, Richard
makes him sleepy, cold about rain. If squarrels store their tints
utter of Massachusetts, and Robert, an in-

Iiomesticated

genuine Moxie
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Insurance and Real

Estate,

FOR
!

WANTED

An energetic, persevering high school boy or
girl, (one wlio lias idea of going to college preferred), to represent a reliable concern, and build
for

themselves

Insurance and

Inspection.

Security Bonds tor Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN

1

E

Trustees.

STEADY
T
M PLOY MEN I

1 6-year old stallion l>y Jamaique, weighs about
14-hundred, works single or double, sound and
kind. 1 bay road horse, 11 years old, weight between 1000 and 1100, works single or double, absolutely sound, kind, good loader and perfect all To canvassers for Chase's Hardy Nursery stock
round family horse. Grocery, delivery and open GOOD PAY. No Experience
Necessary. Estab
wagons, top buggies and harnesses, single and lished 48 years. Write tor terms.
double. All must be sold by October 1st as I go
West for the winter. Cash or negotiable notes.
CHASE BROTHERS COMPANY,
B. I,. PITCHER, Belfast, Maine
tf26
J&S
(Near Gurney’s Mills )
Rochester, N. Y.

solid

a

business.

Guaranteed

weekly salary. Light work out of school hours
$1.00 to $6.00 weekly. Address,
K. M. FAMES, Sec’y,
104 Exchange St., Portland. Me.
4w25*

For Sale

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

Fire, Lile, Accident, Plate Olasa, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler

SALE

50 It. p. engine, so h. p. boiler, feed pumps, Ber>m e ;uipryman Heater ttml complete ••ngtne
nient. Also other bargains in new and s« eondhand wood-working and ironw orking machinery.
We art also headquaiters for ship's mimps. capstans, chocks, cleats and all kind- of licavy castings for vessels, both iron and and bras-. ‘Let us
figure your requirements.
ALliKUT It I'SSKIJ, A SONS CO.,
lyr3
Newlnirypoit, Mass.

A BRIDGEPORT ORGAN,
High back and double swell. Cheap
for cash. Apply to
2vv27*
153 MAIN STREET.

Bargains in Boats.
One 18 foot launch with U horse

rpov er
Palmer engine (latest out).
sloop, nearly new, fast and

One 20-foot
able.
One

row

price.
2ltf

boat,
For

nearly new, at one-half
particulars inquire of
«FORGE M. GRAY,
92 Union Street, any evening.

Correspondence.

County

Capt Daniel Goodell is in town for

a

few

weeks.

Miss Holland of Boston is the guest of
Mrs. Cora Dow.
Mrs.

by boat

Mary Dakin arrived
Sunday.

from Boston

on

Miss Hannah Ford of Boston is
her vacation in town.

spending

Mrs. Lucy Adams of Bangor is the guest
of Miss Fila Hopkins.
Frank Nichols of Dixfield is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. G. Merrill.
Mrs.

Ferley Burnham of

Bridgton is

visiting friends in town.

Miss Gladys Batman is visiting friends
in Crono for a few days.
The Ladies’ Guild met on Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Lincoln Colcurd.
Nichols arrived
Master Amos
Lowell on Thursday for the summer.

from

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Clement were in
a day or two this week.

Northport for

and Mrs. Daniel Goodell are spending a few days at the Searsport House.
Mrs. Daniel Simpson of Everett is in
town, the guest of Mrs. Wilton Nichols.

Capt.

Eev. Charles Harbutt arrived by boat
a few weeks’ visit at Dark.

on

Tuesday for

Miss Jess Black spent Sunday in Orono
as the guests of Miss Joanna C. Colcord.
Miss Alice Blanchard of Portland is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Hannah Pendleton.
Wanen A. Griffin, Jr., called on relatives
and f; iends in Bangor and vicinity last
week.

New York,
Charleston for
Osprey, North
sld, sch. Jessie

Havener
j Setb.Charles
Hans.Master Wm. Blanchard
Gretchen. Mrs. Prudie Putnam
Meenie.Miss May Nichols
Katchen.Mrs. Ethel Brown
SYNOrsis.

Act 4.

Act 5.

Village ot Falling Water.
Rip’s Home.
Scene i. Road in the Katskills.
Scene it. Haunts ot Hendrick Hudson’s
Crew.
Scene i. Same as Scene it, Act 3.
Scene ii. Hall in Derrick’s House.
Scene iii. Same as Act 1,20 Years later.
Derrick's House.

The “professionals,”
Messrs.
Smith,
Bradbury and Saunders, all played in a
fashion that left nothing to be desired,
while Mrs. Putnam, as the shrewish wife of
Kip was uncommonly good. She was the
loving, impulsive and hot tempered woman
to the life, and she deserves much praise
for her work.

She and Mr. Smith gave

a

good exhibition of coolness and presence of
mind in the third act, Mr. Smith happened
to be sitting on a table on which stood a
lighted candle. Beside him and at the end
of the table sat Mrs. Putnam, who was crying, with her face in her hands. When she

raised her head she discovered that the
loose coat Kip wore had caught fire and was
blazing merrily. Without in any way showing alarm she proceeded to put out the
flame with her hands, burning them rather
badly in the attempt. It was done so swiftly that not half the audience knew of it.
Rip conscious of the feeling that there was
something wrong behind him, but not for a
moment did he change his expression. The
children seemed to thoroughly enjoy their
parts, while Frank Whitcomb as the bluff,
jolly innkeeper was quite at home. Rupert
Colcord took kindly to the part of the returning hero, who supplied the key to the
situation and defeated tne crafty Von KeekCockles.
man and his scheming nephew,
The dance whicn followed was well attended and the young people all seemed to have
a tight good time.

AMERICAS PORTS.
Ar, bark Ethel,
July 5.
Elizabetbport; 6, ar, sch.
Brooksville for Eddyville;
Lena, Norfolk ; 7, ar, schs.
M. K. Rawley, Bangor, Me., via Stamford,
Ct.; J. M. Morales, Bangor, Me.; Florence
A., do. via Roslyn, L. I.; L. T. Whitmore,
Stonington, Me., passed City Island, sch.
MollieRhodes, New York lor Vinalhaven.
Boston, July 5. Ar, schs. Paul Palmer,
Newport News; Gardiner G. Deering, Baltimore; Henry F. Kreger, do.; sld, bark
Harvard, Buenos Ayres; schs. Frontenac,
Hampton Roads for orders; Marie Palmer,
coal port; 6, sld, schs. Lodnskia, Bangor;
Lillian, Machias: Mary Farrow, Stonington,
Me.; 7, sld, sch. Edward H. Cole, coal port.
Philadelphia, July 4. Ar, schs. Jeremiah
Smith, Stonington, Me.; George E. Klinck,
Long Cove; tug Swatara, towing barges
Phoenix and Trevorton from Bangor and
Eagle Hill from Rockland; 6, ar, sch. Maine,
Lloyds Neck; Pendleton Brothers, Port
Arthur, Texas.
Delaware Breakwater, Del., July 5. Ar,
sch Salliel’On, Philadelphia for Port Royal.
Sld, sch. Medford,
Baltimore, July 5.
Richardson, Galveston.
7.
Sld, sch. Nathaniel T.
Portland, July
Palmer, Philadelphia; J. Manchester
Haynes, Kennebec.
Haugor, July 6. Ar, sch. Mary J. Elliott;
Belfast; sld, schs. Winfield Schuster, coal
port; Hattie M. Barbour, New York; 7, ar,
sch. George E. Walcott, Norfolk ; sld, sch.
Watchman, Bostou.
Newport News, July 7. Ar, schs. Lucy
E. Friend, Providence; Carrie E. Look,
New York.
Norfolk, July fi. Sld, sch. William II.
Clifford, Bangor; 7 sld, Mary E. Palmer,

1

BURNHAM.
Measles are prevailing in town to quite
an
extent and seem to assume a very
malignant form.Joseph Ilathorn has
taken the bay to cut on Martin Parks’ large
farm and began Monday, July 3d.
UNITS.

Yel’eyes,

Prices Paid
40

Hay?

ton.

Slides? lb,

Producer.
10.00213.00
7
14
50

2.00 Lamb ? tb,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
18220 Mutton ? tb,
6&8 Oats ? bu., 32

? lb,
6>&9
40
lb,
Beef, sides, ? lb,
Beef fore quarters,
30
5,Potatoes ? bu.,
60
Round
6
Barley ? bu.,
Hog,
Cheese ? lb,
13 Straw ? ton,
10.00
25 Turkey ? lb,
25228
Chicken ? lb,
Calf Skins, per lb. 11(213;Tallow ? lb,
2$a3
Duck ? tb,
8
I4gl5 Veal ? lb,
33
20i Wool, unwashed,
Eggs?doz.,
15 W'ood, hard,
Fowl ? tb,
4.00|»4.5t
16 Wood, soft.
Geese ? lb,
3.00
Butter

Somes Sound.

Between Acts 3 and 4 twenty years elapse.
Rip Van Winkle...R. P. Smith
Hetrick Von lieekman.J. H. Bradbury
Cockles...." .Westropp Saunders
Heindrick Vedder. Rupei t Colcord

FRED

Weekly for The Journal.

Apples ? bu.,
dried,? ft,
Beans, pea,

July 10. Sailed Sch. Harriet Rogers, Patterson, Bangor.
July 11. Sch. George V. Jordan, Dodge,

ACT 4.

PRICE CURRENT.

Produce Market.

SAILED.

Vedder.Master Ray Bradburv
Uretchen. Mra. Prudie Putnam
Meenie..Miss Antoinette Webber
Villagers, Gnomes, etc., etc.

Act l.
Act 2.
Act 3.

Corrected

FOKT OF BELFAST.

Heindrick

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

BELFAST

SHIP NEWS.

i

A.

*

JOHNSON'SI]

*

STOCK

OF

Retail Market.

Retail Price.

Beef,
? lb, 8210 Lime ? bbl.,
90gi.eo
i Buttercorned,
4
Salt, 14 lb, 18a:o Oat Meal ? lb,
72 Onions ? ft,
! Corn ? bu.,
5
Cracked Corn, ? bu, 72;Oil. Kerosene, gal.,14gl5
72 Pollock >' ty,
Corn Meal, ? bu.,
5
: C heese, ? ft,
10
15gl6lPork ? ft.
Cotton Seed, ? cwt., 1.50’Plaster ? bbl.,
1.13
;
Codfish dry, ? ft, 5,a8jRye Meal ? ft,
3
1.20
Cranberries, ? qt., 8gl0iShorts ? cwt.,
Clover Seed.
16|Sugar ? ft,
6£
40
Flour, ? bbl., 6.25a7.25;Salt, T. I., ? bu.,
H. G. Seed £ bu.,
1.75 Sweet Potatoes,
5
10; Wheat Meal.
Lard, ? 1b.
3a4

REf* 1

BORN.

Bradbury. Iu Tenant’s Harbor, June 19, to
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Bradbury, a son. Charles
Akers.
Gardner. In Stonington, June 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Burpee C. Gardner, a son.
Gray. In South Brooksville. June 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Gray, a son.
Henderson. In Rockland, June 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. John II. Henderson, a son.
King. In Eden, June 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
F. King, a son.
Knight. In Northport, July 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis A. Knight, a daughter.
Mathews. Iu Stonington, June 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willard M. Mathews, a son.
Overlook. In Pleasantville, June 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Overlock, a son.
Staples. In Rockiaml, June 26, t) Mr and
Mrs. C R. Staples, a daughter.
Stinson. In Deer Isle, June 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lyman Stiusou, a son.

|

being sold at a Big Sacrifice Thousands and thousands .,f Ur4
of new, desirable merchandise being sold WAY BELOW
LAR PRICES. Everything must be cleaned out and tur j
cash as quickly as possible. We are going to make a ha 1
our business and are offering the public the most
may
values in the dry goods history of Belfast. If yea. i
you’ll save money—don’t put it off.

j

TAKE

I
1
I

1
I

I

ADVANTAGE

of this great opportunity, it means a tremendous savin
household article in our entire line.
We’ve got the a
must turn them into cash at once. Ask some of your
how far a dollar will go here right now.

Mrs. Frances Martin and Miss Emma
Stevens of Swampscott, Mass., are visiting Bangor.
Fernandiua, July 5. Ar, sch. Theoline,
Miss I.ouise Smith of Wiuterpurt spent
at the home of Rev. C. W. Ross.
Mrs.
MARRIED.
Moody, Boston.
seveial days last week with her friend, Eva
Martin was the wife of the late Captain
Charleston, S. C., July 1. In port, bark
If you want the
Griffin.
ever had in
Gratiu Martin, who spent much of his life Addie Morrell, for New York, ldg.
Bi.ack-Bcrgin. In Nortliport. July 3, by W.
Port Tampa, Fla., July 4. Ar, sch. Johu
Miss Jane A. McLellen of Belfast was
upon the sea. She has had a large expericome
P. Greenlaw, Esq., Fred M. Black of Nortliport
life,
direct
to
this
your
will find them
ence in travel, having gone with her hus- E. Devlin, Hichborn, Galveston.
the guest on Friday of Dr. and Mrs. G.
and Miss Hattie M. Burgin of Belfast.
band on some of his voyages, twice circumWashington, D. C., July 6. Ar, sch. J. C.
Jeuuison.
Be lmer-Elliott. In Rockland. July 6, Willis Bulmer of Kocklaud and Mrs. Bessie Frances
navigating the globe.Miss Allen of Den- Strawbridge, Kennebec.
Mrs. D. Stewart Cameron and daughter
nisville is visiting at the home of Mr. and
Elliott of South Thomaston.
FOREIGN PORTS.
at
weeks
a
few
Buck-Parker. In Thomaston, July 3, Francis
York
are
of New
Mrs. Elmer liagley.A few of the farmers
spending
Callao, June 28. Sid, ship Abner Coburn, H. Buck and Winifred N. Parker.
Mrs. Eva Park’s.
IT
have commenced haying, but the grass is so
NORTH SEARSFORT ITEMS.
TO LOOK
N.
S.
W.
In Prospect Harbor, June
Coombs-Pherson.
Newcastle,
Burgess,
green that many will not begin for a week
John S. Coombs of Prospect Harbor and Miss
4.
sch.
Emma
Mr. James Ford arrived by boat from
Miss Lettie Nickerson is at work for Mrs. or
S.
28,
Ar,
Lord,
Macoris,
July
two.The play known as The Valley
Elizabeth
N.
Pherson
of
Franklin.
a
few
will
and
on
Y’ork.
Boston
Newell shute at the village.
spend
Thursday
Farm will be presented ia Odd Fellows hall Erskine, New
In Deer Isle, June 28, Thomas
weeks in town.
Honolulu, July 3. Sid, ship Gov. Robie, G.Gray-Scott.
Eli Colson and Charles Dorr are at work by local talent some time in August.The San Francisco.
Gray and Mrs. Selina U. Scott.
with
one
Harding-Kand, in Troy, Juue 28,by Rev. J.
exception, have closed.
Miss Fannie Smith returned Friday by in Stockton Springs for the railroad com- schools,
Grenada, B. W. I., July 1. In port, sch. C. Lamb, Cleveland Harding of Benton aud Miss
All the teachers have given excellent satisboat from a few weeks’ trip to Winterport pany.
for Bouaire and Bangor.
Havelock
Nellie
Rand of Trov.
(Br.)
faction and are wanted for the fall terms.
and Bucksport.
Norwood-Thirston.
In Union, Juue 20,
New Caledonia, July 1. Ar, ship RoaMiss Carrie B. Stinsom visited Mrs. W. The school board will select teachers in a
William
Norwood and Miss Bessie Louie ThursN.
S.
W.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Webber of Boston L. Mathews at Searsport a few days last meeting to be held in August to fill any noke, Sydney,
both of Union.
ton,
30.
sch.
June
Alice
J.
CrabCld,
Halifax,
W.
Walnutt
Mrs.
J.
are visiting (.'apt. and
week.
vacancies that may occur.
Roli.ins-Hancock.
Iu Camden, June 28,
tree, Jordan River, N. S.
for a short time.
Charles H. Rollins of Camden and Mrs. Adelaide
.w-.
The Misses Nannie Clark and Florence
Havana, June 20. Sid, sch. Frank T. Hancock of Boston.
Miss Julia Sullivan of Waltham is spend- Cobb of Frankfort were in town Sunday as SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
Wkntworth-Pottle. In Brookline, Mass.,
Stinson, Mobile.
Dress
om
inga two weeks'vacation with her brother, the guests of Miss Winnefred Mathews.
Newcastle, N. S. W., June 27. Ar, ship June 29, Elbridge Augustus Wentworth and Cora
The I. 0. 0. F. of this town celebrated St.
Mr. John Sullivan.
Francis, Antofagasta for San Francisco. Etta Pottle, both of Kockport.
The Fourth of July ball at Maiden’s Hall their 4th of
Whitney-Blackington. In Rockland. June
St. John, N. B., July 7. Cld, schs. Lois
July this year at West BrooksP
Mrs. Henry Partridge was called to Wil- was well attended. There will be another
John F. Whitney and Sue V. Blaekingtou, both
V. Chaples, City Island; A. P. Emerson, 5,
of Kocklaud.
limantic last week by the serious illness of dance in the same hall next Saturday night. ville. The day commenced with the ringing
Allen
New
Y'ork.
in
Green,
Wylie-Taylor. In Cushing, July 5. Tileston
Muslin ( ur : pof bells and the firing of guns and other do.;
her brother, Mr. Richards.
of Thomaston and Annie Taylor of
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
Nearly all of our farmers began hayiDg noises that go to make up a noise for a
Mrs. Elnora Field and Miss Grace Field Monday morning, although some began last Fourth of
and
July celebration. The games for
Washington, July 0. Gold medals have
Tarn
unii
left Thursday for Bangor where they will week. There will be a bountiful hay crop. the
day included a one hundred yard dash, beeu awarded by Secretary of the Treasury
DIED.
visit friends for a few weeks.
Shaw to William II. Gaskill, the keeper,
Miss Marion A. Lamb of Chelsea, Mass., and was won by Scott Tapley; the greased
Fuji vm,,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Merrill and two grand- arrived by Sunday’s boat to spend her sum- pig was captured by Alden Tapley, and and Kilby Guthrie, Walter M. Y’eomans,
Baker. Iu Washington, D. C.. July 1. Carochildren, all of liixrield, are occupying their mer vacation with her grandmother, Mrs. George Stevens climbed the greased pole Tyre Moore, Joseph L. Lewis, John A. line
of
and captured the dollar bill at the top. The Guthrie, James W. Fulcher, John E. Kirkevery
Augusta, widow of Charles H. Baker.
Marion Mathews.
summer liome for a few months.
Iu Casline, Juue 28, Mrs. Harriet M.
Cox.
game of ball in the afternoou between the man and C. T. Jarvis, surfmen, of the Cape
Mrs. Dana Dutch arrived from Boston on
and
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Blanchard and Odd Fellows and the Brooksville Juniors Lookout life saving station in recognition Cox, aged 85 years.
\
of
Articles
not
mentioned
here.
In Ellsworth. Julv 3, Sarah J.
Farnham.
Tuesday and is staying with her parents, little daughter of Sandypoint spent the was won by the Odd Fellows, the score be- of their services in saving the lives of the Farnham,
aged 72 years and 8 months.
( apt. and Mrs. James Erskine.
Fourth with Mrs. B.’s parents, Mr. and ing Id to 12, and considering the poor crew of sch. Sarah D. J. Rawson, which
in
entire
Gray. In Penobscot, July 1, Doris Gray, aged
new.
claim'
Mrs. James M. Nickerson.
grounds and the amount of practice they stranded ou Lookout Shoals Feb. 9, 1905.
1 year. 1 month and 21 days.
Miss Harriet Erskine returned on FriGray. In East Surry. June 28. Miss Josie M.
have had, the game was well played. At
8.
The
three-masted
Portland,
Me.,
July
Herbert Black has for sale two yokes of noon
me
make settlemen
day from Boston where she has been the
an excellent dinner was served at the
schooner Melissa A. Willey of Thonmston, Gray, aged ‘28 years. 10 months and 18 days.
oxen.
Their combined weight is forty
Hodgkins. In Thomaston, July l, William F.
guest of her sister, Mrs. Dana Dutch.
and the day was concluded by a fine Me., which was towed into the harbor late
83 years, 4 months and 14 days.
hundred, fine yoke is a matched pair of hall,
Hodgkins,
aged
entertainment in the hall_Mrs. Lillian this afternoon in a damaged condition was
Mr. Albert Fergurson, who spent the
Jones. In Campbello, Mass., June 23, Miss
twins, whose girth is 7 feet and 8 inches.
Blaisdell of Rockland is visiting Mrs. John in collision earlier in the day off Seguin Mary Jones, formerly of Warren, aged 83 years.
winter in Belfast, returned to his home
Bak
at
tor
email
Orcutt’s
a few
Harbor
a
thick
with
the
three-masted
and
will
McIntosh. In Vinalhaven, July 3. Mrs. Franremain
here
all
Frank
of
Deero
has
during
fog
probably
Thursday
Searsport village
been in the employ of Herbert Black for weeks.Miss Jewell Ring of South schooner W. D. Hilton, lumber laden, from ces McIntosh.
summer.
Morton. In Friendship, June 29. Hon. RedBrewer
is
her
visiting
the past six weeks. Mr. Decro has been
cousin, Misslnez Bangor for New Y'ork. Her jibboom was
R. Morton, aged 49 years, 2 months and
Mrs. F. W. Ilersey, who has been the
engaged in hauling piling with his large Stevens, at West Brooksville this week_ carried away and her head rigging and dington
28
days.
of
her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leander
guest
parents,
of dark I’ercherou horses. He bought W. X. Goodell and family of Lowell, Mass., bobstays ruined. The other schooner was
span
In Rockland. July 4. James Savage,
Savage.
■Sargent, returned Monday to her home in them at Prince Edward Island.
They ai rived last week and have opened their cot- injured about her port bow and came into a native of Ireland, aged 72 years.
New York.
for
tlie
summer
but
tage
who
under
her
own
sail.
The
In
lbs.
George
Snow.
South Thomaston, June 30, Mrs.
3000
and
are
a
Austin,
port
leaking
weigh
dandy span. They
Mrs. (_'. C. Homer and her daughter haul the largest load of any team on the is at work at Stockton Springs this sum- Willey was stone laden from Clark’s Island Katherine Frances Snow, aged 48 years, 2 months
ana 28 days.
was
at
home
this
week
to
will
his
mer,
Norfolk.
Both
schooners
at
visiting
repair
Guida llomer of Blue-:sport spent a few road.
THE ADVERTISER OF FACTS.
Utter. In Denver, Colorado, June 28, ReLevi Franks picked nineteen this port. The damages are not serious
parents
days iu town this week,the guest of Mrs. E.
Palfrey Utter, wife of Rev. David Utter,
BTXTEKI'OKT.
large ripe strawberries last week that filled and neither captain blames the other. The becca
D. Colcord.
and daughter of the late Cazneau Palfrey of Bela quart measure.
fog horns on the Hilton were not heard dis- fast. Maine.
A box sale was held at the M. E. vestry
Dr. Walter Butler uf Bangor was in town
Wotton. In East Friendship, July 5, Captain
tinctly on the Willey and to this fact the acA
nice
Thursday
evening.
NORTH
very
TROY.
last
week
to
supper
one. day
Zenas L. Wotton, aged 72 years and 3 months.
cident is attributed.
perform an operation
the throat of Mr. Frank Mortland’s was served and a pleasant social time enon
G. B. Cook lost a fine cow recently.G.
small daughter.
joyed— Mr. and Mrs. W. 11. Lord have A. Woods and Clarence Whitney made a
Miss Elizabeth Carver of Brooklyn and returned from their wedding trip_Mrs. business
trip to Detroit village recently_
J ei friend .Miss Hart uf the same city are lliraui Kowe of Boston and her three chilMr. and Mrs. Charles Whitten and Mrs.
arver’s summer home, Moose’Cota: Mi-s
dren are spending a few weeks with her
Mary Haynes Whitten of Burnham were in
tage, fur the season.
parents, Mr, and Mrs. Loren Jepson_ town on business last week.A.
0. Ward
Mrs. M. E. Tibbetts and her niece, Miss of
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Crook, who have been
Plymouth was in town last week buying
arrived from Jacksonville
Mary
ilosmer,
calves
and
house
for
a
few
weeks in the cotcows,
keeping
lambs—Quite a number
Friday and are the guests of her sister,' of the farmers in this
.own as the Elms, left Monday for
tage
Mrs. Lewis Atwood
Mrs. Burton of some of their stoutest vicinity began cutting ♦
■■■■■■■IHKSBaHMHMHHnBHHnBHHHBBHnnHiHB
their In one in Bangor.
grass last week. Hayltocklaud is visiting her nieces, Mrs. Josie
ing will begin in earnest after July 4th.
Mason
and
Mrs.
Fltlie
Littlefield_The
Alfred Emery Nickerson and ,1. W.
Mrs. Sarah D. Carleton, who has been in
Black attended a meeting of the Waldo Fourth of July passed off very quietly ex- very poor health for some
time, is improvCounty Veterans’ Association which was cept fur the customary racket made by the ing gradually.Thomas Ward has begun
small boys.
held in Belfast on Friday.
preparations for the busy haying season by
buying a new horse-rake.Mr. Joseph
Most of the housewives in town are now FKOSI'KCT FEItliV.
Sturgis bought a fine looking horse and covmaking cake in pretty blue spotted mixing
Mrs. M. A. Littlefield visited relatives in ered
"
carriage in Detroit recently .Mr. and
dishes which they are acquiring in connecMrs. Walter Edmonds and Mrs. Isaac Cole
tion with a can of baking powder at Dyer Stockton several days last week.Mrs.
of
Burnham
were
in
town
on
business
last
James Peirce entertained the 11. H. club
A: Coleord’s.
week.. .The annual meeting of the Woman’s
Mr. James MacDougall left by boat Tues- last Wednesday.Mrs. Evander Harri- Christian Temperance Union was held at
nian arrived home from Worcester,
July 9. the home of Mrs. Bertie Whitney, June
day for Bangor, where he will be joined by -Mrs. Emma Moulton
of
Beverly, 27th, with the election of officers as follows:
tile Rev. Charles Whittier and then they
will take a short pleasure trip through the Mass., is visiting relatives here_Mrs. G. President, Mrs. A. S. Tyler; Vice PresiW. Silver visited friends in Bangor several
northern part of the State.
dents, Mrs. Gertrude M. Cook, Miss Flora
Miss Orianua Harding of E.
days last week
Carleton, Mrs. Georgia Tvler Woods;
Miss Veronica 0. Connor has taken the Long w ood, Mass., is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Gertrude M. Cook; TreasIievereanx house and can accommodate a Mrs. Jessie Harding—Mrs. S. J. Gliddeti Secretary,
Miss Flora E. Carleton. The superurer,
few boarders. A first class home table is is seriously ill at the home of her daughter, intendents of
departments are as follows:
supplied and parties wishing single meals Mrs. Gruby.Arthur Swan of Boston is Peace and Arbitration, Mrs. A. S.
Tyler;
can secure the same at short notice.
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Nettie Press, Miss Millie Stevens;
Purity, Mrs. ♦
Brow n
L. D. Berry and son James and Gertrude Cook Red Letter
and Flower
;
Mrs. Newell Shute and son Austin have Ernest
Days
our customers, we have
we
lots
Kaynor went fishing down river last Mission, Mrs. Bertie Whitney; Christian
easy
returned from Boston where the small boy week
Mrs. W. D. Harrinian and Miss
Citizenship, Mrs. Mary Dodge; SundayFIGURES.
bad undergone an operation on his throat. Medora Pierce and Vinuie Harrinian
lot in PLAIN
vis- School work, Mrs. Alice
He has entirely recovered from the effects ited Mrs. M. B. Grant last
Harding; Sutiday
Sunday at Observanee, Miss Carrie Weymouth;
Antiof it, however, and enjoyed the Fourth
Sandypoint.
Miss
Flora
E.
Narcotics,
as
much
as
the rest of the children.
Carleton; Sysquite
tematic Giving, Mrs. Abbie Myrick ; School
IA supper will be served by six young MONTVILLE.
Savings Banks, Mrs. Grace Merton Rogers.
ladies—Miss Mildred Miute, Miss Hattie
Mrs. Mabel M. Stewart of Knox with her The last meeting was held at the home
Miss
Jess Nickerson, Miss Ida infant
Roulston,
daughter has been visiting relatives of Mrs. Gertrude M. Cook, Tuesday evenWhittier, Miss Louise Lieb and Miss Jening, July 11th....Mrs. Ada Uuruh of Orean attraction and to have
consists
Her hus- gon, National Organizer of the
to inter
uette Rice—next Thursday at six o’clock in and friends in town for a week.
Woman’s
the social room of the Congregational band came after her Sunday_Mrs Mary Christian Temperance Union, will lecture
we
shall
in
Waldo
in
vestry.
Weed is visiting her relatives in New York
County
August. It is hoped
City. Her last letter states that it was very that she will speak in nearly every town.
not a
go at
Tbe'Searsport Village Cemetery Associa- doubtful if she ever returns_After
a
HOSE
2 Ic.
tion regret their inability to continue doing
of nearly forty years, Wm. THORNDIKE.
separation
lot.
as good work as they have thus far,
one in the
owing Jackson was remarried to his first wife,Mrs.
Miss Mildred Bartlett, daughter of Mr.
to slowness with which the assessments are
Mary P. Marr of China, July 5th, in his own and Mrs. E. L.
2 tot
15c
being paid. Their credit is not such that home.
Bratlett, underwent a surgThe ceremony was performed by
they are able to hire more work done than liev. E. J udson
Hatch before a select com- ical operation for appendicitis on Saturday.
they have cash in hand to pay for.
in this
look at
LACE
2
pany of relatives and invited friends. Mr. Her attending physician, Dr. P. B. Hurd,
<
Next Sunday will be made a young peo- and Mrs. Jackson are both well known by and Dr. King of Portland performed the
the older residents of Montville and ad- operation which was very successful. The
ples’ rally day at the M. K. Church. In the
towns.
For
and
is
joining
until
the
under
care
of
years,
a
many
traiued
patient
sizes.
nurse
morning the pastor will preach a special
Miss Edith
crippled by rheumatism Sir. Jackson work- and doing well
who
sermon to the young people. In the
evening ed at his trade of custom shoe malting. has been passing a week withHarmon,
•
relatives in
ati interesting program will be
a
This
provided by Their children and friends vie with
each
returned
last
Waterville,
the Epworth League. It is expected that
Thursday night.
Mrs. Timothy Porter of Searsport is
S. I.. Porter of Bangor, president of the other in wishes for happiness and long life
8c
Belding Spool Silk, per spool,
Hooks and Eyes, per card.
»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
to attend them.
visiting her daughter, Mr. L. A Bradford.
■State Epworth League, will be present and
Milnard's Needles, per paper,
4c
H. M. Higgins passed Saturday night
Regular 5c. Pins, per paper.
speak Sunday night.
MONKOE.
and Sunday with his sister, Mrs. J. T.
Large Spools Baste Cotton, per spool,4c
5c. Curling Tongs, .each
Hatch
in
Jackson
The 4th of July celebration in Monroe
Misses Bessie L. and
The industrious ladies of the M. E
Aunt Lydia’s Thread, per spool,
4c
10c Finishing Braid piece'
Lela M. Higgins and Martlia and Ruth
church will be before the public soon iii was a decided success. The
were
WHITE POLKA
day was all Small passed
I Lot BLACK
Kers Lustre Twist, per spool,
their summer sale. Everything is moving
Friday afternoon with Mr.
lie
Box's Biack Pins, per box.
that could be desired. About 1 a. m. the and Mrs. Fred L.
on as though they planned to
Higgins....Earle Bessey
eclipse all fun
Size Safety Pins, per doz.,
I lot Metal Shirt Waist Sets, pe'
3c
now
Large
has
with
been
the
relatives
in
of
cannon
began
and
visiting
town_Mrs.
the
efforts
in
tiring
that line. They will oc#
previous
Dress Shields, 3 pairs.
I lot Tooth Brushes, each
25c
cupy the hall this time, as their plans have ringing of the church bell. There was no B. P. Hurd is passing a few weeks with
out-grown the church vestry.
The sale more sleep for the people as the racket was friends in Northport and Belfast.Mr.
Hat Pins.
POLKA
DOT
4c
Silkateen, per spool.
Lot
will be held throughout the afternoon and kept up all night, or morning rather. At 9 and Mrs. Henry Parson visited friends in
Balls and Sockets, per dozen.
Miss Avis Woods of
9c
Brush Braid, per yard
evening. An entertainmeut will be given a. m. the parade of fantastics took place Belfast last week
were
now
t
in the evening. More details will be given and though small it was very good. Then Knox was the guest last Thursday of Miss
In walking the greased Jennie Cox
next week. Remember the date Thursday, came the games.
Roy Sylvester of Waterville
SIZES.
SMALL
ALL
THESE ARE NEARLY
pole Sam Bowden was the winner, and he called on friends in town recently.. .Friend
July 27th.
also caught the pig but the one who caught Page of Jackson is helping Mr. A. S. HigLot No. 9.
Lot No. 10.
The following out of town guests regis- it must shoulder it, and as it weighed near- gins through the haying season_Ralph
with
Ross Higgins,
tered the past week at the Searsport House: ly 150 pounds, Sam was not able to put the Clement is
Lee
4
G. YV. Lewis, Hartford; Harry Butler, Ban- pig on his shoulder. It was tlieu open to Hamlin with Rev. K. A. Myers, Percv
Goods
Muslin Underwent
any one who could. Squire U. C. Buzzell Hasty with Charles White and Chester
gor ; C. L. liowker, Maehias;S. II. Phillips,
t
Ellsworth; R. Partridge, Auburn; YV. shouldered and captured the porker. The Harding with Mr. Gilliat. The farmers all
Dark Prints, per yard,
4c
Sin ail, Milbridge; J. T. Ilarriman, Ells- wheelbarrow, running, pig and sack races began haying in earnest on Monday. The
Night Robes were 75c..
1.25
worth; II. Davis, Ellsworth; J. A. Dority, were hotly contested. Good music was fur- grass is looking fine and with good weather
5o
Light Prints, per yard,
*1.25
Bangor; John Evens; K. H. Hoxie, Bangor; nished during the day by the Jackson band. an abundant crop will be secured_A
This
Common Cambric, per yard,
5c
Corset Covers
50c..
H. L. Parker, Bangor; G. W. Evens, Bos- The ball game by the Slonroe and Frank- heavy shower of rain, hail, thunder and
•*
Lonsdale Cambric, per yard,
ton; I). J. Galligan, Boston; J. J. Moore, fort clubs was decided in favor of Monroe. lightning passed through here Sunday night.
lie
25c..
Drawers,
It
rained
in
The oration was delivered by H. R. Dawtorrents and there was a heavy
Boston; A. A. St. Clair, Portland; J. E.
|5c. India Linon, per yard,
lie
50c..
Clark, YVinsted; A. B. MacGowen, Worces- son of Monroe and the Declaration of In- wind, but so far as known no damage was
f
ter ; S. E. Littlefield and wife. Brewer; W. dependence was read by Miss Ethel Chase* done in this town....Harvest Moon Grange
will
hold
who
is
its
a very fine reader and one of Mon;
A. Sawyer, Sherman; Master Fred Littlemeetings every Saturday evenroe’s successful teachers. The fire works ing until further notice. They have bought
field.
THIS SALE CLOSES JULY 21st, ^as advertised) and no goods charged in
in the evening made a fine
on our counters,
display and the an organ of Mr. E. S. Pitcher of Belfast,
The drama Rip Van Winkle, which was festivities wound up by a grand ball in the and are conferring degrees and receiving
prices. For the benefit of out of town customers we will send sm
Good order prevailed.
There applications for membership at nearly
given on Friday night at Union Hall, was a evening.
Or
success in every way.
Home talent is al- was no drinking or disturbances of any every meeting....Mrs. S. C. Files and
COST.
of any goods advertised .and give special attention to filling the on
ways generously supported here and this kind and no need of any police officers, and, daughter of Unity and Mrs. V. N. Higgins
REMEMBER, THE BEST PATTERNS WILL BE PICKED OUT FIRST.
play was no exception to the rule. If the best of all, no accidents happened during passed Thursday with Mr. M. S. Hatch and
ggf Call and see us, your trade will be appreciated.
ticket seller had been lucky enough to pos- the day.
Altogether the celebration and family in Jackson....Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
sess a “standing room only” sign it would
the day were a complete success.Mrs. Stevens passed Sunday night with Mr. and
have been in use that night for the hall was Laura A. Brown has returned from Lynn, Mrs. V. N. Higgins and went Monday
AGENT FOR McCALL PATTERNS.
Renew your subscriptions with us. Price
crowded. The drama itself is such a well Mass., where she spent the winter with her morning to their new home in Searsport.
50c., with one pattern free.
known one it is needless to laud it and the laughter Mattie—Mrs. Lizzie Stearns has The best wishes of their many friends and
present company did the various parts full returned from Watertown, Mass., and will neighbors go with them. They will be
4
make her home for the summer with her missed in this community where they have
justice. The cast was as follows :
son, Hamilton Jenkins—Mrs. Belle J. lived so many years....Miss Verna Ward
act l.
RiP Van Winkle.R. P. Smith Palmer has gone to Nortbport, where she of Fairfield is visiting her grandparents,
YOURS TRULY,
Derrick Von Beekman.J. H. Bradbury will occupy her cottage for the summer.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred Patterson....Mr. Paris
Cockles (his nephew).Westropp Saunders H. R. Dawson will speak at the church in Dyer injured his shoulder quite badly reNick Vedder.P. <5. Whitcomb the village Sunday, July 16th, at 2 p. m., cently which will debar him from doing
much work in the hay field.
8tem..Eugene Carter standard.

I

biggest bargains you’ve

I

store-you

COSTS NOTHING

AROUND.

OUR STOCK INCLUDES

Dress Goods. Silks, Trimmings, Wash Goods, Ribbons.
Table Damask, Napkins,
Linens, Silkolene, Cretons.

it.,

nels, Wool Flannels, Crashes, Ginghams, Bed Spreads, Cotton
thing domestics'!, Prints. Lonsdale, Wrappers.
ticoats, Sheets
Pillow Cases, Blankets, Comforters,
Muslins, Babies’ Bonnets, Corsets, Hosiery, Underwear.
Hamburgs, Laces, Veilings, Handkerchiefs. Notions
Hundreds
the

Hundreds

stock-everything

Those having

please present them-those owing
possible.

please

Fred A. Johnson,

—

—

MASONIC

TEMPLE,

BELFAST

'E

MID-SUMMER SALE!

—

..

j

*

|j

—

t

—

—

|

Mid-Summer Prices

*

Kaloen at CARLE & JONES'
FROM JULY 13 TO

divided

and satisfactory for
To make it
marked each

JULY 21.

goods (which

have

{

advertised) into

j

of all Summer Dress Goods
Muslins, Piques, Cheviots, Cotton Voiles and Mercerized
Goods. These goods will
cost,
bad

This lot

Just for

something

everybody

sell,*—-

BLACK LACE 25c.

FOR

GAUZE LISLE SLEEVELESS VESTS, regular

Lot No. 2==1 lot Lawn Wrappers
Small sleeves, good colors, all
and $1.25.
sale,

—

|

Lot No. 7.

Lot No. l==COTTON.

While

department

BLACK

quality.

HOSE.

pair'

__

Former price, $ 1.00

50c.

■

Lot No. 8==This will be

Small Ware 1

—

—

Lot No. 3.

—

DICK,

I

WHITE DICK, BUCK

—

DOT SKIRTS,
$1.00.
59c
SKIRTS,
$ 1.00,

—

Lot No. 4==1 lot White Bed
Full size, perfect goods, regular $

59c.

Spreads

Staple Dry

Spreads.

week 9lc.

••

Lot No. 5-This Hits Everybody.
Every GINGHAM

DRESS PATTERNS

and SHIRT PATTERNS, will be sold for

THAN8

Lot No. 6==White Duck Belts, 8c.

---....

C-A. R. L E

<to

......

JONES,

I

j

